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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to:
1. Re-examine the frequency with which alcohol was
present in a selected group of events involving inter¬
personal violence.
2. Determine whether an association existed between
alcohol misuse and inter-personal violence, and,
3. Determine what role alcohol use/misuse had in the
occurrence of inter-personal violence.
Design and Method
In order to assess the relationship between alcohol
and crimes of inter-personal violence, 50 men imprisoned
for violent offences (assailants) were compared with 50
men imprisoned for non-violent offences (controls).
These prisoners were selected consecutively upon con¬
viction from specific offence categories. The assailants
had been convicted primarily of the violent offence
categories of: assault, serious assault and attempted
murder; and the controls of the non-violent offences of:
theft and theft by housebreaking. Particular care was
taken to exclude from the study individuals who could not
unequivocally be assigned to either subgroup. The
study was confined to men aged 18 years and over who
were either married or cohabiting at the time when the
offence was committed. In addition, all respondents
were serving either their first adult (age 21 and over)
or any juvenile prison sentence.
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The major fieldwork was carried out in one
Scottish prison. Data were obtained by interview using
a structured schedule. The interview covered in¬
formation on biographical characteristics, the offence,
alcohol consumption and consequences of drinking,
lifestyle and social activities, and developmental
characteristics - including criminal career. Detailed
information on alcohol consumption was obtained for the
day of the offence for which each respondent had been
imprisoned and also for the week preceding the offence
and a "typical week".
Additional data were obtained from three sources.
These were the wives or cohabitees of each respondent
and, in the case of assailants, their victims. In
addition, information was obtained from court and police
records.
Results
The sub-groups were found to differ with regard to
one major alcohol consumption variable. Significantly
more assailants (46) than controls (36) had consumed
alcohol on the day of their offence. Several differences
in mean levels of alcohol consumption appeared to be
directly a result of this finding. No differences were
apparent in the regular drinking patterns of the
assailants and the controls which could be related to
differences in the two criminal acts. In spite of this
vi i
fact it was evident that both sub-groups were comprised
of heavy drinkers, a high proportion of whom were
problem drinkers.
The effects of alcohol on the criminal event seem
to be numerous and diverse; and include both short term
and long term influences. Important clues to how
alcohol may influence a criminal act were found in
relation to the planning of both violent and non-violent
events. There was greater spontaneity in violent
offences, regardless of whether alcohol was consumed
prior to the offence. However, in both violent and non¬
violent offences, the spontaneity increased directly with
the quantity of alcohol consumed. With specific regard
to violent offences, even though the alcohol consumption
of the assailants was consistently the same within types
of inter-personal violence (defined by the social
relationship of the assailant to the victim) there was
variation in the number of assailants who attributed the
cause of their act to alcohol, indicating that the role
of alcohol may not always be the same.
The major conclusion which can be drawn from the
findings is that, while there is an association between
alcohol and crimes of inter-personal violence, there is
no clear indication of a direct causal relationship. In
fact there are a number of other reasonable explanations of
alcohol's role in violence offences which relate to such
vi i i
aspects as the offender's predisposition to a particular
type of offence and to the detection of the offence.
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This thesis addresses the relationship between
alcohol and crimes of interpersonal violence. The
decision was made to investigate this area for a number
of reasons, one of the paramount being the current up¬
surge of literature on different forms of violence.
Recent reports of domestic assaults and football hooligan¬
ism, two of the more topical forms of violence in Britain,
demonstrate that there may be an association between
alcohol abuse and violence, but do not suggest that there
is any direct causal link between the two (White, 1981;
Dobash and Dobash, 1980; Marsh, 1978). These forms of
violence and the crimes associated with them are being
examined elsewhere, particularly in the United States of
America, Canada and Finland.
The confusion about the measurement of the alcohol
variable found in crime studies provided an additional
impetus for the study. In this regard, many of the
present assumptions about the relationship of alcohol to
violent crime are based on secondary data sources and
quantitative measures. Further, seldom is there any
consideration of information on the long term consequences
of drinking, alcohol dependency and the effects of these
on the actions of the participants in violent crimes.
A third reason for undertaking this study, and not of least
importance, was the marked absence of any comparative
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studies which distinguish between the role of alcohol in
violent and in non-violent criminal events.
Professionals and researchers in the fields of
psychiatry, alcohol studies and in the judicial and
correctional systems continue to be concerned about
whether alcohol-related crime is a criminal or a mental
health problem. Roizen and Schneberk (1978) have stated
the central question to be:
"... whether crime or some aspect of crime can
reasonably be called a consequence of drinking
or a drinking problem."
The confusion about whether a cause-and-effect relation¬
ship exists between alcohol and crime leads to juris¬
dictional disputes and subsequently to a hesitancy to
develop measures for the control and treatment of the
problem.
To overcome the problems which appeared most trouble¬
some in existing research, this study set out to compare
men convicted of violent crime (i.e. assailants) with a
control group of men convicted of non-violent crime.
1.2 LIVING A LEGEND OF ALCOHOL USE AND VIOLENCE IN
SCOTLAND
An overwhelming number of people encountered in all
phases of the investigation, when told that the purpose
of the study was to examine the relationship between
alcohol and violent crime in Scotland, said: "You've
certainly come to the right place." Frequently, similar
attributions are made in the Scottish press, as demonstrated
in the following quotation:
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"Scots are born and bred to crime in the home."
(Hume and Appleton, 1974)
Popular beliefs not only express opinions about the high
prevalence of alcohol use and of violence in Scotland,
but make assumptions about the role which alcohol has in
such violence.
"Scotland's crime is a product of the combination
of bad social conditions with crippling alcoholism
and a legacy of violent attitudes."
(Hume and Appleton, 1974)
While associations between alcohol and both armed
conflict and inter-personal struggles are recorded in
history, and appear to be longingly held onto in many
present-day practices and traditions in Scotland, there
is evidence that these are not unique to the Scottish
nation. In the settlement of the New World, the
hegemonic role of alcohol both as a licence for violent
behaviour and as a means of subduing the victim has also
been clearly described (Room, 1979) . Similar associa¬
tions in Scotland predate those in America.
A full account of the historical associations which
alcohol and violence have in Scotland would be a thesis
in itself. However, it is relevant to note the Scottish
experience and to emphasise the longevity of the associa¬
tion. Evidence to support this appears in literary and
editorial comments about the society of Scotland and
also in documents recording the development of major
social, health and penal institutions. Two writers,
Paton (1977) and Gunn (1935) , have cited references about
the association of alcohol and violence from a number of
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early Scottish documents. A limited selection of extracts
will be taken from these works to demonstrate some of the
changes in thinking over time and to explain the subse-
uent confusion.
One of the first references to alcohol as a cause of
violence and feuding appeared in legislation in the year
1609. The Statutes of Icolmkill stated that "cruelty
and inhuman barbarity" amongst the "islanders of the
north", were due to an inordinate love of "strong wines
and acqua vitae" (Gunn, 1935). This early statute
attempted to rectify the problems attributed to alcohol
by restricting the "impoverished islanders" access to
alcohol. These early control measures, which were not uni¬
versally applied to "barons and wealthy gentlemen"
introduced discontent and further threats of violence.
Later, in the Jacobite risings of the mid-eighteenth
century, there were references to the use of alcohol as
a tactic or weapon in espionage. Gunn (1935) records
how Hanoverian agents subtly set out to get the
Highlanders to betray their fellows by "filling them
drunk with whisky".
It is not surprising that alcohol, being so
associated with these early recorded conflicts and
episodes of violence, became also closely linked to
nationalistic struggle. Burns (1759-1796),writing
about Scotch Drink (1784) refers to whisky as the poor
man's wine and, more fervently in his poem, The Author's
Earnest Cry and Prayer to the Scotch Representatives in
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The House of Commons (1785),pleads that:
"Freedom and whisky gang thegither"
Another Scottish poet, MacDairmid (1892-1979) adds to an
understanding of the associations between alcohol, social
structure and nationalism in his poem, A Drunk Man Looks
at the Thistle (1926):
"It matters not what drink is ta'en,
The barley bree, ambition, love,
Or Guid or Evil workin 1 in's,
Sae lang's we feel like souls set free
Frae mortal coils and speak in tongues
We dinna ken and never wull..."
With regard to alcohol control policies and violence,
history repeated itself. Nearly two centuries after the
Statutes of Icolmkill, it is recorded that controls were
directed not at a geographically defined group, but one
defined by social class. Paton (1977) reports from the
Select Committee regarding the Scottish Distilling Duties,
Parliamentary Papers of 1797 and 1798, Vol. XXI:
"It is indeed the general opinion that it is wise,
in a political as well as a financial view, to
impose such a duty on the manufacturing as will
raise the price to the consumer high enough to
prevent excessive use of it by the poor."
The appropriateness of such controls has been questioned.
In retrospect, it is seen that the poor faced additional
pressures which were not a direct result of alcohol abuse.
"As for the poor, the wretched squalor of the slums
in a new uncomprehended utterly soulless industrial
world drove them, as we have seen,to seek forget-
fulness in drink; is doing so to this day to an
accompaniment of gangs and bottle-slashing, but
more and more with an inbred viciousness that can
be roused without drink."
(Gunn, 1935)
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The Temperance Movement, part of the moral revival
of Victorian times, added an awareness about the "demon
in drink". If the movement had any effect, it tended to
shift the focus from a political or social class based
group to the individual:
"The man who is in what the world calls good society,
does not roll drunken upon the street, does not
alarm his neighbour with mad shouting, does not
knock anybody down, does not drag his wife by the
hair of the head, does not beat his child as a
ferocious sufferer would his dog."
(Archibald Prentice (1854)
Temperance as Affecting the Interest of Employers
and Employees, as reported by Paton, 1977)
In this period the concepts of illness and crime were
being re-examined and there was a growth of both
psychiatric and penal institutions. In these develop¬
ments, alcohol and violence continued to be associated.
The Chief of Glasgow's Police, in 1840, noted that three-
quarters of the crime in that city originated in
drunkenness. At the same time, health authorities
indicated criminal activity to be one of 13 symptoms of
the disease of "alcoholism". It was also stated that:
"It perverts the moral nature"
(Sanitary Chambers - Corporation
of Glasgow, as reported by Paton, 1977)
This brief overview of the history of alcohol in the
political and the social struggles of Scotland suggests
in part why alcohol and criminal violence are related to
this day. From these historical associations have grown
numerous explanations about the properties of alcohol
which cause violence, or, for example:
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"Whisky the national drink of Scotland is more
potent in producing disorderly drunkenness than
the national beverage of England."
(Royal Commission of Licensing
Laws, 1899, as reported by Paton, 1977)
Now, many of these beliefs attributing such effects to
alcohol are known to be simplistic and inaccurate (Thorley,
1982). Even so, the legacy of attitudes left to the
Scots becomes a crucial variable in the unravelling of
the relationship between alcohol and inter-personal
violence. Drinking and violence, for the Scot at a
national level, hold honour and pride; and at an
individual level appear to represent manliness. These
aspects are vividly summed up in the west coast metaphor,
which is used as a challenge to fight, to drink and to be
a man:
"Show me yer bottle".
1.3 ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION AND THE PREVALENCE OF DETECTED
CRIME IN SCOTLAND
Frequently the conclusion that there is an associa¬
tion between alcohol consumption and crime is based on
the evidence that increases in per capita alcohol consump¬
tion and rates of crime are of a similar order. Actually,
because of the unavailability of data, it is difficult to
determine the per capita level of alcohol consumption in
Scotland. Estimates for the decade 1968-1978, preceding
this study, suggest that alcohol consumption increased
by 30 per cent (Plant,1981; Jeffs, 1979). The over-all
crime rate in the same period increased by approximately












Figure 1.1: Trend in Selected Categories of Crimes and
Offences Made Known to the Police - Scotland
(1968-1978)
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The evidence in figure 1.1 refutes the belief that
there is a direct association between either alcohol and
violent crime or alcohol and crime in general. In this
regard a number of contradictory facts can be pointed out.
First, the base rates within the categories of offences
are different and show extreme variation. Second, the
percentage increase within the categories of offences
also were markedly varied. For most offences the
percentage increase was greater than that estimated for
per capita alcohol consumption. More specifically, thefts,
which accounted for the major increase in the crime rate,
is not, prima facie, a drink-related offence. Further,
many of the increases which are shown in the figure reflect
other social factors and attitudes towards the labelling
of crime (Gove, 1975; Robins, 1975). For example, the
86.7 per cent increase in drunken driving offences is
known to be related to policies of law enforcement and the
number of motor vehicles on the road (Roizen and Schneberk,
1978) .
It is difficult to draw any conclusion about the
nature of the association between alcohol abuse and
violent crime without some understanding of the perspective
from which these two social problems are viewed.
1.4 AETIOLOGIES OF ALCOHOL AMD. VIOLENCE
Numerous theories have been developed to explain
alcohol abuse and violent crime. Many of the same
theoretical models have been applied to explain both of
these social problems. Because there have been rapid
changes in the thinking about these problems within the
last three decades, much current thinking is eclectic
and as such it is often difficult to distinguish between
theories. For simplicity, three groups of theories,
which have been applied to both alcohol abuse and to
crime and which represent extremes in thinking, will be
described. These include: the individualistic or ethological
theories; the social, ethnological and cross-cultural
theories; and the situational-interactional theories.
1.4.1 Individualistic-ethological theories of alcohol
and of.violence
Many of the early theories developed to explain both
alcohol abuse and violence provided explanations of the
problem in terms of the character of the individual.
The aetiological explanation of the individualistic
theories often suggested that there was a single and
direct cause of the problem. Two primary focuses of
these theories were the physiological (e.g. genetic and
biochemical) and psychological (e.g. personality and
developmental characteristics). The prominent
individualistic theories of violence and violent crime
have been reviewed by a number of researchers (Kluver an<3
Bucy, 1939; Gray, 1971; Jacobs et al, 1965 , Kaplin, 1977;
Megargee, 1969, Gibbons et al, 1977; Avis, 1974). Those
with a specific interest in the personality and develop¬
mental characteristics of the individual have been
discussed by Money and Erhardt, 1972; Burgess and Akers,
1966, Erhardt and Barber, 1974, Quadagno, Briscoe and
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Quadagno, 1977; Gibbens and Silberman, 1977; Marsh, 1979;
and Madden, 1971. In the field of alcohol studies,
there has been as prolific a review of these two areas.
Some of the reviews which discuss both these areas are
presented by: Caruna, 1975; Littleton, 1977; Shields,
1977, Edwards and Grant, 1977; Clare, 1979? Grant
and Gwinner, 1979; and Peck, 1982.
1.4.2 Social,. Ethnological and Cross-Cultural Theories
of Alcohol Abuse and of Violence
The social ethnological and cross-cultural theories
account for the problems on the basis of group
characteristics and give particular attention to social
class, gang membership and sub-cultural or minority group
characteristics (Cohen, 1955? Cloward and Ohlin, 1961;
Buchanan, 1969, Archard, 1979).
In the field of alcohol studies, attention has been
given to such aspects as "Skid Row alcoholism" (McCord
and McCord, 1962), special population groups (e.g. based
on occupation, ethnic origin, social class) (Cahalen and
Roman, 1974; Robinson, 1976; Dight, 1976; Schmidt, 1977;
and Plant, 1981) and more recently the female drinker
(Otto, 1980; Kalant, 1980) .
1.4.3 Situational-Interactional Theories of Alcohol
Abuse and Violence
Situational-interactional theories focus more and
more on the occurrence of the drinking episode or the
violent event. In alcohol studies this represents a
major shift from a disease model of "alcoholism" to the
drinking problems or consequences of drinking model
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(Clark, 1975; Sobell and Sobell, 1975; Makela, 1977;
Peck, 1982). A basic assumption made in the more
recent models is that a behaviour is not innate and that
behavioural change is possible. For the study of crime,
using a situational-interactional theory as a base,
factors such as time of occurrence and the location of
the offence, as well as the individual and socio-
demographic characteristics of both the actors become
important (Sutherland and Cressey, 1970; Gibbons, 1977;
Dobash and Dobash, 1979). As early as 1963 there were
classifications of violent crime based on the circum¬
stances in which the event occurred. McClintock (1963)
provided the following typology of violent acts:
Violent sexual attack
Attacks on police
Family or neighbourhood quarrels
Public House disputes
Fights in streets and public places
Miscellaneous special cases
In present-day classifications, there are additional
subdivisions within the categories of family and
neighbourhood violence, which primarily include wife
beating and child battering and abuse. These changes
have occurred largely because of strong lobbying by lay
groups, including feminists, battered women's shelters
and rape crisis centres.
1.5 THF ROLE OF ALCOHOL IN VIOLENCE
1.5.1 Definitions of Alcohol Abuse and of Violence
Few theories attempt to explain the relationship
between alcohol and violence. In part this is because
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of the broad range of definitions of both alcohol
abuse and violence. The involvement with alcohol,
for example, may concern the short term intoxicating
"aspects" as well as the long term "effects" of abuse
(i.e. described specifically by terms such as "alcohol-
related problems" and "alcoholism").
Violence can be defined as: aggressive thoughts,
vandalism and the destruction of property, and/or
inter-personal violence (e.g. assault, rape and murder).
In the extreme legalistic situation, the "destruction of
a reputation" is accepted as violent conduct. Most
commonly, violence refers to acts which involve physical
contact. From these foregoing examples, it can be seen
that definitions of violence are sometimes based on the
outcome (e.g. murder) and at other times on the act
itself. Aggression, generally a term used by
psychologists, places the emphasis on behavioural
processes. It can be used to describe both overt and
suppressed behaviour (e.g. internalised aggression)
1.5.2. Theories of Intoxicated Aggression
One of the more complete reviews of the theories
linking alcohol use and violence has been developed by
Graham (1980) in her "Theories of Intoxicated
Aggression". Graham defines four paradigms: the
direct cause paradigm, the indirect cause paradigm, the
indirect conditional-upon-motive for drinking paradigm
and the predispositional-situational paradigm. The
respective questions posed in these examples are: "Does
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alcohol directly cause aggression?", "Does alcohol have
certain effects and do these effects contribute to
aggressiveness?", "Do certain motives lead people to drink
and do these motives, interacting with the effects of
alcohol, lead to aggression?" and, finally, "Is the
relationship between alcohol and aggression a spurious
one based on the relationship between the characteristics
of the drinker and the drinking situation and aggression?"
Although Graham uses the term 'aggression', her
comments aptly apply to violence. The first two groups
of theories which she describes refer as much to
aggression in animals as to forms of inter-personal
violence. The latter two theories more specifically
apply to inter-personal violence.
1.5.3 Theories of Alcohol and Inter-personal Violence
A theory which describes more precisely alcohol use
within the context of interpersonal violence has been
suggested by Room (1979). In a theory of "Alcohol as
an Instrument of Intimate Domination", he rejects any
direct causal relationship between alcohol and violence,
and suggests that alcohol may serve a legitimising func¬
tion in two ways. First, it may alter any combination
of factors (e.g. pharmacological, psychological and
cultural) which influence behaviour, and, second, it can
be used as an excuse or justification of behaviour,
particularly after the act has occurred. It is further
speculated that for alcohol to be used as an instrument
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of intimate domination, it is necessary that there
should be an unequal use of alcohol by the participants
(generally a greater use by the dominant party) and that
the use will vary according to the degree of intimacy
within the relationship. The actual or reported use
will be greater in more intimate relationships in order
that the act may be seen as less personal and horrific
(Aarens et al, 1977).
1.S ORGANISATION OF THE REPORT
The variables which are considered to be
important to this study are isolated in the review of
the literature to follow. In the preparation of this
review, research from both alcohol studies and crime
studies were examined. It is not possible in a single
thesis to report comprehensively on the breadth of
knowledge in both these areas. Therefore the findings
presented in this chapter are selected. There are also
references to a number of recent reviews of this area
of the literature which are difficult to surpass. The
following presentation will not be restricted only to
violence (violent crime) as the methods used in the study
of general crime are often applicable. Occasionally,
selected references will be made to additional literature
in the disciplines of criminology, psychiatry, psychology
and sociology.
In the presentation of the important findings of
alcohol and crime studies, an emphasis will be given
first to the measurement and operationalisation of the
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alcohol variables. This will be followed by a
discussion of important biographical variables which are
known to relate to both the drinking careers and the
criminal careers of the study populations. To conclude
the review of the literature, there will be a discussion
of a number of situational and contextual variables which
are believed to affect alcohol consumption and criminal
activity. In this section the importance of victim
studies will be considered.
In the subsequent chapters of this thesis, the
study design will be described and findings of the thesis
will be discussed. The findings presented in chapters
4 to 7 will relate to:
(a) the response of the study populations;
(b) the biographical and social characteristics of the
study populations;
(c) an evaluation of the self-report technique used in
this study;
(d) a comparison between the subgroups of the study
populations, of their use and abuse of alcohol,
both at the time of the event and in their more
general drinking.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A number of social scientists reviewing the
literature on alcohol and crime, draw the common con¬
clusion that there is an undeniable association between
alcohol and violence. It is also generally agreed that
a simple and direct cause and effect relationship does
not exist between these two phenomena. Reviewers
conclude, however, because of the vast differences in
the findings and also because of the absence of any
standardised method, that additional research is necessary
before the nature of the relationship between alcohol
and criminal violence can be determined.
Any review of the literature would necessarily be
modest in relation to the existing discussions by
Pernanen (1979); Pernanen (1981) and the Social Research
1 ...
Group (Berkeley) (1977). Pernanen's earlier review is
concerned with non-instrumental and inter-individual
crimes of violence. From a discussion of the data
sources and an examination of a number of studies, which
include reports on the alcohol consumption by victims of
violence, he proceeds to discuss a number of models of
causation. In his more recent review, which is
directed more broadly towards all types of crime and not
1 This group is now called the Alcohol Research Group,
Institute of Epidemiology and Behavioural Medicine,
(Berkeley).
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just violent crime, he proposes a model for a systematic
research strategy, which he calls "explanatory accounting".
There are a number of other labels for describing this
activity, one of the more descriptive is called "social
system epidemiology" (Mercer, 1973). The term
"explanatory accounting" is used by Pernanen, as it
permits the integration of theories (i.e. theories
related to alcohol use, effects of alcohol use, crime
and deviance) at both an individual and at a collective
or social level. It further recognises that explana¬
tions must be multidisciplinary in nature and not just,
for example, medical or social. Perhaps most important,
the term also emphasises the potential for quantitative
measurement and also the need to consider such factors
as the initial prevalence of a problem.
Members of the Alcohol Research Group (Berkeley)
expressed their views about alcohol and violence as
part of a larger report on Alcohol, Casualties and Crime.
In this volume, a major contribution to the field of
alcohol and violence is made in distinguishing alcohol
use in the event from other aspects of alcohol consump¬
tion and the consequences of alcohol use. Roizen and
Schneberk, in chapter 4 of this larger work, focus on
alcohol and crime and attend specifically to the
findings relating to the violent crimes of robbery, rape,
assault and homicide.
In addition to these major reviews, there are a
number of minor yet notable ones relating specifically
to "Alcohol and Violence", "Alcohol, Aggression and
Violence" and "Alcohol and Homicide" (Tinklenberg, 1973;
Evans, 1980; John, 1978). Tinklenberg1s review is
focussed on the pharmacological, developmental,
personality and some cont extual, variables relating to
alcohol and violence. In John's review of "Alcohol
and Criminal Homicide", the distinction is made between
the measurement of alcohol use and alcoholism; and the
question is posed whether it is possible, both because
of the complexity of the independent variables and the
number of intervening factors, to relate alcohol to
violent crime in a causal sense. In the third review,
Evans considers the contributions of alcohol to aggres¬
sion in both animal and human studies. From studies
in both fields he arrives at a conclusion similar to
that of John.
Room (1978) , in summarising the findings of a number
of studies, exposes the vast discrepancy in reported
findings relating the alcohol consumption at the time
of the violent criminal event. He notes from the
reports that between 24 and 86 per cent of the assailants
and between four and 87 per cent of the victims had
some alcohol involvement at the time of the offence, an^
that the assailants' patterns of habitual drinking, as
reported, were as varied.
The discrepancy among the findings of the existing
studies would appear to be influenced by variation in:
(1) the operational definitions and measurement of
alcohol use and misuse; (2) the study populations
(e.g. patient or prisoner populations) and related
biographical characteristics; and (3) the study
objectives and methods.
The purpose of this review chapter will not be to
present the actual findings from studies of alcohol and
criminal violence, but rather to demonstrate the basis
for some of the difficulty in making conclusions from
existing evidence. First, a description of the ways
of measuring the involvement of alcohol in crime will be
presented. This will be followed by an isolation of
several groups of biographical characteristics which
describe different study populations. One of the
purposes of this will be to show how findings in the
research have followed different professional interests
(e.g. criminological and psychiatric). Finally, some
contextual factors which affect the relationship of
alcohol and violence will be explored. This is an area
of research which is still in its infancy, but is one
which a number of reviewers agree is of prime importance.
2.2 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND THE MEASUREMENT OF
ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT
Four major ways of measuring the alcohol variable
are found in alcohol and crime studies. These are:
(1) non-specific consumption measures; (2) specific
consumption measures; (3) drinking patterns and habits;
and (4) the effects of drinking (e.g. "alcoholism" and
alcohol-related problems). The first three groups
primarily concern an individual's drinking in the short
period preceding the offence or at the time of the
offence, while the fourth group of measures, that of the
"teffects" of drinking, is more generalised and relates to
habitual drinking patterns and experiences related to
the consumption of alcohol over time.
2.2.1 Non-Specific Measures
Non-specific measures of alcohol consumption provide
the most common bases from which conclusions about the
relationship of alcohol to violent and non-violent
crimes are drawn. The majority of non-specific
measures reported in alcohol and crime studies are
dichotomous. Examples of some of the more frequently
used are: Alcohol use versus No Alcohol Use; Drinking
versus Non-Drinking; Intoxicated versus Sober; Drinking
versus Drunk (Wolfgang and Strohm, 1956; Gerson and
Preston, 1979; LeRoux and Smith, 1964).
Studies which use non-specific measures of alcohol
consumption generally record a higher level of alcohol
involvement than found with other measures. There
appear to be a number of reasons for this. First, as
shown in the foregoing examples, non-specific measures
are often overly inclusive and may indicate "drinking in
the act" and both long and short term effects of
alcohol use (i.e.intoxication and consequences of
drinking). Second, they are often extracted from
secondary data sources, such as court records, which may
contain reports from a number of sources, any one of
which might record an impression that alcohol was
present. These reports may assume that an individual
was drinking because of the location of the event.
Further, information in such reports is prone to
historical biases, for example, previous knowledge
that the offender or the victim was a heavy drinker.
(Mayfield, 1974; Hollis, 1974).
Pernanen (1981), discussing the problems of
categorical measurements of alcohol consumption,
suggests that the problem may not be with the operation-
alisations themselves but rather with the focus of the
studies which use such measures. Non-specific measures
are often applied to studies where other techniques are
inappropriate. In such studies, which tend to be
descriptive, there is frequently a broad range of
offences included, many of which are, by definition,
alcohol-related offences (e.g. drunk and disorderly).
The conclusions from such studies are, therefore,
based on exaggerated reporting of the involvement of
alcohol.
2.2.2 Specific Measurement of Alcohol Consumption
The major techniques for the specific measurement
of alcohol consumption which have been used in alcohol
and crime studies include analyses of blood alcohol
concentration, self-reported alcohol consumption and
controlled laboratory measurement and observation, as
well as estimating alcohol consumption through observa¬
tion (participant observation).
(a) Blood alcohol concentration (BAC)
The idea of measuring blood alcohol concentration
is not new. Systematic analysis of the alcohol
levels in the blood was reported as early as 1847
(Mason and Dubowski, 1976). Recently, techniques of
rapid assessment are attributed to the developments of
National Aeronatic and Space Administration programmes
in the United States of America. A variety of
approaches are available for the measurement of blood
alcohol concentrations, the primary ones being: direct
blood analysis; breath analysis; urine analysis; and
brain tissue analysis. However, the relationship
between these measures is not completely understood
(Spain et al, 1951; Schupe, 1954; Mason and Dubowski,
1976) .
Blood and breath analysis in general studies of
crime, including violent crime, have not been as
extensively used as they have in the studies of
casualties, particularly motor vehicle accidents.
The techniques for measuring blood alcohol concentra¬
tions for the most part have been used in homicide and
frequently only with regard to the victims. The
victims, dead or wounded, are a more captive group than
are the assailants. However, the accurate measurement
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of a blood alcohol concentration after death is often
imprecise (Mason and Dubowski, 1978). There are only
a limited number of crime studies in which breath
analysis is reported. In one such study, the measure¬
ment was made in an emergency outpatients clinic and
the criminality of the individuals who were involved
was subsequently determined (Thum et al, 1973). With
this type of study there are obvious problems of self-
selection, ethical concerns and problems in administering
the appropriate tests. While blood alcohol levels
provide more precise measures than many other methods,
there are situations in which they are not a viable
technique. Further, it has been noted that B.A.C.s
are a poor guide to behaviour (Gusfield, 1981; LeRoux
and Smith, 1964). Differences in an individual's
behaviour are known to be related to differences in the
ingestion of alcohol, experience with drinking and
drinking situations,among other factors.
(b) Self-reported consumption
A number of recent studies of alcohol and crime have
relied on self-report techniques, modified from those
used in community surveys, to measure alcohol consumption
(McKinley, 1979; Henley, 1980; Edwards, 1972; Crawford
et al, 1982). It is possible from knowledge about the
type and amount of alcohol consumption to make conversions
into units of alcohol. In studies where the self-
report techniques have been used, there has been
considerable variation in the defined consumption period
which may refer to: daily alcohol intake; alcohol in¬
take for a specific week, which in studies of prison
populations is generally the week prior to admission;
alcohol intake for an indefinite, typical or average
week; or weekly intake established from estimated mea¬
sures of the quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption.
Doubts about the use of the self-report in studies
with criminal populations appear to be prompted by the
high consumption generally reported by offenders and by
the dubious assumption that such respondents are always
dishonest (Clark and Tifft, 1966; Polsky, 1969; Piatt,
1980; Sparks et al, 1977). Reports from studies of
patients receiving treatment for alcohol abuse suggest
that the self-reports of alcohol consumption in a heavy
drinking population may be reliable and valid (Sobell et
al, 1979; Sobell and Sobell, 1978). In most studies
it is agreed that heavy drinkers under-report their
alcohol consumption (McCrady et al, 1978; Wilson, 1980).
However, it has been shown recently that amongst a
group of heavy drinkers in an "alcoholism treatment
programme", the over-reporting of alcohol consumption was
substantial (Midanik, 1981).
When assessing self-report data, it is important
to remember that all such data reflects a subjective
bias of the respondent (Piatt, 1980; Scott and Lyman,
1968). Piatt has emphasised that this occurs regard¬
less of whether the data are subjective (i.e. expressing
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attitude, opinion or belief), or objective (i.e. based
on facts about events or objects).
While the main anxiety about the use of the self-
report in most community based studies is with under¬
reporting, in the field of alcohol and crime such con¬
cern is also focused on the over-reporting of alcohol
consumption. It is believed that offenders may
exaggerate their drinking in an attempt to disavow the
crime (Roizen, 1977; Room, 1978; Dobash and Dobash,
1980). There is no agreement, however, that over-
reporting is a greater problem in crime research than
in other fields of alcohol study where similar techniques
have been used (McCaghy, 1963; Smart and Jarvis, 1981).
(c) Laboratory measurements and observation studies
A limited number of laboratory type studies and
observational studies of alcohol and violence have been
conducted in response to the problems of measuring
alcohol consumption which have already been discussed.
These methods overcome many of the non-response
problems and problems of respondent bias. Laboratory
studies in particular allow for greater control of
personal interaction, setting and also such factors as
food intake (Shuntich and Taylor, 1982; Taylor and
Gammon, 1976). Unfortunately, in the laboratory studies
the aggressive act is disimilar to that in any life
situation. Certainly the ultimate consequences of
criminal violence (e.g. imprisonment, fine or death
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sentence) cannot be duplicated in the experimental setting.
Observational studies, as with laboratory studies, over¬
come several major disadvantages of other approaches,
but do not permit the control of alcohol consumption
(Pernanen, 1979; Graham et al, 1980). The populations
in observational studies are not representative of the
more general drinking population. Further, the
technique, by its nature, makes validation difficult.
2.2.3 Drinking Patterns and. Habits
The basic interest in most studies of alcohol and
crime has been with some measurement of alcohol consump¬
tion or the consequences of drinking. Only a few have
examined an individual's drinking habits and patterns in
relation to the event and ongoing criminal activity.
Drinking patterns and habits (i.e. behaviour of_ drinking
rather than behaviour resulting from drinking) have been
given only cursory examination in relation to either the
criminal event or an individual's criminal career.
Goodwin et al (1971) specifically explored how a change
in drinking pattern related to criminality and noted
that there was less detected criminal activity in a sub¬
group whose drinking was in remission. In a Scottish
study of the habitual drunken offender, patterns of
offending were examined in relation to companionship
(i.e. drinking alone or with others), types of beverages
consumed (e.g. cheap wine or spirits) and duration of
drinking periods in days (Hamilton et al, 1976). In
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another study, two components of drinking habits, namely
type of beverage consumed and drinking style (i.e.
continuous or intermittent drinking) were examined, along
with an additional variable, the use of non-medical drugs
(Ashley et al, 1978).
With a specific focus on the criminal event, Crawford
et al (1982) examined the relationship to number of
drinking days in the week preceding the offence. Heather
(1981) questioned his respondents about drinking habits
relating to regular frequency of drinking, the time spent
drinking, drinking partners, place of consumption and
also the use of non-medical drugs along with alcohol.
Outside the field of alcohol and crime (violence)
other distinctions relating to patterns of drinking
are made which would also appear to be relevant. These
deal primarily with classifications of the drinker by
his drinking pattern and include such classifications as:
episodic drinking, addicted versus non-addicted versus
social drinking; and controlled drinking versus loss
of control drinking (Manson, 1949; Vogel, 1961; Kessel
and Walton, 1965; Tomsovic, 1974; Sobell and Sobell,
1975; Sadava, 1978). Further explorations have
appeared with regard to drinking patterns in relation to
domestic violence (Dobash and Dobash, 1978).
Specifically, these authors have questioned whether
conflict and violence are unique to a drinking pattern
present within particular social classes.
The absence of extensive research on patterns of
drinking and violence is an indication of the complexity
of the relationship. It is difficult to relate an
individual's drinking habits to a criminal event without
also examining the individual's divergence from both
normative drinking patterns and criminal activity within
a particular culture (Sobell and Sobell, 1975; Robinson
and Heather, 1981). In addition, it is known that
individual drinking patterns do not remain the same, but
tend to change over a period of time.
2.2.4 The Effects of.Drinking
To this point, the measures of the alcohol variables
which have been discussed primarily concern the act of
drinking and its immediate influence on behaviour,
sometimes referred to as "aspects" of alcohol consumption.
The ultimate concern in the alcohol studies field is
with the results or effects of the habitual use of
alcohol (Roizen and Schneberk, 1977; Room, 1978).
"Alcoholism" has been used most commonly to describe such
effects. However, increasingly the phrases "alcohol-
related problems" and "consequences of drinking" are
used. This ideological shift reflects a change in
treatment focus, from the medical to a social,
behavioural model; and has been accompanied by a
perceived increase in the scope of the problem (Kendell,
1979; Thorley, 1982). There continues to be discussion
over the related differences in definition (Room, 1981).
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Although it may not be possible to distinguish completely
between the definitions, some understanding of the
central concepts held in the definitions is important to
the interpretation of the findings in existing studies,
(a) "Alcoholism"
Many references in the literature on alcohol and
crime are made to "the alcoholic" or to "alcoholism"
without further clarification of the diagnostic criteria
which are used to make such assessments. In a limited
number of studies where criteria are specifically
mentioned, there appears to be considerable variation.
Definitions may include one or more aspects related to
personality, levels of consumption or patterns of
habitual drinking (Meahus, 1975; Zitrin et al, 1975;
Sadava, 1978; El Guebaly and Lee, 1978; Pasewark and
Durbin, 1978, Gibbens and Silberman, 1979). Most
definitions of "alcoholism" do not reflect a distinct
symptomatology, but more the admission policies of a
particular treatment unit or medical practice.
Therefore, these definitions often indirectly reflect
other social conditions, such as vagrancy and drunkenness
(Lindelius and Salum, 1975). A small number of studies
in the crime field have refined the definition of
"alcoholism" by subclassification according to previous
psychiatric history (e.g. primary versus secondary
alcoholism) or a combination of characteristics related
to psychiatric history and personality (e.g. primary
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versus sociopathic versus antisocial) (Schuckit, 1973;
Nicol et al, 1973; El Guebaly and Lee, 1978).
(b) Alcohol-related Problems
The alcohol problems approach developed on a
systems model of conceptualising "effects" is accepted
currently by most of the community of alcohol researchers.
Its general acceptability seems to be based on the recog¬
nition that the alcohol use presents different problems
within different individuals and social contexts and
that alcohol may contribute in a number of ways (i.e.
physically, psychologically or socially) to an individual's
drinking problems. There is considerable overlap between
the subclassifications used to describe alcohol problems,
leading to difficulties in interpreting existing research.
Two major areas of alcohol problems which have been
distinguished are "alcohol dependency" and "consequences
of drinking".
Alcohol Dependence
A number of researchers have pointed out recently
that the alcohol dependence, while it is often viewed
as a physical dependence or addiction, is fundamentally
a psychological phenomenon (Orford, 1977; Haberman and
Baden, 1981; Thorley, 1982). This position does not
exclude the possibility that there may be medical
problems which relate to the prolonged use of large
quantities of alcohol. However, physical dependence on
alcohol should only be seen as one aspect of alcohol
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dependence which, as pointed out by Room (1981) is only
part of the alcohol problems field:
"Alcohol dependence, while prevalent and itself a
matter for serious concern, constitutes only a
small part of the total alcohol-related problems."
In both the broad area of alcohol studies and in alcohol
and crime studies, research continues to relate to
clarifying the scope of alcohol dependence and to measure it
quantitatively. There is no agreement on what criteria
or what number of criteria should constitute a dependency
score (Hilton and Eokare, 1978; Mullaney and Trippett,
1979; Chick , 1980) .
Consequences of Drinking
Consequences of drinking are occasionally defined
in relation to dependency as those effects of drinking
which are not part of the dependency. In fact there is
no agreement as to what the basis for the distinction
between the two should be (Lindelius and Salum, 1972;
Ritson et al, 1981; Roizen, 1981). Thorley (1982)
pointed out three areas of drinking from which con¬
sequences may arise, namely from (a) intoxication;
(b) regular excessive drinking; and (c) alcohol
dependence. He further conceptualises the problem to
lie within three areas: medical, social or legal. The
dimensions along which consequences of drinking are
organised seems merely to be one of convenience. In
several recent reports, only two dimensions, personal
consequences and social consequences, have been described
(Roizen, 1981).
Scales for.Measuring Alcohol-Related Problems in Crime
Studies
A number of scales have been used to measure the
effects of alcohol consumption in studies of crime.
These scales do not consistently distinguish between
dependency and consequences of drinking, nor, as
mentioned earlier, do they agree on what conditions con
stitute either. The scales which have been used most
commonly include: The Michigan Alcohol Screening Test -
MAST; The Sequential Alcohol Dependency Questionnair
SADQ; The Hilton Drinking Behaviour Questionnaire and
the Alcadd Test (Rada, 1976; Hilton and Lokare, 1978;
McKinley, 1979; Henley, 1980). Other researchers
have chosen to select specific criteria, not generally
included in the scales, such as absenteeism, neglect,
remission in drinking, sleep, attempted suicide and
loss of interest (Goodwin et al, 1971; Hamilton et al,
1976; Heather, 1981).
(c) Defining effects within a context of criminality
A problem of circularity is encountered when
examining the effects of drinking in relation to
criminality. Frequently, personality characteristics
or behaviour (i.e. "sociopathic"or "psychopathic"
behaviour) related to criminal acts are amongst the
criteria which are used to establish diagnoses such as
"alcoholism" or to derive an individual's alcohol
problems score. Criteria which in some studies have
been included in the measurement of a drinking problem
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and which also are associated with criminal activity,
include: truancy, impulsiveness, rage and violence,
sexual promiscuity (including both prostitution and
pimping) dishonesty and lying, and wandering. From
research conducted in response to this issue, Lindelius
and Salum (1982) reported that individuals' crime
rates did not correlate with "medical dependency" on
alcohol. However, these rates did correlate highly
with other social consequences of drinking. These
facts point to the need to develop a more precise method
of accounting for the contribution of alcohol to any
problem.




Most of the early reports of alcohol involvement in
violent crimes related only to the victim's alcohol
consumption. The measurements, as indicated earlier,
were generally based on laboratory findings. The
percentage of victims in whom alcohol was found to be
present varied, as shown in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1
PERCENTAGE OF HOMICIDE. VICTIMS WHERE ALCOHOL WAS PRESENT
IN SELECTED STUDIES
Study No. of Cases ° ^ ,
— .Alcohol.Present
Fisher 1951 68 69
Wilentz et al 1953 471 42
Bensing and Shroeder 1960 454 49
Gillies 1965 54 female 41
140 male 55
Virkkunen 1974 92 68
Hollis 1974 372 75
One of the first studies to report the alcohol con¬
sumption for both the assailants and the victims showed
that in nine per cent of cases alcohol was present in the
victims only, and in 11 per cent it was present in the
offender only. In 44 per cent of all cases it was found
to be present in both participants and in 36 per cent if
was absent (Wolfgang, 1956). Hollis (1974), whose find¬
ings were based on medical records, established that 86
per cent of offenders were or had been drinking at the
time of the homicide. The blood alcohol concentrations
in eight matched pairs of offenders and victims correlated
at r = +0.99.
Assaults
Studies of the involvement of alcohol in assaults
are few. Where no distinction was made between the
victim and the assailant, alcohol was reported to be
consumed in 56.4 per cent of the cases. Readings from
a breath analysis were between 0.01 and 0.04 in 17.6 per
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cent of the study group and above 0.05 in 38.8 per cent.
It was also noted that the alcohol consumption among
those who were injured in fights was significantly
higher than those who were injured accidentally.
(Thum et al, 1973). Pittman and Handy (1964 ), in cases
of aggravated assault, found that alcohol was consumed in
approximately one quarter of all cases, by either the
offender or the victim. In only 17 per cent of the
cases were the offender and victim drinking with each
other. Gerson and Preston (1979) distinguished the
alcohol involvement within three categories of assault,
namely: common assault; marital assault; and assault
with severe injury. In the three categories, 38.9 per
cent, 43.1 per cent and 35.8 per cent respectively of the
cases involved alcohol. A greater number of the victims
than offenders had consumed alcohol in cases of common
assault and assault with severe injury. The
respective percentages of those who consumed alcohol
were 41.9 and 37.7. In marital assault, this pattern
was reversed, with alcohol consumption recorded for
only 13.4 per cent of victims (i.e. wives) and for 43.5
per cent of husbands.
Rape (sexual offences)
Reports of alcohol involvement by both the
assailants and the victims of rape tend to be lower than
for other types of violence. Alcohol is reportedly
consumed by less than 10 per cent of rape victims
(John, 1978; Johnson et al, 1978). Estimates of
alcohol consumption by the rapist are poor, because of
the high non-response found in such studies. Rape
studies have added a further dimension to the study of
alcohol and violence by examining alcohol consumption in
relation to the seriousness of the offence (Gerson and
Preston, 1979). It is suggested that the greater
injury to the rape victim will occur if both the rapist
and the victim had consumed alcohol prior to the
offence.
(b) Consequences of Drinking and Drinking Habits
As discussed earlier, there is extreme variation
in the measurement of consequences of drinking among
offenders in violent offences, and seldom are crimes of
violence distinguished from other crimes. Because of
these aspects, the presentation of any findings would be
meaningless.
Studies which describe drinking habits' of both the
assailants and the victims are few. In one study of
decadents who were victimised, data was obtained from
informants and medical files. Information on family,
job and money problems was used retrospectively to
determine a diagnosis (Haberman and Baden, 1974). The
proportion of "alcoholism" in the decadent group did not
differ between those who died violently and those who
died in other ways. In an unpublished follow-up study
of a group of "alcoholics" in Scotland, it was found that
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after twelve years four per cent had become victims of
homicide, another 12 per cent had died violent deaths
(e.g. suicide), 16 per cent had committed violent
offences (e.g. manslaughter) (Hopwood, 1980). No studies
were found which reported on the drinking history or
consequences of drinking of the victims of assault.
2.3 BIOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY POPULATION
The purpose of this section will be to show how
certain biographical characteristics of a study popula¬
tion contribute to the descrepant findings among the
existing studies. The major variables/groups of
variables which will be isolated in this discussion will
include: age; socio-economic status; and marital
status, and also a number of characteristics of
marginal social groups will be introduced. As far as
it is possible, the associations between drinking and
criminal careers will be distinguished. This discussion
will not be restricted to studies which concern only
alcohol and crime, but evidence will also be taken from
the broader field of alcohol studies.
2.3.1 Age
Age is often described in the alcohol and crime
literature, but its further implications for the study
of alcohol and crime are not considered in most analyses.
Perhaps this is because of the complex inter-relationships
which it has with other personal and social character¬
istics of the study population. In the reports of
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alcohol and crime, the fact that the two major popula¬
tions, namely criminals and patients, come from
markedly different age distributions is often ignored.
Because of the nature of criminal activity, a large
number of criminological studies, generally focus on a
group between the ages of 21 and 25. The age
distribution in studies of a patient (psychiatric or
alcohol treatment) population is much older.
(a) Age and Drinking Career
Some important relationships between age and
both drinking patterns and consequences of drinking have
been established from general community surveys and
surveys of special populations. First, considering
drinking patterns, it is noted that older men tend to
drink more frequently, but consume less on a single
drinking occasion than do younger men (Robinson, 1976).
This finding is also borne out in Dight's (1979)
Survey of Scottish Drinking Habits, which showed that the
heaviest drinkers were young adults between the ages of
17 and 30.
With regard to the consequences of drinking,
differences are also reported between age groupings of
drinkers. Males in older age groups are known to ex¬
perience a greater number of consequences than do those
in younger age groups (Robinson, 1976). It is unclear
whether the greater number of consequences attributed to
older men is a result of the difference in the drinking
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patterns of older men or whether it is the effect of an
accumulation of a greater number of life experiences.
It is suspected that the latter is important as there is
no consistent increase across all types of consequence
with age. The recognition that there is not a single,
but several, drinking careers in most individual cases
has shed new light on the diagnosis and treatment of
alcohol abuse (Cisin, 1967; Peck, 1982). Plant (1980),
commenting on this, stated that;
"...an individual's drinking habits and alcohol-
related problems are not necessarily lasting,
and may be ameliorated if that person is so
motivated or enters a milieu where pressures to
drink are reduced."
As further stated by Plant, social and peer group
influence are probably among the most important factors
in the development of a drinking problem. Age is a
factor which is closely related to both these influences.
It has been noted that certain alcohol-related
problems have a greater association with one age group
than with another. For example, the social problems
of belligerence and problems with the police tend to
occur before those associated with job, family relation¬
ships and friendships (Cahals.n and Room, 1974: CahaLan
and Cisin, 1976). Such differences would seem to be
explained in part by the greater binge drinking among
youth and in part by the lifestyle of the younger popula¬
tion (e.g. marital problems are not presented in a
single population and employment problems are less
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common in a younger, school-age population) (0'Conner,
1978; Plant, 1981). An alternative explanation for
the differences found in problem rates between age
groups may be the labelling of problems. What may be
labelled as drunkenness in an older person would
possibly take a different label in a younger population
(e.g. breach of the peace or "trouble with the police")
(Filstead, 1979; Collins, 1982). Such labelling of
differences reflects lingering ideologies of the
problem drinker which are based on the image of the
"Skid Row alcoholic". A physical vulnerability factor
may be a further explanation for the prominence of
particular problems in different age groups of the
population. Robinson (1976) pointed out that the risk
of liver disease as a result of drinking becomes greater
with age. This may be explained by both physiological
differences between age groups and also differences in
drinking style between age groups (Royal College of
Psychiatrists, 1979).
(b) Age and Criminal Career
Most of the research relating age to criminal
career has been conducted among American populations.
The differences in the classification of the offence,
the seriousness of the particular offence and different
cultural characteristics of the offending population in
America (e.g. school-leaving age) makes much of the
literature irrelevant to the Scottish situation.
Also, the criminological literature focuses primarily
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on juvenile populations rather than giving a cross-
sectional view of the offending population. Because
of these limitations in the literature, a selection of
statistics from Criminal Statistics for Scotland, 1978,
will be presented at this time instead of a fuller
review of the research in this area.
The percentage of crimes committed by males of
different ages in Scotland in 1978, within selected
categories, are shown in Table 2.2
TABLE 2.2
PERCENTAGE OF CRIMES (CONVICTIONS) FOR SELECTED
CATEGORIES OF OFFENCES, COMMITTED BY MALES IN SCOTLAND




— 29 and under
29 and 21 and 16 and and
under under under 21 and under
Violence against
the person 73.1 43.6 2.4 29.5
Housebreaking 86 . 5 56.1 3.8 30 . 4
Theft 63.8 34.7 1.5 29 .1
Damage to
property 83.0 57.0 2.3 24.0
Forgery, fraud 63.1 20.6 0.3 42.5
Miscellaneous
offences 52.2 25.9 0.4 26.3
All crimes and 55.9 29.6 0.8 26.3
offences
In Table 2.2, the convictions are grouped into
three overlapping age divisions: 29 and under, 21 and
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under and 16 and under. As shown in the table, a
majority of crimes (55.9%) were committed under age 29.
A greater number of convictions were received by the 29
and under age group in the categories of housebreaking,
damage to property and crimes of violence against the
person than in the categories of theft, forgery and
miscellaneous offences. This evidence suggests that
violence and crimes of violence are crimes of youth.
Age, Drinking Careers and Criminal Careers
Because age appears to affect both an individual's
drinking career and his/her criminal career, it is
difficult to clarify the relationship further. A
prolonged drinking career appears to be associated with
increased criminal activity later in life. Howev-er,
this is only true for a small proportion of drinkers
(Lindelius and Salum, 1975) . There is no also evidence
to suggest that heavy drinking of a particular pattern
in youth may divert individuals from criminal activity
or at least from detected criminal activity (Gibbens and
Silberman, 1970; Nicol et al, 1973). In making this
statement, it must be agreed that heavy drinking may be
tolerated and contribute to social adjustment in early
years when it may be seen as less acceptable in senior
years.
2.3.2 Marital Status
(a) Marital Status, Alcohol Consumption and Consequences
of Drinking
Dight (1976) in her report on Scottish Drinking
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Habits showed drinking to be heavier among single males
than among married males. Elsewhere, in a follow-up
study (also carried out in Scotland) it was found that
the alcohol consumption of a group of newly-married
males decreased following marriage (Plant, 1981). In
the same study, for the sub-group whose marital status
remained stable, an increase in alcohol consumption was
noted.
(b) Marital Status and.Criminal Activity
Marital status is infrequently noted in preparations
of criminal statistics, supposedly because of the
problems in accurately ascertaining this status without
extensive social enquiry reports from a number of
sources. Much of the literature, however, adheres to
the belief that criminal activity is lower among
married men than among single men (Collins, 1982). Why
this should be so remains unclear! While differences
in lifestyle or the "maturity" of the individuals may be
reflected, it is also a possibility that married men
are disposed of in a different way by the court than
are single men (Morris, 1965). A third alternative
suggested is that the form of criminal activity may
change as a result of becoming married. Certainly some
categories of offences , such as wife beating and forms
of child battering,strictly do not apply to single
persons. Also, it is generally agreed that a major
proportion of such forms of violent domestic offences
remains hidden, both because of the nature of the
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offence and also because of a hesitancy of police and
other professionals to identify such misdemeanours.
2.3.3 Social Cultural,Characteristics
Sociologists and anthropologists have brought to
our attention the importance of understanding drinking
and violence in terms of characteristics of group
behaviour, rather than just the developmental personal
and biographic characteristics of the individual.
"When a man lifts a cup, it is not only the kind
of drink that is in it, the amount he is likely
to take and the circumstances under which he will
do the drinking that are specified in advance for
him, but also whether the contents of the cup will
induce cheer or stupefy, whether they will induce
affection or aggression, guilt or unalloyed
pleasure." ... ,^ (Mandelbaum, 1965)
Drinking practices pertaining to a particular social
cultural group most commonly are described in relation to
social economic status (e.g. social class, employment,
status). More specific social cultural differences in
alcohol consumption and criminal activity have been
described in relation to minority groups or groups
who have a marginal position in terms of the political
and economic structure of society (Sparks et al, 1977;
Roizen and Schneberk, 1977; Roizen, 1981). This aspect
will be discussed following a presentation of variables
defining socio-economic status and drinking.
(a) Socio-economic Status and Drinking
Numerous classifications and measurements of
social class and employment-related variables are
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reportedly associated with drinking. Male populations
in social classes IV and V (i.e. skilled, semi-skilled,
unskilled manual employment) consistently report levels
of alcohol consumption about twice as high as that
reported by members of social class I (i.e. professionals)
(Dight, 1976) . Ritson et al (1981) , in a survey of
drinking habits in the Lothian Region of Scotland,
compared social class differences in personal and
social consequences of drinking. They discovered that,
while personal consequences of drinking were independent
of social class variables, social consequences of
drinking showed a strong association. Unfortunately,
from the data available in most surveys, it was not
possible to relate the findings to the prevalence of
similar consequences which had no relationship to alcohol.
The association between unemployment and both
alcohol consumption and consequences of drinking remains
relatively unexplored. In the Lothian Region study
it was suggested that there was a strong association
between unemployment and self-reported drinking problems.
Forty-eight per cent of those in the employed group
reported experiencing some consequences of drinking in
the 12 months prior to being interviewed, compared
with 66.7 per cent of the unemployed group. Further,
only 9.5 per cent of the employed group reported three
or more consequences compared to 29.9 per cent of the
unemployed group (Ritson et al, 1981).
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Another account of some of the aspects of unemploy¬
ment appeared in a follow-up study related to the
association between alcohol use and misuse and occupa¬
tion (Plant, 1931). One reported finding of this study
showed that the men leaving the drinking trade and
becoming unemployed increased the amount of time they
spent in local bars, and continued to drink heavily.
A control group of men in other jobs who became unemployed
in the same period increased their average alcohol con¬
sumption by 90+ per cent. In this study it was also
shown that the fluctuation in the level of an
individual's alcohol consumption was reflected in a
parallel fluctuation in the number of consequences of
drinking .
Apart from the group differences in alcohol consump¬
tion which have been related to differences in employment
status, it is agreed that alcohol plays a crucial and
more direct role in the creation of some forms of unemploy¬
ment. Overtly and insidiously, as seen respectively in
firings because of intoxication and in a loss of interest
in a job, alcohol is known to contribute to unemployment.
The magnitude of the effect of these factors on
unemployment levels is difficult to determine (Trice and
Roman, 1972; Hore and Plant, 1981).''
1 Kilich and Plant found correlations between unemploy¬
ment and alcohol-related crimes of +.26 (Scotland) and
+.56 (Britain) - Erratum (in press)
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(b) Socio-economic Status and Criminality
In a report on "Crime and the Prevention of Crime in
Scotland", it is pointed out that crimes which come to
the attention of the police and the court are pre¬
dominantly and disproportionately associated with a
multitude of conditions described as social
deprivation.
"There are associations with slum areas, high
unemployment and evictions and abscondencies
from residences."
(Scottish Council on Crime, 1975)
Some associations between crime and both social class
and unemployment have been reflected in a report on
poverty in Britain (Townsend, 1979). The populations
described in studies which examine the alcohol and
crime relationship appear to have the same socio-economic
attributes that other offending populations have. It
remains unclear to what extent drinking and criminal
careers are a cause or an effect of unemployment.
(c) Marginal Social Groups, Drinking and Violence
While drinking and violence are often attributed
to marginal social groups, there is no agreement about
the role which such behaviour is actually fulfilling in
these groups. A number of writers have suggested that
drunkenness and violence result from limited social
opportunities and are used as a means of countering
boredom (Young, 1971; Plant, 1975; Marshall, 1979).
This role is seen to be an integral aspect of much of
the violence and drinking described amongst American
Indians and blacks (Hawethorne, 1967; Roizen, 1981).
Violence and drinking amongst such groups may be seen
also as a defiant response to attitudes and controls
placed on alcohol consumption and crime by a dominant
social group (Robinson, 1976; Marshall,1979). A
third explanation of violence within a marginal sub¬
group has been described amongst a group of islanders
off the Irish coast. Such violence provides a means
of policing without the intervention of traditional
police and court systems (Fox,1971; CVRC,1979). In youth
groups, the use of drugs, alcohol and violence becomes
ritualistic behaviour and often fulfils a ceremonial
requirement for membership (Patrick, 1973; Marsh, 1976)
Violence, whether directed towards individuals within
such groups or towards other groups, is-often a means
of establishing and maintaining a position within a
group (Daniel and McGuire, 1972; West and Farrington,
1973; Patrick,1973). When studying violence, it
should be remembered that the conflict evident between
individuals may reflect a social statement of a minorit
group .
2.4 THE CONTEXT OF VIOLENCE (VIOLENT CRIME)
The more recent reviews of the literature conclude
that adequate "accounting" for alcohol's role in
violence cannot be accomplished without some understand
ing of the context within which the violence occurs.
Two contextual aspects appear to be most important.
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These are: (1) the setting/environment of the violence;
and (2) the interpersonal interactions involved in the
violent act. Some of the evidence about the effects of
different settings/environments on violence, both
where alcohol is present and where it is absent, comes
from laboratory studies and some from case analyses of
drinking careers (Heather and Robertson, 1981).
The discussions of the effects of setting/environ¬
ment on violence include such aspects as atmosphere and
facilities in drinking establishments and broader
influences such as type of community (e.g. industrial
communities, resort communities). In addition to
these characteristics of the setting/environment, there
are a multitude of legal sanctions and controls which
form part of the setting/environment and which influence
violence and drinking. These aspects of policy will not
be dealt with in this discussion. In relation to the
second contextual aspect of violence, interpersonal
interactions, it is important to consider both who the
participants in violent offences are and what some of
the prominant precipitating events are which lead these
persons into violent encounters (Stimson, 1981).
2.4.1 Contextual Analyses of the Effects of Settings/
Environments on Drinking and Violent Behaviour
(a) Drinking Establishments
The belief that drinking and violence are influenced
by the atmosphere and type of drinking establishment is
expressed in many existing policies. The Committee on
Scottish Licensing Law speculated that the cause of
disruptive drinking in pubs was an "unattractive and
anti-social atmosphere" (Clayson, 1973). In accordance
with this, and to moderate the heavy alcohol consumption
amongst Scottish males, the Committee recommended that
developments in drinking establishments be made which
would encourage more "drinking with wives". The most
extensive examination of situational variables in bar-room en¬
vironments and their effect on aggression was reported in
an observational study conducted in Canada (Graham et al,
1980). Unfortunately, many of these variables do not
apply to British or Scottish pubs.
One British study has examined some aspects of
drinking establishments which may influence violent
behaviour by a survey of publicans. In this study,
the features of drinking establishments which the
publican felt contributed to violence were explored. It
was generally agreed that pool tables, television, music
and juke boxes and cabarets increased violence; whereas
skittles and shove ha'penny were seen to have the
opposite effect (CVRC, 1979). Further, it was stated
that overcrowding and congestion within a drinking area
also increased aggression. In the same study, brewers'
incident reports of violence in pubs were examined, and
it was shown that the age and experience of the
publican were important factors reducing violence. It
was also noted that publicans with previous experience in
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the police and armed forces reported more violence in
their pubs. This incidental fact does not necessarily
suggest that the actual prevalence of violence in pubs
owned or managed by former police or army officials is
any greater, but only that the reported violence is
greater. It is possible that these individuals may be
less tolerant of violence and more willing than other
publicans to identify the violence.
While it is generally agreed that violence is more
likely to occur in settings where alcohol is sold, why
this is so remains uncertain (Tinklenberg, 1973).
Blum (1982) summarised twelve features of alcohol
settings previously described by Pernanen, which were
related to violent outcomes. Marshall (1979),
providing perspectives on the influences of drinking
settings, has suggested that the behavioural expectations
which surround a drinking situation are one of the
greatest determinants of comportment under the influence
of alcohol. Three features of drinking establishments
which relate specifically to expectations are:
(i) The safety or insulation from outside
influences and the acceptance of drinking
premises as a place for emotional release
and reduction of stress.
(ii) The masculine (macho) image fostered in many
drinking establishments, e.g. in such aspects
as competitive games and in the sexual images
used to promote the sale of alcohol.
(iii) The intensity of personal intimacy available
in many drinking establishments.
Violence, it should be emphasised, may be only one
of a number of extreme behaviours which are permitted
in drinking establishments (Cavan, 1966; Marlatt,
Demming and Reid, 1973; CVRC, 1979). Aggressive acts
may be as numerous, if not more common, in other social
settings, such as over-crowded swimming pools, amusement
arcades or at jumble sales. However, because of such
factors as the superficiality of contact, the temporary
nature of interpersonal encounters or the purposefulness
of the accompanying activity, violent acts are dissipated,
(b) Community Influences and Control Measures
The levels of alcohol consumption and problem rates
resulting from excessive drinking vary considerably
between communities and countries (Myers, 1976; Plant
and Pirie, 1978; Davies, 1981; Ritson et al, 1981).
This variation is often clearly apparent in drink-related
offences. Certainly drunken driving offences are
more prominent in urban areas where there is greater use
of motor vehicles than in rural areas, even though the
levels of alcohol consumption may be similar in both
areas. For offences such as violence and theft, the
relationship is more complex.
The problem of relating rates of violence, or in
fact all criminal offences, to community influences
and to control, has been demonstrated in a study of
criminal activity in a resort community in the South of
England (Jeffs, 1979). In this study, a direct
relationship was found between police presence and their
enforcement of licensing laws and the prevalence of
recorded crimes including those involving violence.
While a clear association between police activity and
crime was present, alternative explanations for the
relationship were possible. With some scepticism it
has been suggested that police visibility may force
violence "behind closed doors" (Straus and Gelles, 1980).
Jeffs himself has pointed out an alternative cause for
the reduction in crime. Above average rainfall was
recorded for the study period and amy have been a factor
in dampening the spirits and "dispersing the crowds",
therefore reducing the amount of social interaction and
the prevalence of violence.
(c) Alcohol, drugs and violence
Illicit drug use, now a part of drinking situations
in many countries, has been examined in relation to crime
and particularly violent crime. Much of the research
in this area is taken from clinical histories and as
such does not focus on the dynamics of the drug effects
(Blum, 1969; Inciardi, 1981). Cannabis is the drug
most commonly described in studies which have examined
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drug use in relation to drinking and violence. It is
generally agreed in the findings that cannabis,
barbiturates and amphetamines, both in combined use with
alcohol and used by themselves, have a lower association
with violence than has alcohol itself (Fitzpatrick, 1974;
Tinklenberg, 1976; Ashley et al, 1978; Hemphill and
Fisher, 1980) .
2.4.2 Contextual Analyses of Social Interactions in
Violent Events
During the last decade it was recognised that
some knowledge of the victim was important to understand¬
ing the cause or reason for the offence, as well as
factors influencing the reporting of the offence
(Pittman and Handy, 1964; McClintock, 1970). Three
themes emphasised in current literature relate to one
or both of these factors. These are: (1) the victim's
role in the precipitation of the offence; (2) the
effects of victimisation; and (3) third party (e.g.
police) response to victims.
(a) Who are the Victims of Violence?
Our understanding about victims of violence is
limited to detected crimes (McClintock, 1970). The
characteristics of victim populations vary considerably
with the study focus and methods of classification
used. In studies of alcohol and crime, the composition
of the victim population may include as many as: 20 per
cent spouses; 30 per cent family; 59 per cent friends
or acquaintances; 40 per cent strangers and 4.7 per cent
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police (Gillies, 1965; Thum et al, 1973; Mayfield, 1974;
McClintock, 1978; Braucht et al, 1980).
It is generally accepted that victimisation is
greater within more intimate social relationships. It
is also accepted that certain social groups, such as
women, the elderly, native Americans, blacks and
homosexuals are more vulnerable to violence (Gillies,
1965; Virkkunen, 1974; Roizen, 1981; Gledhill, 1982).
The basis for such opinions is not always the same.
Often beliefs are based on impressions from focused
studies of a particular group which, as such, do not con¬
sider factors of "risk".
(b) Motive, Sources of Conflict
To fully understand the violent act, some under¬
standing of the emotive basis for the act is important.
The motive for a non-violent offence, such as theft, is
more often apparent in the act itself than it is in acts
of interpersonal violence which involve more than one
individual. The act of violence in alcohol studies has
been explained most commonly as resulting from such
factors as quarrels, rage, jealousy, psychiatric dis¬
turbance or self-defence (McGeorge, 1963; Gillies, 1965;
Mayfield, 1974) These explanations relate to a variety
of psychological and interpersonal aspects of the
violence and as such are difficult to categorise. An
alternative to describing motive in this way is to
delineate whether the offence was premeditated or
spontaneous. This distinction is often assessed by-
such factors as the nature of the relationship (e.g.
whether the victim was known to the assailant) or to the
use of weapons (Wolfgang and Strohm, 1956). While the
dichotomy of premeditated versus spontaneous is sometimes
inadequate to describe situations which involve on-going
conflict or violence, it is nevertheless useful because
it can be applied to both violent and non-violent
offences.
A second distinction between conflict and
instrumental violence has been useful in understanding
the emotive aspects of the act (McClintock, 1978).
'Conflict violence'includes such events as sexual offences,
attacks on police, domestic disputes, pub and cafe
fights and attacks in public places? instrumental violence
indicates events such as robbery. Social scientists
have amplified on the analyses of the conflict by
describing the behaviour or events which have preceded
the act. This approach to the study of conflict is more
readily applied when either the victim or the assailant is
available to report (e.g. pub violence and domestic disputes)
(CVRC,1979; Dobash and Dobash, 1980).
(c) Problems in Conducting Victim Studies
Most of the existing studies of alcohol and crime
which have looked at victim populations, have been
concerned with homicide. The data available in such
cases are generally secondary and may be based on concrete
facts such as medical findings. There is a noted ab¬
sence in such sources of descriptive information and
subjective interpretation. Much of the data are
collected by officers of the law whose primary interest
was with the apprehension of the offender. With an
increased interest in crime prevention and in rehabilita¬
tion, it becomes important to have an understanding of
the interpersonal aspects of the offence and more
information about both/all the participants (Braucht et
al, 1980). This indicates a need for a greater number
of studies including surviving victims.
As with the study of offenders, the study of
living victims involves survey methods and the self-
report technique. The information loss through memory
failure, non-response and selectivity of response in
such studies is known to be high (Sparks et al, 1977).
A number of explanations for this have been given. It
is claimed that victims, both consciously and sub¬
consciously, disassociate themselves from the act. In
particular, victims are known to "extend the detail", or
attribute the occurence of an event in which they have
been victimised to a more distant point in time.
Because of this known fact about the victim's recall
of an event, it is believed that his/her alcohol con¬
sumption will be under-reported. Whereas it is
believed that assailants over-report their alcohol con¬
sumption to diminish their responsibility for the
violent act, victims may under-report and claim sobriety
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as a means of adding credibility to their response and
establishing their innocence.
SUMMARY
This review attempted to demonstrate the scope of
the scientific bases for the current beliefs and
confusion about the alcohol-violence relationship.
The empirical evidence for the relationship was not
presented in detail, nor were the apparent discrepancies
in the existing findings. Some of the current thinking
about the use and misuse of alcohol was exposed through
the assessment of major techniques for measuring both
alcohol involvement in an event and the effects of
alcohol consumption. Major biographical characteristics
of different groups which have been studies and con¬
textual features considered to be important to drinking
and to violence were briefly reviewed. Discovering
the vastness of the literature is a humbling experience.
The demonstrated complexity of the alcohol-crime
relationship leaves one with the awareness that any








This study is designed to achieve the following
obj ectives:
1. To re-examine the frequency with which alcohol is
present in a selected group of events involving
inter-personal violence.
2. To determine whether an association exists between
alcohol misuse and inter-personal violence.
3. To determine what role alcohol misuse has in the
occurrence of inter-personal violence.
These aims allow for examination of a number of
variables related to alcohol use and misuse. The
study was designed to illuminate the relationship
between both the long-term consequences of drinking and
some of the shorter-term alcohol consumption measures,
and violence. This was accomplished by comparing a
violent and a non-violent population. To describe
this comparative study more clearly, a number of
hypotheses relating to the principal measures and the
study subgroups can be stated in their null form.
Relating to Alcohol Consumption in the Event
Hq: There is no difference in the assailants'
and the controls' alcohol consumption at the
1
time of the offence.
1 The assailants (violent offenders) were convicted
primarily of assault, whereas the controls or non¬
violent offenders were convicted primarily of theft.
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Relating to Normal Drinking Habits
H : There is no difference in the normal amount
o
of alcohol consumed by the assailants and by the
controls.
Relating to Consequences of Drinking
H : There is no difference in the Number of
o
Consequences resulting from alcohol consumption,
experienced by the assailants and the controls-
Hq: There is no difference in the.Types of
Consequences resulting from alcohol consumption,
experienced by the assailants and the controls.
Further, Relating to only the Violent Offences
Hq: The alcohol consumption of the assailants and
the victims at the time of the event does not differ.
The differential between the assailants and the
victim's alcohol consumption at the time of the
offence varies with the assailant/victim affiliation,
H : The normal amount of alcohol consumed by the
o ^
assailants and the victims does not differ.
Hq: The number of consequences of drinking does not
differ between the assailants and their victims.
Although these hypotheses provide a framework for
the principal analyses of the study, they do not preclude
the examination of other variables which may further
illuminate the relationship between alcohol consumption
and violence. It is conceived that mediating factors
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may be found which relate to: characteristics of the
study's subgroups; the context of the offence; the
context within which alcohol is consumed; and the
deviation from an individual's normal patterns of drinking.
3.2 OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
In order to conduct this comparative study, two
subgroups of a prison population were selected. The
study was conducted primarily within one penal institution,
H.M. Prison Edinburgh (Saughton). The study group
included men newly convicted of violent offences
(assailants) and of non-violent offences (controls).
Data were collected by interviewing these men consecu¬
tively upon conviction and admission to the prison.
Men from both subgroups were selected on a number- of
common criteria. The selection process and criteria
whereby the 50 assailants and 50 controls who provided
data for this analysis were chosen will be described
in greater detail in the following section of this
chapter.
For the purposes of corroboration of the data,
independent interview reports were obtained from the
wives/cohabitees of the prisoners and, in the case of
violent offences, from the victims. The wives/
cohabitees primarily provided corroborative information
on: biographical characteristics of the prisoner; the
prisoner's alcohol consumption; consequences of drinking;
and details of the offence. Most of the data received
from the victims were used to compare the victims with
the assailants. However, corroborative information was
obtained from the victims on the prisoners' alcohol
consumption and on the details of the offence. In
addition, secondary information was obtained from
official records, which included: the prison record?
case papers of the Procurator Fiscal and Court Reports?
and Scottish criminal records of crimes and offences.
All data relating to the offence were obtained
ex post facto.
3.3 THE STUDY METHOD
3.3.1 The Setting
The men in both the assailant and control subgroups
who participated in this study were convicted and
imprisoned in H.M. Prison Edinburgh between November 4th,
1979 and May 27th, 1980. This prison receives men for
both long and short term sentences and functions as a
reception and national classification unit within the
Scottish Penal Service. Hence a number of offenders
are received by the prison for a short assessment pe¬
riod and/or a holding period prior to transfer to minimum
and maximum security penal establishments throughout
Scotland and to young offenders' institutions and
Borstals. The approximate daily population of the
prison (based on the prison's census of 1979) was 579
prisoners. This represented about 13 per cent of
the average Scottish male prison population of 4,585.
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In the calendar year 1980, about 5,000 prisoners were
admitted to the prison. This figure includes both
remanded and convicted prisoners and includes
individuals with repeated admissions.
3.3.2 The Selection of Assailants and Controls
Rigid criteria were applied to the selection of
both the assailants and the controls. These criteria
were:
1. Convicted male offenders
2. Aged 18 or over
3. Married or cohabiting at the time of the offence
4. First adult prison sentence (age 21+ years) or any
juvenile sentence (age 18-21 years)
5. A single offender (i.e. the only person convicted for
an offence)
6. If multiple convictions, then all convictions for
either a violent (inter-personal) or non-violent
classification.
These criteria were modified following the pilot study,
the primary reason being to increase the number of
prisoners in the study. In addition to providing a
control measure, the third criterion (married or co¬
habiting) was imposed to accommodate the corroborative
requirements of the design.
Details of the offence categories from which the





CLASS I - CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON
2. Attempt to murder 1. Murder
3. Assault: 3. Culpable Homicide
Assault on officer of law 5. Threats
Assaults by husband on wife 6. Cruel and unnatural
Other serious bodily treatment of children




12. Assault with intent
to ravish
CLASS VII - MISCELLANEOUS OFFENCES
42/1 Petty assaults (including
petty assaults on officers
of the law)
CLASS II - CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY WITH VIOLENCE
1. Housebreaking
2. Robbery
CLASS IV - MALICIOUS INJURY TO PROPERTY
28. Fireraising
29. Other malicious injuries
CLASS VI - CRIMES AGAINST THE STATE AND PUBLIC ORDER
33. Mobbing and Rioting
NON-VIOLENT OFFENCES
CLASS II - CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY WITH VIOLENCE
18. Housebreaking: 19. Robbery
Theft by housebreaking 20. Other crimes against
Theft by opening lockfast property with
place violence
Housebreaking with intent
to enter or steal
Attempted housebreaking with
intent to enter or steal.
CLASS III - CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY WITHOUT VIOLENCE
21. Theft 22. Reset
1. Theft of over £5.00 23. Breach of trust,
other than motor embezzelment
vehicle
2. Theft of motor vehicle
3. Theft of less than £5.00.
27. Other crimes against property
1. Taking motor vehicle without
consent of owner
(indictment cases only)
CLASS V - FORGERY AND CRIMES AGAINST CURRENCY
30. Forgery and uttering
31. Coining
Figure 3.1: Categories of Crimes and Offences from
Which the Sub-Groups were Selected
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The categories in Figure 3.1 are based on the
Scottish Classifications of Crimes and Offences (Scottish
Home and Health Department, 1972). Care was taken to
exclude from the study individuals who could not
unequivocally be assigned to either of the two subgroups.
For this reason, men convicted of "assault and robbery"
were excluded. In addition, violent offences were
excluded which either: resulted in the victim's death;
were sexually related; involved more than one assailant;
involved no physical contact (i.e. threatened violence).
The categories of non-violent offences excluded were
mainly those of a corporate nature and others sometimes
referred to as "white collar crimes" or "crimes of
deception or dishonesty" (e.g. fraud, forgery,
embezzlement).
The Selection Procedure
The selection of respondents was made by including
in the study men consecutively convicted and admitted to
the prison until the study group of 50 assailants and
50 controls was complete. Ten prisoners convicted of
assault on police were also interviewed. These ten
were excluded from this analysis and an additional ten
selected by replacement. The reasons for this
exclusion included:
(a) The nature of the assault - assault on police may
or may not have involved direct physical contact
or injury.
(b) Alcohol consumption - alcohol consumption by on-
duty police was unlikely to be reported.
(c) Method of contact - the method of contact with
police differed from other victims. In all
cases, contact was first approved by the officer'
Chief Constable.
(d) Place of interview - police interviews were
conducted at taeir place of work and not, as
with other victims, in their homes.
In order to acquire an adequate size of study group
within the time period available for the fieldwork, it
was necessary to select from both newly admitted
prisoners and from those who had been held on remand
before conviction. Because Scottish law requires that
remanded prisoners be brought to trial within 110 days,
the time period between the occurrence of the offence
and the conviction was potentially shorter for the
remand prisoners than for the unremanded. It was
recognised that this difference might influence the
prisoner's recall of the event.
The selection of individuals for the study
occurred on a weekly basis. This selection was made
on a Monday to permit the maximum number of prisoners
"to be interviewed before transfers were made
(generally on a Wednesday or Thursday) to other penal
establishments. The names of potential subjects were
first taken from the prison register. Before a final
selection could be made it was often necessary to
consult the prisoners' files (warrants). In the course
of the study, the files of 467 prisoners (including 195
assailants and 272 controls) were examined. Because
of certain inadequacies in prisoners' records, 95
screening interviews were conducted. This was
necessary to clarify, in particular: a) marital status;
and b) whether offences such as breach of the peace had
involved assault. The record of marital status was
often inadequate because of a common practice of
prisoners, in defiance of the system, to obscure this
information upon entering prison. Many prisoners know
that by claiming to be single and homeless they will
receive a larger settlement allowance when they leave
prison.
The screening interview lasted about five minutes
and was conducted in private. It consisted of the
following format: After an introduction (made by the
researcher himself) a verbal assurance was given to the
prisoner that he would remain anonymous and that any
information given to the researcher would be held in
confidence. (N.B. It was especially noted that it would
be given to no-one, not even to prison authorities.)
The reason for contacting the respondent was then
explained and he was asked to clarify the'missing or
ambiguous information. Twenty-one prisoners were
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selected for the study subsequent to a screening
interview.
3.3.3 The Consents
Prisoner's Consent to be Interviewed
Prison authorities agreed that any prisoner
meeting the criteria for the study could be approached
for an interview. Before proceeding with an interview,
the prisoner was asked to sign a "Consent to be
Interviewed" form (see Appendix 1, page 246). This
request was made along with an assurance of the con¬
ditions for preserving the prisoner's anonymity and the
confidentiality of any information received. The
prisoner was explicitly informed that his participation
was not compulsory. The format to this preamble is
detailed in the interview schedule (see Schedule 1,
Appendix 2, page 251). Two copies of the written
consent were obtained, one of which was placed on the
prisoner's file. A refusal was accepted only through
direct personal contact with a prisoner. This was done
because it was considered important to ensure that the
prisoner was given adequate information about the study
on which to make this decision.
Permission to Contact Wife/Cohabitee. for an Interview
A request was made for the prisoner's written
consent to contact his wife/cohabitee after he had been
successfully interviewed. The "Permission to Contact
Wife/Cohabitee Form" used to secure this permission is
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found in Appendix 1, page 247. At this time the
prisoners supplied the name and address(es) of the wife/
cohabitee. Accompanying the request for permission to
contact the wife/cohabitee was a full explanation of why
this was necessary. It was specifically noted that the
wife/cohabitee would be asked to report on the prisoner's
alcohol consumption, her knowledge about the offence and
her understanding of how the prisoner had become involved
in the offence. The method by which the wife/cohabitee
would be contacted was also described. Further, it was
emphasised that the contents of the prisoner's interview
would not be divulged to the wife/cohabitee and vice
versa. Finally, it was stressed that the prisoner's
written consent did not oblige the wife/cohabitee to
participate.
The wife/cohabitee was not requested to sign any
"consent to be interviewed" form. Her verbal agreement
and acceptance of the researcher into her home was
considered to be adequate consent.
Victim's Consent to be Interviewed
The names and addresses of victims were secured
from court records with the approval of the Crown Agent
for Scotland. The initial contact with the victim was




All of the interviews with prisoners in H.M. Prison
Edinburgh were conducted in an office in one of five
halls (an area which housed the prisoners). The basic
furnishings of these rooms comprised a desk and two
chairs. The rooms where the interviews were held
were generally more comfortable than the cells
normally occupied by the prisoners. Comparable
accommodation for the interviews was provided in other
penal institutions.
All interviews were conducted in private and behind
a closed but unlocked door. In accordance with prison
regulations, staff had the right to maintain a visual
check upon proceedings. In fact the staff did not
interfere and the research was not hampered in any way
by the prison officers, who kept strictly out of earshot
during the interviews.
Every effort was made to standardise the interview
conditions. When conducting interviews with all
respondents, including the wives/cohabitees and the
victims, a standard dress of shirt and tie, slacks and
jacket was worn by the researcher. Seating within the
interview was arranged to allow the respondent, if
interested, to observe the content of the schedule and
the recording of answers. This approach was taken to
reassure the respondent of the intent of the interview.
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A number of practices were considered important
when approaching the prisoners. First, the researcher
introduced himself by his first name. Second, the
prisoner was addressed more formally as, for example,
"Mr. Smith". This appeared to be in contrast to
impersonal forms of address frequently used within the
prison, such as "Smith" or "Smith 11111", or just "11111".
Third, an effort was made to avoid interviewing the
prisoners during exercise periods or when relatives were
visiting. For many inmates, these occurrences were
"sacred times". Fourth, prisoners were offered tailor-
made cigarettes during the interview. Most of those
interviewed welcomed this gesture and some smoked up to
ten cigarettes during the interview. If the researcher
failed to become identified by the prison community
with the research project itself, there was occasional
feedback that he may have gained a reputation as "the man
with the cigarettes".
The Wives/Cohabitees
The wives/cohabitees were first introduced to the
study by letter. This "letter of introduction" was
sent after receiving the name and permission to contact
the wife/cohabitee from the prisoner. Two forms of
this letter were developed; one for the wives and one
for the cohabitees. These can be found in Appendix 1,
pages 243.and 244. Letters were typed on Alcohol Research
Group letterhead. However, to preserve anonymity in the
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This address was considered to hold less stigma than
addresses of other affiliations of the research project
referring to "alcohol", "research" and "psychiatric".
A form enclosed with the letter of introduction allowed
the wife/cohabitee to indicate times when it might be
convenient for her to be visited, as well as any change
of address (see Appendix 1, page 245).
The Victims
"Letters of introduction" were not sent to the
victims. This procedure was taken after trying both
approaches in the pilot study. From the experience of
the pilot study, it was felt that a formal letter of
introduction increased the victim's anxiety about the
interview and caused him/her to prepare "stock answers".
The practice of giving no advance warning of the visit
to the victim also more closely resembled the contact
with the prisoners.
When meeting the victim at his/her door, the
introduction was much as follows:
"May I speak to (name of victim)?
Hello, my name is Ted Myers. I am from the Alcohol
Research Group at the University of Edinburgh. I am
doing a study of alcohol and crime with persons in
Saughton Prison who have been convicted of assault.
Your name has been given to me from court records, with
the permission of the Crown Agent for Scotland, as a
victim in a violent offence.
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I have already talked to (name of
assailant) and what he has told me is confidential.
I would like to hear your impressions for research
purposes of what happened and specifically how alcohol
was involved. I have nothing to do with either the
courts or the police. Our group is interested in the
study of alcohol and crime to learn more about how the
treatment services and educational programmes should be
developed.
You have not received a letter from me as it is
my experience that some victims become overly concerned
when they receive a letter.
Anything that you may tell me will remain
confidential and will be discussed with no-one.
I would like to talk to you when it is convenient...
Now if possible."
3.4 THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
3.4.1 Design and Construction of the Schedule
Three interview schedules were developed, one each
for the prisoners, the wives/cohabitees and the victims.
The schedules were all composed of structured forced-
choice and open-ended questions. A number of uncoded
open-ended questions were inserted to allow for ventila¬
tion and relief of tension. The questions were
presented in a similar order in the three schedules.
This facilitated the computing of the major comparisons
within a schedule, as well as an examination of the
extent of agreement between schedules. Minor
rearrangements within sections were sometimes made to
allow the interview to flow better.
The schedule was comprised of questions modified
from a number of prototype schedules and of others
developed especially for this study. The interview
covered the main areas of:
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1. Biographical (identifying) information.
2. Information about the offence.
3. The alcohol factor (alcohol consumption and
consequences of drinking).
4. Lifestyle and social activities.
5. Developmental and historical information (including
information about criminal career).
A direct and straightforward approach was taken in
the interview. The first two sections of the prisoner's
schedule (Schedule 1) confronted the respondent with
direct personal questions and questions about the
offence. The first question to be asked was about the
respondent's age. The openness in the first two sections
was designed to establish frank responses about alcohol
consumption in Section III.
Copies of the three schedules can be found in
Appendix 2. Along with these is a listing of the
variables and notes on the construction of specific
questions. A brief description of the composition of
the five major sections of the schedules will now be
presented.
Section I - Biographical (Identifying) Information
The majority of questions in this section were
included for descriptive purposes only. Some, however,
were included as a means of cross-validating the
selection criteria and others were useful for the
administration of the study (e.g. providing information
necessary to locate court reports).
The questions in this section were either open-
ended or forced-choice. Most were applicable to both
the assailants and the controls. However, occasionally,
to accommodate an appropriate wording, the questions were
streamed.
Section II - Information about the Offence
Information about the offence was organised under
three subsections
(a) identifying information (7 questions)
(b) detailed information about the offence (16 questions)
(c) contributory and precipitating factors.
In addition to providing data on which to base
comparisons, this section, as with Section I, provided
data which were useful for administration of the study.
The questions in this section were similar to those
of Section I. A number were developed especially for
the study; in particular these included question sets
designed to examine "motivation" and to provide
alternative classifications of the offence (i.e.
premeditated vs. spontaneous).
Section III - The Alcohol Factor (Alcohol Consumption
and Consequences of Drinking
In this section, details were gathered on three
major measures of alcohol consumption and 14
consequences of heavy or excessive drinking. The
consumption measures included:
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Alcohol consumption on the day of the offence
Alcohol consumption in the week preceding the
offence
Alcohol consumption in a typical week.
The consequences of drinking related to seven personal
and seven social experiences.
Alcohol consumption data were recorded in units of
alcohol. One unit is equivalent to either a single
glass (half pint) of beer, stout, lager, cider, etc., or
to a single measure of spirits or wine, and contains
roughly 1.0 centilitre or 7.9 grammes of absolute alcohol.
To obtain data on alcohol consumption and on a
number of additional variables relating to the drinking
situation, two drinking diaries were prepared (modified
from Dight, 1976? Plant, 1979; Plant, Kreitman and Chick,
1981). Details on how these diaries were prepared can
be found on page 18 of the prisoners' schedule
(Schedule 1). The diary for the week preceding the
offence was completed beginning with the day of the
offence. Preparation of the diary for the typical week
proceeded in a similar way, beginning on the same day of
the week as the day of the offence. A drinking period
was defined within a 24-hour calender day, unless the
drinking session continued beyond midnight. The
prisoner was considered to be under the influence of
alcohol on the day of the offence if any quantity of
alcohol was consumed within two hours of the offence,
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or beyond a two-hour period if metabolism was incomplete.
An approximation of the latter was determined by use of
a simple metabolic rate chart (Robertson, 1979).
The typical week which the respondent was asked to
recall was a specific week rather than an average week.
In order that the respondents might choose a somewhat
comparable week, they were given the guidelines that it
was prior to the offence, when the prisoner's (or
victim's) life was more settled and when the prisoner
(or victim)was not picked up by the police or convicted
of an offence. When a specific week prior to the
offence could not be recalled, a week subsequent to
the offence was accepted and the difference was noted.
The typical week rather than the week preceding the
interview was selected as a comparison week in this study
for three reasons. First, for a typical week the
problems of recall (time) were similar to those of the
week preceding the offence. Second, the week preceding
conviction was considered particularly unusual because of
the prisoner's court appearance. Third, some prisoners
were in remand and not living at home during the week
preceding conviction.
In addition to the questions asked of the respondent
in this section, a subjective rating of the "surety of
response" was made by the researcher. This was based
on statments used by the respondent to describe
consumption.
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A number of measures related to drinking contexts,
patterns of alcohol consumption and to attitudes about
drinking were also examined. These are outlined in
Figure 3.2.
I RELATING TO ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN THE EVENT
A The Drinking Context
1. Companionship (number and with whom)
2. Place of consumption
3. Beverage type
4. Consumption period (i.e. time of day, length
of session)
B Subjective Accounts
1. Ascription of alcohol as a cause
II COMPARATIVE DRINKING
A Comparative Situations
1. Last time with wife/cohabitee
2. Last time with friends
3. Last binge




2. First Drinking experience




A To Selected Areas of Living
B To Control of One's Own and Others' Drinking
Figure 3.2 OUTLINE OF QUESTIONS RELATED TO ALCOHOL
CONSUMPTION
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Section IV - Lifestyle
The questions on lifestyle were primarily exploratory.
Concentration was given to two areas, namely the social
relationships (e.g. number of mates, use of confidants)
and social activities (e.g. hobbies, sports interest,
household activities). The social activities examined
in this study tended to be male-orientated and as such
were of limited use when making comparisons with female
respondents (i.e. victims).
Section V - Developmental and Historical Information
The questions in this section were designed to
explore factors and events occurring in the home and
community in the formative and adolescent years, which
might provide alternative explanations for the person's
drinking and involvement in crime. The interview with
prisoners and victims was concluded with questions about
the person's criminality. Details were obtained on both
adult (age 21+) and juvenile (age 18-21) crimes and
offences, as well as the number of offences in the
categories of assault, theft, breach of the peace and
drunkenness offences.
3.5 ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Data were coded for both administrative and
corroborative purposes from three secondary data sources
(See Face Pages of Schedule 1, Appendix 2) •
These three sources were: police records; case papers
of procurators fiscal and court reports; and Scottish
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criminal records and police constabulary records of
crimes and offences.
The prison records included the prison register
and a prisoner's files (warrants). The prisoners'
files were a collection of documents including the court
order and the reception return (personal informa tion
supplied by the prisoner upon his admission to prison) .
Occasionally a Social Inquiry Report or case history
prepared by the Social Work Department, or psychiatric
reports, were available.
The case papers of the procurators fiscal and the
court reports were the main corroborative source for the
previous convictions of the offender. In violent
offences, these papers also provided the names and
addresses of the victims. Additional information
relating to alcohol use at the time of the offence was
recorded in these papers. Such information was found
in: statements by witnesses and victims; police and
medical or emergency room reports; and in the pre¬
cognition, or case summary.
1
Nineteen offices of procurators fiscal were
visited during the study. The papers available within
these offices were primarily for cases tried in sheriff
courts. The High Court proceedings and relevant papers
were made available through the Crown Office. The
content of the paper varied considerably among offences
1 Procurators Fiscal, individuals unique to the Scottish
Judicial System, function as public prosecutors.
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and also with the type of offence and the level of
court at which the case had been tried.
Scottish Criminal Records were made available
through the provisions of the Rehabilitation of Offenders
Act, Scotland, 1974, Section 8, subsection 76. These
records were examined to obtain details of the victim's
previous convictions. Since the centralised records
did not always contain a complete record of "offences",
it was sometimes necessary to search individual police
constabulary records. Records in both the region where
the individual had spent most of his/her life and the
region where he/she lived at the time of the event were
examined.
3.6 THE PILOT STUDY
3.6.1 The Preliminaries
Prior to commencing the study, approval to obtain
interviews and to examine recorded information was
received from the Prisons Services Division. Initially,
the details of the study were outlined to the Prisons
Services Division of the Scottish Home and Health
Department and approval in principle for the study was
given, contingent upon the acceptance by the Governor
and staff of H.M. Prison, Edinburgh, and on final
approval by the Division of the interview schedule and
consent forms.
In subsequent meetings with the Prison Governor,
an Assistant Governor and records staff, the researcher
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was briefed on prison regulations and procedures.
Prison admission statistics were prepared for the
researcher which enabled the selection criteria to be
refined.
The co-operation of staff at all levels of the
organisation was felt to be important to the study.
A core of well-informed people who could discuss the
study and clarify misconceptions about alcohol
consumption with others was considered to be vital to
this co-operation. Before commencing the final data
collection, a seminar was held in the prison for the
Assistant Governors, Chief Officers and social work
staff. In this session the aims of the study were
explained by the researcher and a number of current
theories about the role of alcohol in crime were also
presented. Opportunities such as these and more casual
opportunities with junior staff were welcomed by the
researcher. Part of the success of the data collection
phase of this study was attributable, in no small way,
to the co-operation and interest of the prison staff at
all levels of the organisation. In addition to contact
with the prison staff, a number of letters were written
and meetings held with the Crown Agent, Procurators
Fiscal and Chief Constables, in which explanations of the
research were given and requests made for permission to
examine records in their jurisdiction.
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3.6.2 Choice of a.Study Population
The decision to conduct this study of violence
amongst a prison population was made after considerable
deliberation. Three alternative populations were
considered: a) an unconvicted population identified by
the police;
b) battered wives (resident in women's
shelter);
c) population injured in fights and attending
a general hospital.
Ethical concerns seemed to be the greatest deterrent to
conducting the study among any of these groups. Contempt
of court was a potential problem with interviewing persons
prior to final court appearance. The "human rights"
issue of anonymity would have been a problem in the
study of an emergency room population. In addition,
with both battered wives and an emergency room
population there were logistical problems of contacting
'the other party".
The major problem with selecting a convicted
population seemed to be one of recall introduced by the
time delay between the offence and the conviction.
Advantages,on the other hand, were the standardising
effects of police and court intervention, the
possibility of conducting interviews within a closed
environment and a partially controlled interview setting.
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3.6.3 Pretest.of. the Schedule
The interview schedule was pretested, and modified
twice. An initial pretest was made with ten
professional staff and students in the Department of
Psychiatry at the University of Edinburgh and at the
Royal Edinburgh Hospital. These participants were asked
to role-play either a violent or a non-violent offender.
A second pretest was conducted during May 1979 in
H.M. Prison, Edinburgh. The plan for the second pretest
was to select randomly ten prisoners who met the
selection criteria and who were convicted between January
and May. Only 9 prisoners (5 assailants and 4 controls)
of the prison population met the criteria. The fact that
the complement of ten was unavailable was attributable
to a number of factors, including a strike of court
workers and the release of prisoners, including those
who had completed serving their sentences of less than
ninety days and those who were either released on
partial payment of fine or transferred to other first
offender institutions.
3.6.4 Aims and design of the Pilot Study
The pilot study was conducted between 20th June and
15th August, 1979, and had the following aims:
I. To determine the most effective procedure for
contacting and approaching the respondents.
2. To determine the time required to contact and
interview all categories of respondents.
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3. To assess the feasibility of the corroborative
aspects of the study design.
4. To assess the extent to which matching of assailants
and controls was necessary.
5. To assess the appropriateness of the interview
schedule.
The pilot study was designed to include 30 prisoners
(15 assailants and 15 controls) from the same penal
institution in which the major study would be conducted.
21 prisoners were selected from consecutive admissions and
the remaining 9 were individuals previously described in
the pretesting of the schedule. These groups were com¬
bined for the pilot study because of the time and funding
constraints. Interviews were conducted with prisoners,
their wives/cohabitees and the victims.
3.6.5 The Response
In the pilot study, successful interviews were con¬
ducted with 30 prisoners, 25 wives/cohabitees and 12
victims. The corresponding response rates were 100.0%
of prisoners, 83.3% of wives/cohabitees and 80.0% of the
victims. Of the wives/cohabitees who were not inter¬
viewed, two were negotiating an interview at the
termination of the pilot study, one was deceased, one
was uncontactable and, in two cases, the prisoner had
refused permission to contact the wife/cohabitee. Of
the victims, one was negotiating an interview at the end
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of the study and two were uncontactable. There were
no refusals from either the victims or the wives/
cohabitees.
The length of the interviews with each of the four
respondent groups interviewed in the pilot study can be
seen in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1
THE PILOT STUDY - LENGTH OF INTERVIEWS BY RESPONDENT
CATEGORY
Time in Assailants Controls Wives/ Victims
Minutes Cohabitees
(N=15) (N=l 5) (N=25) (N=12)
Mean 74.6 70.6 50 60
S.D. 14.2 16
Range 50-100 30-90 30-120 45-75
The actual length of interviews did not vary significantly
between the groups. Although formal interviews with
wives/cohabitees and victims were shorter than those with
the prisoners, in fact more time was spent with the
former because of the hospitality they provided. Further,
it was learned from the pilot study that by far the most
time-consuming aspect of the study would be the making of
contact with the respondents.
3.6.6 Results of the Pilot Study
Matching
The original design for the pilot study included the
pairwise matching of assailants and controls with regard
to age and area of residence. This aspect of the
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design was abandoned because of the low number of
prisoners available for the pilot study. From an
analysis of the variables of age and residence, there
appeared to be no significant group difference in relation
to these factors. The respective ages and areas of
residence for the assailants and controls are shown in
Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
TABLE 3.2







THE PILOT STUDY - LOCATION OF THE CONVICTING COURT
(APPROXIMATING AREA OF RESIDENCE) BY RESPONDENT CATEGORY














(rural) 4 (26.7) 5 (33.3)
15 (100.0) 15 (100.0)
Because of the similarity in









On two other variables relating to the conviction
major differences appeared. These were court level and
length of sentence. The difference between the
assailants and the controls in these two variables can
be seen in Tables 3.4 and 3.5.
TABLE 3.4
THE PILOT STUDY - COURT LEVELS WHERE ASSAILANTS AND
CONTROLS RECEIVED CONVICTIONS
Court Level Assailants Controls
N % N %
Sheriff 9 (60.0) 14 (93.3)
High Court of
Judiciary 6 (40.0) 1 (6.7)
15 (100.0) 15 (100.0)
TABLE 3.5
THE PILOT STUDY - LENGTH OF SENTENCE BY RESPONDENT
CATEGORY




Although matching assailants and controls on court
level and length of sentence in the final study would
have been appropriate, it was not pursued because of the
constraints of time and funding.
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Biographical and.Lifestyle Characteristics of the Subgroups
The major biographical and lifestyle variables were
examined in relation to the two subgroups, although no
major statistical analyses were performed. The general
trend was for assailants to come from a higher socio¬
economic group, to have a higher level of employment,
higher educational qualifications and greater social
stability and also to be more socially active and outgoing.
The Victims
The majority (80%) of the victims were male. Four
(26.6%) of the violent events in the pilot study involved
family affiliatons (three victims were wives/cohabitees
and one victim was an extended family member). Of the
remaining 11 events (53.3% of the total), all of which
could be described as neighbourhood or pub violence,
approximately half of the victims were friends or
neighbours of the assailant and half were unknown to
the assailant.
Assault on police had been included as a category
of offence in the selection of prisoners for the study,
but was not represented among the selected pilot study
population.
The Alcohol Factor
In addition to examining differences between both
assailants and controls and assailants and victims on
the alcohol consumption and consequences of drinking
variables, a number of comparisons were made using such
measures as rate of drinking and average consumption
levels. From this examination, it was decided to
concentrate on the three major consumption measures for
the final study. In summary, the findings related to
the alcohol factor in the pilot study were:
1. Consumption on the day of the offence
The assailants reported consuming twice the amount
of alcohol that the controls consumed and four times tha
of the victims.
2. Weekly consumption and Consequences of drinking
The amount of alcohol consumed by assailants,
controls and victims in the week preceding the offence
and a typical week correlated at levels greater than
r = 0.60 with that reported on the day of the offence.
The reported weekly alcohol consumption of the
assailants and controls was above that consumed by the
general population; that consumed by the victims was
within normal drinking range (Dight, 1976).
For all three groups, there was a high correlation
(r = 0.70+) between reported alcohol consumption and
the reported number of consequences of drinking.
3. Ascription of Cause
Alcohol was more frequently ascribed as a cause






4.1 THE SELECTION AND. RESPONSE OF THE. STUDY GROUP
In order to select 100 study cases, the warrants of
451 prisoners were examined, including those of 179
assailants and 272 controls. In addition, 95 (35
assailants and 60 controls) screening interviews lasting
approximately five minutes were conducted to ascertain
whether these individuals met the selection criteria,
resulting in 21 prisoners being selected for the study.
One hundred and one prisoners were approached
in order to obtain the required study group of 50
assailants and 50 controls meeting the final selection
criteria. The response rate was accordingly 99.1 per
cent. Only one prisoner, a control, refused to co¬
operate with the fieldwork. In this case the reason
for refusing to be interviewed was given as: "I have
answered enough questions already. I do not have to
answer any more". Although it can only be considered
coincidental, this one refusal was received on the day
following a "24-hour lock-up" within the prison, which
was a result of an inmates' protest (Scotsman, 1979).
One other prisoner refused to sign the "Consent to be
Interviewed Form" until he had been asked the questions.
The procedure of obtaining prior consent was waived and
it was agreed verbally with this prisoner that the
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schedule would be destroyed at the end of the interview,
in his presence, if he so chose. Written consent was
duly given at the end of the interview.
Prisoners granted permission to be interviewed for
many reasons, some of which reflected an interest in the
study, while others reflected specific needs of the
prisoner, such as relief of boredom from prison life.
Some of the more salient comments which were made by
prisoners with regard to their participation are
categorised in Figure 4.1.
Share Knowledge:
"I know as well as anyone what alcohol has to do
with violence."
Debt Paying:
"I deserve to be here."
"If I can help others from my experience, then I
would like to."
Putting in Time
"It's certainly better than working on mailbags all
day. "
Reluctant Acceptance
"I can't tell you much, but let's get it over with."
Obligation
"I'll talk to you as long as I don't miss my tea.
What do you have to know?"
Figure 4.1; REASONS FOR AGREEING TO BE INTERVIEWED
There were varying degrees of respondents'
involvement in the interview. Specific notation in
this regard was made by the researcher following the
interview. Two subjective criteria on which each
interview was assessed were whether:
(1) The respondent was relaxed or tense within
the interview situation; and
(2) Responses were hesitant or confident.
It was further recorded if the interview was complete
or incomplete. Most prisoners were relaxed during the
interview, gave confident responses and answered all
questions. Only six prisoners, including four
assailants and two controls, were noted to be tense
throughout the interview. The responses of three
assailants and one control were regarded as hesitant.
Two controls refused to answer one or more specific
questions on the schedule.
A number of prisoners chose to comment, either
during or following the interview, about the content of
the interview and/or the interview itself. Examples
of some of the more demonstrative and frequent comments
have been categorised as shown in Figure 4.2 below.
Opportunity for Confession
"I guess you're the first person that I've told the
truth to."
"I never told the court that there was another
person involved as he was too young."
Opportunity for Relabelling the Problem
"I haven't looked at my drinking as a problem that
way before."
Opportunity for Emotional Release
"You can't really talk to anyone around here. You
don't really know who your friends are."
"I only cry to myself after lights are out."
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Entertainment
"It was actually fun, and thanks for the cigarette."
Indifference
"I had a good smoke."
Confusion
"It doesn't make any sense to me why you want to
know all this."
Denial
"The questions don't apply to me as I didn't do
what they said."
Figure 4.2: A SELECTION OF COMMENTS OF PRISONERS
REGARDING THE INTERVIEW
In addition to prisoners' direct comments throughout
the interview, a number of non-verbal cues were noted.
The single most prominent non-verbal response was the
shedding of tears. In most cases the tears appeared to
express feelings of loneliness and guilt, while
occasionally they appeared to be another way of reassuring
the researcher that the prisoner's responses were credible.
Ninety-five of the interviews with prisoners were
conducted in H.M. Prison, Edinburgh. In five cases
(3 assailants and 2 controls) interviews were conducted
in other Scottish penal establishments because of the
transfer of the prisoner before an interview could be
arranged. Two assailants and one control were inter¬
viewed within minimum security institutions and one
assailant and one control were interviewed within a
young offenders' institution (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: The Institution Where the Major Fieldwork
Was Conducted
The interviews lasted on average 64.1 minutes
(S.D. = 9.9 minutes). The length of the interviews
varied with the prisoner's elaboration of responses, with
the alcohol consumption pattern of the prisoner an^ with
the nature of the offence. At the end of the interview
there was an opportunity which was frequently accepted
for the prisoner to raise any concerns about the
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questions and other indirect concerns which may have
been elicited in the questionnaire. Although no
therapy as such was provided, the researcher would
briefly discuss personal problems which were presented
and would inform the prisoner about, and encourage him
to seek, supportive social work, psychological or
medical services available in the prison.
4.2 THE RESPONSE AND INTERVIEWS WITH THE WIVES/COHABITEES
Details of the response to interviews with wives/





Completed Interviews 44 47 91
Refusal by Prisoner 2 1 3
Refusal by Wife 3 0 3
Unable to contact 1 2 3
Total 50 50 100
Ninety-one successful interviews, representing a 91 per
cent rate,were conducted with wives/cohabitees. Three
prisoners refused to grant permission for their wives to
be interviewed. The refusals did not appear to be
related to the prisoners' drinking habits. One who
refused did not report drinking large quantities of
alcohol and the two others did report consuming large
amounts of alcohol. The reason given by two of these
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was related to their perceived effect of an interview
upon their wives. One prisoner said: "It is
embarrassing enough for the family that I am here."
Another indicated: "I just don't want you to see her.
I've answered all the questions you need to know".
One prisoner, whose marriage was of an open nature,
gave permission to the researcher to interview a male
cohabitee in preference to his wife because of current
"complications in the marriage". In addition it was
stated that the male cohabitee had greater knowledge of
the respondent's drinking habits. It appeared that on
a number of occasions the granting of permission to
approach the wife was seen by the prisoner as a contact
with the wife. In such cases the researcher was
frequently requested to deliver messages to the wife
regarding such things as management of the home, what
the wife should tell the neighbours, etc. When such
requests were made,the prisoner was told that in order
to conform to research procedure and prison regulations
it was not possible to convey any such messages to
persons outside the prison.
4.2.1 The Letter of Introduction
The response to the letters of introduction which




RESPONSES INCLUDED. IN. REPLY FORMS -
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION. TO WIVES/COHABITEES
Forms Returned
Response N a"o
Wives/cohabitees accepting by mail 34 35.1
Indefinite reply, accept later 2 2.1
Indefinite reply, refuse later . 0 0.0
Wives/cohabitees refusing by mail 1 1.0
None 60 61.9
Total number of letters sent 97 100.0
There was a 40 per cent rate of return of the reply forms
included in the letter of introduction. Only very few
refusals were received. One reply which stated: "I do
not wish to be interviewed" was accepted as a definite
refusal. Two other replies which contained responses
to the effect that "I know nothing about alcohol" were
not regarded as categorical refusals. Accordingly in
these two cases the wives/cohabitees were personally
contacted and agreed to be interviewed. Two additional
refusals were received, other than by mail. One of
these was received by telephone through the wife's
lawyer. The lawyer's interest was to clarify the study
purpose and, for divorce purposes, to determine whether
the husband's participation in the study was any
indication of "insanity". The final refusal mentioned
above was received personally from the wife when contacted
at her residence. This wife had not responded to the
letter of introduction and the refusal was clarified in
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an aggressive manner. The wife clearly shouted to
the researcher upon his introduction: "Get off my place
you dirty filthy swine". The reason for this refusal
was obscure. However, the prisoner had previously
warned the researcher that his wife would not be
co-operative.
4.2.2 Establishing.contact.with.Wives/Cohabitees
Only 37 wives/cohabitees (16 assailants wives/
cohabitees and 19 controls' wives/cohabitees) were
contacted on the researcher's first visit. An average
number of 3.06 (S.D. = 1.62, Range 2-12) visits were
made after the first before successfully contacting the
wife/cohabitee. For the wives/cohabitees who were not
contacted, a mean number of 5.5 (S.D. = .57) visits were
made.
4.2.3 The interviews.with Wives/Cohabitees
The interviews with the wives/cohabitees lasted
approximately one hour, and most took place either in
their own residence or in that of a relative. One wife
chose to be interviewed in the researcher's motor
vehicle and another in a hospital, where she was an
inpatient. The latter wife indicated that her
hospitalisation was a direct result of her heavy alcohol
consumption which had occurred subsequent to her husband's
imprisonment. Because of special circumstances, two
interviews were conducted by telephone. One wife/
cohabitee interviewed by telephone refused to be seen
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personally because she did not have time to talk, but
answered all questions asked when telephoned. The
second telephone interview was with a cohabitee who was
constrained by the friends with whom she was living not
to speak to the researcher. When initial contact was
made, a spokesman for the wife indicted to the
researcher that his presence in the home would be too
upsetting for the "family" and that the children were
not aware of their "uncle's" offence. It was also
indicated that the "family" were trying to help the wife
forget about the prisoner.
Most interviews with wives/cohabitees were
conducted in the living room or kitchen of the home.
In most homes there were few alternative locations.
A bedroom was chosen for the interview by three wives/
cohabitees who wanted greater privacy. At the majority
of interviews, other persons (i.e. family, children and
close friends) were present. Their presence during the
interview did not appear to restrict the responses of
the wife/cohabitee. Indeed, from most responses it was
apparent that the other persons present were aware of the
offence and had discussed it extensively with the wife/
cohabitee. Other persons were specifically requested
not to prompt the wife/cohabitee or to answer questions
for her. Three husbands who had been released from
prison before it was possible to contact and interview
the wife/cohabitee were specifically requested to allow
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the wife/cohabitee to be interviewed alone.
At most interviews, hospitality was provided in the
form of a cup of tea or coffee and biscuits. An
alcoholic beverage was offered at three interviews.
The decision whether to accept or refuse alcohol was
arbitrary. On one occasion the wife, who had
consumed a considerable proportion of a litre bottle of
sherry when the researcher arrived, offered him a large
tumberful, which was consumed by the researcher during
the interview. On a second occasion, an offer of an
"orange and vodka" was refused by the researcher. The
wife drank throughout the interview, during which she
consumed the entire bottle of vodka herself. This
interview was prolonged to two and a half hours,
partly because of the alcohol and partly because of the
anxiety of the wife. On a third occasion the husband,
a beer drinker, had returned from prison before his wife
had been contacted. He offered a "nip" to the
researcher from the bottle which he kept especially for
his social worker. This offer was accepted after the
conclusion of the interview.
4.3 THE RESPONSE OF THE VICTIMS
Forty-seven successful interviews were conducted
with victims, representing a 94 per cent rate of
response. Of the victims who were not interviewed,
there was one refusal. Two others could not be
contacted. The refusal involved a fifteen year old
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juvenile and was received after a number of
procrastinations by the parents. As the victim was a
juvenile, two written requests to interview the son were
sent, one by recorded delivery. There were a further
two telephone contacts and a personal contact before a
refusal was given. In the final telephone conversation,
three months after initial contact, it was indicate
that: "We just don't want him to talk to anyone. We
just want it forgotten."
Of the two victims who were not contacted, one
female had moved to another city and could not be traced
and the other, a young man of 21, was traced through
three housing authorities and was reported to have
"moonlighted" from all three residences. The address
recorded at his last court appearance and supplied by the
police proved to be fictitious. At the last known
address, neighbours indicated that the victim was "on
the run" with a younger brother.
4.3.1 Contact with the Victims
Twelve victims were contacted on the researcher's
first visit. To contact the remaining thirty-five
I
victims who were successfully interviewed, a mean
number of 3.28 (S.D. = 1.27 Range 2-6) visits were made.
This number of visits suggests that victims were slightly
more difficult to contact than were wives/cohabitees.
From the number of residence changes it appeared that the
victim group was highly mobile. A number of victims
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indicated that their change in residence had occurred
as a result of the offence.
As with wives/cohabitees, the majority of victims
chose to be interviewed at their residence. Five were
interviewed at alternative locations, including a pub
(where the actual offence had occurred) , a place of
work, a battered wives' refuge, motor vehicle and in
prison. In the latter case, the victim was convicted of
a violent offence before he could be contacted. Three
interviews were conducted by telephone with victims.
These were requested by the researcher because of the
distance involved in travelling to the victim's
residence.
Within the interviews the victims were generally
co-operative and interested in discussing their point of
view of the offence and also their drinking habits.
In the interviews with this subgroup, special needs
which were a consequence of their victimisation became
apparent. The first of these appeared to be a need to
discuss and describe the offence. A number of victims
indicated that the support given to them by wife,
friends and workmates, etc. was insufficient. In some
situations it was stated that friends and family did not
recognise the need for the victim to talk about the
offence. Sometimes victims themselves reported with¬
holding information from friends and family. Further,
a number of victims spoke of phobias of leaving the
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home or going to the pub. Another group of about
eight victims had experienced severe depression. Some
confessed that they had contemplated suicide. These
thoughts were frequently associated with mixed feelings
of guilt and defilement of "the self". One victim,
speaking for himself, summarised the thoughts of others:
"I didn't know my life was so cheap. After the
injury I became very depressed. My wife walked into
the bathroom as I was about to slash my wrists. Since
then my wife and I are getting along better. It is good
to tell these things to a stranger. I feel stronger for
it."
Another said:
"For days when I looked in the mirror, all I could
do was cry."
Among the other thoughts which were expressed to the
researcher were comments such as:
"I'll have a go at him when he gets out. That will
probably mean that I'll be in next. How much longer do
you think he'll be in?"
and
"It's not affected me at all - he shouldn't have
received such a severe sentence."
4.4 SUMMARY AND COMMENT
The response of the three subgroups (a) prisoners,
(b) wives/cohabitees, and (c) victims, who participated
in this study, compares favourably with other studies.
In most prison-based studies, participation is high
(McKinley, 1979). The degree of prisoner participation
appears to vary with study focus, method of approaching
the prisoner and who is conducting the research (i.e.
whether the study is conducted within or outside of a
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prison service). The 97 per cent of prisoners who
granted permission to contact the wives/cohabitees is
slightly higher than in other studies where similar
requests were made. In Morris' (1965) study,
permission to contact wives was granted in 93.7 per cent
of requests and a 70.3 per cent response was received
from the wives. The greater number of permissions to
interview and the successful interviews in the present
investigation can be accounted for by several differences
in the study design. Morris' study included a total
prison population of both new and old admissions.
Divorce and separations accounted for the largest number
of refusals in Morris' study. In the present study this
was not of any consequence as prisoners were newly
convicted and as a result time and physical separation
from families had had less effect. Several wives and
cohabitees indicated to the researcher their intentions
to seek divorce or separation. The outcome of the
husband's court appearance was often a crucial factor
in making such decisions.
The response of the victims in the present exercise
was much higher than in other victim studies. In a
number of British and American studies reported by
Sparks et al (1977) victim response varied between 45
per cent and 65 per cent. Problems in contacting victims
described by Sparks et al in a London study, were also
present in this study. These factors were minimised in
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the present study by extended fieldwork time, high
co-operation of official agencies and persistance in
approach. The 8.9 per cent refusal rate of Sparks,
compared with only a 2 per cent rate of refusal in the
present study may be attributed to such factors as study
focus, the direct open approach taken in the present
study, the researcher's nationality and accent
(Canadian), the support given to the study by the Crown
Agent and procurators fiscal, the earlier professional
clinical experience of the researcher and the use of a
single interviewer rather than a group of trained (paid)
interviewers. Further, as shown by Sparks et al,
response does vary with the type of victimisation. The
exclusion of offences such as rape from this study is
also a possible contributing factor to higher rates of
response. Finally, language presented no problem in
responses in the present study. The partial assistance
of a translator was required in only one interview.








The purposes ' of this chapter are:
1. To provide details about the current conviction of
the assailants and the controls.
2. To compare selected biographical data about the
assailants and the controls pertaining specifically
to:
(a) Personal Characteristics
(b) Social and Economic Status
(c) Family Background and Developmental History
(d) Lifestyle
(e) Previous Criminality
3. To describe who the victims were and to provide
biographical information about them.
5.1 THE CURRENT CONVICTION OF THE ASSAILANTS AND THE
CONTROLS
5.1.1. Category of Offence
The prisoners who were selected in both subgroups
were convicted of a variety of offences. Table 5.1
presents a listing of the major offences for which the
assailants and the controls were convicted.
1 There was insufficient personal data collected from
the wives/cohabitees to provide a separate
description of this group of respondents.
2 Most of the tables referred to in this chapter are
presented in Appendix 3.
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TABLE 5.1















Theft by housebreaking 16
Theft of motor vehicle 6
Total 50 50
From Table 5.1 it can be seen that a comparative
categorisation of offences within the two subgroups is
impossible, since the largest category within both
subgroups was labelled as unspecified. Further, the
classifications appearing in Table 5.1 are based on
categories used in criminal statistics and therefore are
not exclusive. For example, in the violent offence
category, while four convictions were classified as
"assault on wife", there were other assaults included in
the study where the wife/cohabitee was the victim.
5.1.2 Seriousness of the Offence (Length of Sentence)
An attempt was made to classify the seriousness of
the current offence by exploring the alternative concepts
of: "dangerousness", "risk" and length of sentence.
The concept of "dangerousness" frequently used in forensic
psychiatry, was excluded because its primary concern is
only with violent acts (Nicol et al, 1972; Steadman,
1976). Most scales of "dangerousness" consider
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characteristics of the prisoner and a description of
their criminality, in addition to aspects of the offence.
"Risk", the second alternative examined, is a concept
which can be applied to both violent and non-violent acts
but was excluded as there were no well-developed scales
available to measure it. The
assessment of '.'risk" is not restricted to a single
offence and includes factors such as previous convictions
and prison behaviour.
As neither "dangerousness" nor "risk" provided a
suitable measure of "seriousness of the offence", it was
decided to compare subgroups on the length of their
sentence. This particular measure must not be considered
to be a strict measure of seriousness since it varies
with the number of previous convictions and reflects
other moral and historical practices in the judicial
system.
There were no significant differences found between
the length of sentence of the two subgroups of this
study. Assailants received a mean sentence of 154.3
days (S.D. = 130.4 days) compared to the controls with a
mean sentence of 127.6 days (S.D. = 99.0 days). The
length of sentence ranged from 10 to 3,285 days.
Table A5.2 shows the distribution of the assailants and
the controls according to length of sentence. Fifty
per cent or more of both the assailants and the controls
had sentences of three months or less.
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5.1.3 Court Level where.Conviction.was Made
Although there was no significant difference in
the mean length of sentence between the subgroups, there
was a significant difference in the court level at which
the members of the two subgroups received their
conviction. Eighty-eight per cent of controls, compared
with only 54 per cent of the assailants, were convicted
at the lower court level. This is shown in Table A5.3
CX2=14 . 3 ; d . f. = 2; p<.001).
5.1.4 Sentence Option
At the time when the prisoners were selected for
inclusion in the study, it was not always possible to
determine whether the admission to prison was by a
definite prison sentence or a fine/prison sentence option.
This aspect was examined subsequent to selection and, as
shown in Table A5.4, there was no significant difference
between the number of assailants and controls in the
manner in which they entered prison. A majority in both
subgroups received a definite prison sentence. Further,
a comparison of Tables A5.5(a) and A5.5(b) shows that,
although the length of sentence was related to the
sentence option, there were no differences in this
relationship when controlling for subgroup membership.
The contingency coefficients were c = 42 and c = 46
respectively for Tables A5.5(a) and A5.5(b).
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5.2 BIOGRAPHICAL COMPARISON OF. THE.ASSAILANTS AND THE
CONTROLS
5.2.1 Personal and Demographic. Characteristics
Age and Place of Birth
The age distribution of the study group at the time
of the offence is presented in Table A5.6. No significant
difference was found either in the mean age or the
distribution of the assailants and the controls.
Ninety-two per cent of the entire study group were
born in Scotland. The subgroups did not differ in this
regard.
Area of Residence
There was no significant difference in the residence
of the assailants and the controls as shown in Table A5.7.
Slightly more controls (14% more) were resident in the
Lothian and Borders District at the time of the offence.
Any difference reflected in the table is due to the
nature of the prison admissions policy rather than to
any regional difference in the distribution of the
offences.
5.2.2 Social and Economic Status
No attempt was made in this study to classify the
study group according to the social class criteria of the
Registrar General (1970). However, a number of social
and class-related variables, including conjugal status,
employment status and type of accommodation, were examined.
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Conjugal Relationship
The study group were selected on the criterion that
they were either married to, or cohabiting with, a
woman at the time of the offence. The conjugal re¬
lationship was categorised into three groups of relation¬
ships: married; cohabiting, and "fluid". Those in the
latter category were participating in ongoing relation¬
ships with more than one woman (i.e. wife and cohabitee
or more than one cohabitee). From Table A5.8, it can be
seen that there was no significant difference between the
subgroups' conjugal status at the time of the offence.
More than 50 per cent of both the assailants and the
controls were legally married and living with wives at
the time of the offence.
In addition to describing their conjugal relation¬
ships, the study group were asked to provide a rating of
their relationship. As shown in Table A5.9. there was
no significant difference in the way the assailants and
the controls rated their relationships. Seventy-one per
cent of the entire study group rated their present
relationships as "good" and 29 per cent rated the present
relationships as "occasionally good" or "poor".
A further subjective assessment of the current
conjugal relationship was provided by the prisoner in a
rating of the wife/cohabitee as a "confidante". This
rating was made on a cumulative four point scale, where
a rating of "0" indicated that the prisoner shared
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nothing with his wife and a rating of "3" indicated that
the prisoner would approach the wife/cohabitees with a
problem; would present most problems to the wife/
cohabitee; and that the wife/cohabitee would be prepared
to discuss most problems. The ratings given to the
wives/cohabitees are shown in Table A5.10. There was no
significant difference in the ratings given to the wives/
cohabitees by the assailants and the controls. The
majority of prisoners (67.1%) gave their wives/cohabitees
top ratings; and only 13.4 per cent provided a "0"
rating of their wives as a "confidante". The percentage
of prisoners who gave top rating to the wife/cohabitee as
a "confidante" is comparable to those who rated their
relationship as "good".
Duration of Current Relationship, Previous Relationships
And Number of Children
There was a significant difference between the length
of the current conjugal relationship reported by the two
subgroups. The assailants reported that their current
relationship had endured an average of 79.3 months,
compared with a corresponding mean of only 42.0 months
reported by the controls (t=2.87; d.f.=98; p<.01).
Although the assailants reported that their present
relationships had endured longer, there was no difference
in the number of previous relationships (i.e. marriages
and cohabitations of six months or more) of either sub¬
group. The assailants reported a mean number of 1.9
(S.D. = 1.3) relationships and the controls 2.0 (S.D.=1.6)
relationships.
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A further comparison of the two subgroups was made
on a number of children from the present and, if
applicable, previous relationships. The two subgroups
did not differ in their number of children. The
distribution of the number of children parented by each sub¬
group is shown in Table A5.ll.
Accommodation
The subgroups were compared with regard to three
aspects of housing. These were: size of accommodation;
ownership; and whether accommodation was shared. No
difference was found with regard to the size of the
accommodation between the subgroups. Respondents lived
in accommodation of an average size of 3.8 rooms. There
was no significant difference between subgroups in the
reported ownership of the accommodation (privately owned
or purchasing vs. council or company housing). The
majority of respondents(79%) lived in council housing. A
similar proportion(80%) of the prisoners reported they did
not share accommodation. This did not differ between the
two subgroups.
Employment
The subgroups did not differ on any of the three
variables related to employment, namely employment status,
type of employment (i.e. skilled vs. unskilled) and
weekly income. Fifty-six per cent of the entire study
group had full or part-time employment. Fifty-five per
cent reported their present or last employment to be
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skilled or partially skilled. The actual number of
assailants and controls reporting a particular
employment status and type of employment can be seen in
Tables A5.12 and A5.13. Further, the average weekly
income reported by assailants and controls did not differ
significantly. Assailants reported a weekly income of
£68.00 (S.D. = £31.7) compared with controls who reported
a mean income of £59.2 (S.D. = £35.8).
5.2.3 Developmental History and,Parental Background
Further comparisons of the assailants and the
controls were made on characteristics of their early
development and parental background. Specifically, this
involved a comparison of education; gang membership;
separations from parents; age upon leaving parental
home and a family life rating; parental employment,
parental alcohol problems and parental criminality.
Education
The education levels achieved by members of the two
subgroups are presented in Table A5.14. There was no
significant difference between the assailants and the
controls with regard to education. As shown in the
table, almost half (46%) had no formal education
qualifications. Twenty-two per cent had received a
certificate or qualification at state or private school
level and the remaining 32 per cent had completed some
technical or academic training at a higher level
(including apprenticeship). Seventeen per cent reported
that they had completed such training.
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Gang Membership
Respondents were asked about their youth membership
in a gang. A "gang" was described to the prisoner as a
"group which participated in illegal activity or violence
for an on going period". A greater number of the
controls (25) reported that they had belonged to such
groups than had the assailants (15). This difference
2
was found to be significant (X =3.7; d.f.=l; p< .05) ,
as shown in Table A5.15(a). Fourteen assailants and
nine controls who were not members of gangs reported that
there were no gangs in their area of residence. When
these 23 individuals were excluded from the analysis, no
significant differences were present between the subgroups
as shown in Table A5.15(b).
Affiliation to Parents
The prisoners' affiliation to parents was examined,
both by a subjective rating of the quality of life in the
parental home and by reports of separations from parents
and ages at which they had left home. There was no
significant difference between the subgroups in either of
the first two reports. Table A5.16 shows that 51 per
cent of all prisoners reported that life in their family
of origin had "some problems" or was "unhappy". Tables
A5.17(a) and A5.17(b) show the reported permanent
separations from mother and father respectively. Similar
proportions of prisoners in each subgroup reported
separations from their mother and father - namely 23 per
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cent and 26 per cent respectively. There were no
differences between the subgroups with regard to the
separations from either parent.
Although no difference was found between the sub¬
groups in either their rating of the quality of life in
the parental home or the permanent separations from
parents, a small but significant difference was found in
the age at which the members of the two subgroups left
home. The assailants reported leaving home at an
average age of 18.4 (S.D.=2.9) and the controls at an
average age of 17.1 (S.D. = 3.7) (t=2.1; d.f. =95; p < . 0 5 ) .
Parental Employment
No significant difference in the type of employment
held by father or mother was found between the subgroups.
The prisoners' reports of whether the fathers' and
mothers' employment was skilled or unskilled can be seen
in Tables A5.18(a) and A5.18(b). Referring back to
Table A5.13, which showed the prisoners' type of employ¬
ment, it can be seen that fewer prisoners (half as many)
than fathers had skilled employment. The age difference
between the prisoners and their fathers may be one possible
explanation for this.
Parental Alcohol-related Problems
The respondents were asked whether their parents
had experienced any alcohol-related problems and also
whether treatment for alcohol and/or drug misuse had been
received. There were no significant differences between
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the subgroups in the reporting of alcohol problems.
Almost one-third (32%) of the entire study group reported
that their fathers had alcohol problems and 18 per cent
reported that their mothers had similar problems, as
shown in Tables A5.19(a) and A5.19(b) respectively.
Even though one-third of the study group assessed
parents to have a problem with alcohol, reports of drug
treatment received by parents were low. For the entire
study group, reports of parental treatment for alcohol
and/or drug misuse was given for only 11 per cent of the
fathers and 8 per cent of the mothers. The reported
treatment received by the parents of the study group are
shown in Tables A5.20(a) and A5.20(b).
Parental Police and Criminal Records
Tables A5.21(a) and A5.21(b) report the presence or
absence of a criminal record for fathers and mothers
respectively. There was no significant difference in
the presence of parental criminal records reported by the
assailants or the controls. Thirty-four per cent of the
assailants and 24 per cent of the controls reported that
their fathers had a police or criminal record (for
offences other than drunkenness). Only 5 per cent of
prisoners reported any police or criminal record for their
mother s.
5.2.4 Lifestyle and Socialising
To learn something about the lifestyle of the
assailants and of the controls, questions concerned with
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social activities and with friendships were compared.
Social Activities
Fifteen social activities were examined. For each
of these, prisoners noted their participation, according
to frequency (i.e. more than once a week, weekly or
fortnightly). On a simple dichotomous comparison
(participation vs. non-participation) no difference was
found between the subgroups on any of the fifteen
activities. Neither was there any difference in the
degree to which the subgroups participated in the activities
as shown in Table A5.22. In Table A5.22, the activities
are divided into three groups according to the level of
interaction involved in the activity. These levels
were developed from the assessment of three psychologists,
who were asked to rate activities according to the level
1
of group interaction required. Group A involves high
group interaction; Group B possible group interaction;
and Group C no group interaction. A composite score for
all the fiteeen activities was computed by totalling
individual participation scores for each activity. The
mean participation scores, as shown in Table A5.23, did
not differ significantly between the assailants and the
controls.
Referring again to Table A5.22, it can be seen that
the four most common activities of the study group were:
1 Dr. R. Lyle, formerly of University Department of
Psychiatry, Edinburgh University, Ms. M. Morrison,
Andrew Duncan Clinic and Dr. Ian Hanley, Department of
Geriatric Medicine, Edinburgh University, assisted in
these assessments.
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going to the pub, watching television, visiting friends
and visiting relatives; and the least common activities
were: attending church, fitness and exercise, playing
group sports (e.g. soccer) and attending soccer matches.
Friendships and Confidants
Aspects of both the extent and nature of the
friendships of the assailants and the controls were
compared. First, to examine the extent of friendships,
respondents were asked to report how many mates they had.
Table A5.24 categorises the number of mates into four
levels. There was no difference in the pattern of
responses elicited from either subgroup. Only 11
prisoners reported that they had no mates at all, and 39
reported having between one and five mates.
To examine an aspect of the nature of the friend¬
ships, prisoners were asked to rate family members and
types of friends as confidants. A composite confidant
score was calculated by adding the five individual scores.
For this composite measure a maximum score of 18 was
possible. A score of 9 was, however, the top score
attained by any one prisoner. Table A5.25 shows the
composite confidant ratings, categorised into three levels,
for the two subgroups. There was no significant
difference between the assailants and the controls.
Twenty assailants (40%) and 27 controls (£4%) indicated
that they had no confidant.
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5.2.5 Previous. Criminality
There were interesting differences between the
patterns of previous criminality reported by members of
the two subgroups. From Table A5.26, it can be seen that
the two subgroups did not differ significantly in relation
to the mean number of previous convictions; these were
numerous - 12.7 for the assailants and 17.7 for the
controls. While the total number of convictions
reported by the two subgroups did not differ significantly,
the assailants reported having been convicted of
significantly more assaults than had the controls. The
mean number of such offences reported by the assailants
was 3.4, compared with only 1.8 reported by the controls.
Consistent with their higher mean level of assault
convictions, the assailants also reported having been
convicted significantly more often for breach of the
peace. The mean numbers of such convictions reported
were 4.1 and 2.1 respectively.
The controls reported a significantly higher number
of convictions for theft (12.9) than did the assailants
(4.5). The very high level of previous theft convictions
reported by the controls is attributable to the fact that
individuals are seldom convicted of a single theft at one
time, whereas such single charges are commonplace in
relation to violent offences. Drunkenness offences were
also examined. These have not been included in Table
A5.25, since they did not constitute a great proportion
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of previous convictions. Such offences contributed a
mean number of less than one for both subgroups.
Previous convictions as compared in Table A5.26
are based on group means. The number of assailants and
controls with convictions for various types of offence
follows a pattern similar to the mean number of convic¬
tions. With regard to assault, 32 assailants (64%)
had had previous convictions, compared with only 22
controls (44%). The difference was significant
fX2=4.02; d.f.=1; p <.05).
For thefts, there was a significant difference
between the number of assailants and controls who reported
previous convictions. In this regard, 31 assailants and
47 controls respectively reported previous convictions
CX2=13./.; d.f.=l; p< .001). A further significant
difference was found in the numbers within each subgroup
reporting convictions for breach of the peace, 35
2
assailants and 23 controls (X =£.9l ; d.f.=l; p-= 0.05).
The non-significant difference in the mean number of
previous convictions is also reflected in the number
within each subgroup who reported any previous criminal
record. This included 44 assailants and 49 controls.
Age at First Offence
There was no significant difference between the sub¬
groups in the mean age at first conviction any category
of offence. This is shown in Table A5.27. The mean
age at the first conviction for theft was lower than that
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for either assault or breach of the peace.
"Dark" Criminal Violence
In addition to the report of previous convictions,
the prisoners were asked to report their involvement
with violence in both their homes and with friends or
acquaintances, for which no convictions had been
received. For the analysis family violence was
restricted to "wife beating". No cases of child
battering by the assailants were reported and only one
instance of serious battering of the prisoner by the
wife/cohabitee was mentioned. Equal numbers of the
assailants and the controls reported beating their wives/
cohabitees. This included 34 per cent in both subgroups.
Members of both subgroups reported greater involve¬
ment in non-family violence than in family violence.
Involvement was recorded regardless of whether the
prisoner was a perpetrator or a victim of such violence.
Nearly half the study group reported such violence.
Twenty-six assailants (52%) and 21 controls (42%) reported
involvement in non-family violence. The difference in
the number of assailants and controls reporting this
violence was not significant.
5.2.6 Summary - The Current Conviction and Biographical
Characteristics of the Assailants and the Controls
It was not possible to compare the major study
subgroups by their category of offence. Even so, the
subgroups were comparatively the same with regard to the
length of their sentence. The sentence of the majority
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in either subgroup was three months or less and the
range in length of sentence was also similar. This
was true even though a significantly greater number
of violent offences had been adjudicated in higher
courts than had the non-violent offences.
The differences discovered between the
assailants and the controls in each of the five
biographical areas were minimal. In two areas,
namely Personal and Demographic Characteristics and
Lifestyle, no significant differences were found
between the subgroups. Further, no differences were
found in the characteristics of the parents between the
subgroups. Two interesting differences relating to
other aspects of the prisoners early development were
apparent. The control group left their parental
home at an earlier age and also reported a higher
membership in gangs than did the assailants.
Although no differences were found relating to the
current social and economic status, a striking difference
was found in the length of the current conjugal relation¬
ship between the subgroups. The assailants reported
that their current relationship was nearly twice as
long as that of the controls. While this may be a
result of chance, it may possibly suggest that the
assailants experienced more social stability. This
belief would be supported by the fact that the
assailants left their parental home at an earlier age.
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Perhaps the most important finding, comparing the
assailants and the controls, relates to their previous
criminality. The results are depicted in Table A5.26
and suggest that the offences for which the respondents
had been imprisoned, and in relation to which they were
assigned to either subgroup, are a reasonable indication
of their more general pattern of criminal behaviour.
5.3 THE VICTIMS
The findings presented in this subsection are based
on only those 47 victims who participated in the study.
Thirty-three of these individuals were males and 14 were
females. Many of the variables on which comparisons
were made of the victims and the assailants were sex-
related, and because of this the sex of the victim was
considered in most of the analyses.
5.3.1 Who Were the Victims?
The affiliation between the assailants and the
victims found in this study were classified into four
categories. The number of male and female victims
within each category are shown in Table 5.28.
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33 14 47 (100)
Within the category referred to in Table 5.28 as "Extended
Family" were included relationships of: father-son, son-
father, brother-sister, brother-brother in law. In
this category, the majority of victims were male. One
male is classified as a wife/cohabitee because, although
the actual victim was a male child, the violence was
directed towards the wife and the wife was interviewed
in lieu of the child. This case was excluded from most
analyses in which assailants and their victims are
compared.
Those victims who were categorised as "Friends/
Neighbours" were known to the assailant and lived within
the same residential area. Some of these individuals
would be described as close friends of the assailant,
while others would be more aptly described as enemies,
and still others were only "nodding acquaintances".
The fourth category of victim included persons who were
not previously known to the assailant, such as:
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publicans, passers-by and observers.
5.3.2 Biographical Comparison of the Assailants' and
Their Victims' Age and Place of Birth
No significant difference was found between the
mean age of the assailants and the victims, even when
controlling for sex. There was a significant
correlation (r=0.4; p< .01) between the age of the
assailants and all of their respective victims. However,
this correlation was not present between the assailants
and their male victims. The significant correlation
of the age of the assailant with the victim's age
was contributed by the assailant-female victim
relationship where r=0.93 (p <.001). This latter
finding would appear to be explained by the fact that
the majority of female victims were wives/cohabitees.
No significant differences were found in relation
to the place of birth of the assailants and the victims.
5.3.3 Social and Economic Status
Conjugal Relationship
Thirteen of the victims, 12 males and one female,
were single. A comparison of the remaining victims with
their assailants showed no difference in the type of
conjugal relationship (i.e. "married", "cohabiting" or
"fluid").
Duration of Current Relationship
The mean lengths of current conjugal relationships
reported by members of the two subgroups did not differ
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significantly. Neither was any difference found when
controlling for sex.
Employment Status and Type of Employment
A significant difference was found between the
number of assailants and victims who reported that they
were unemployed. This relationship disappeared, however,
when the 14 female victims were excluded from the
analyses. With regard to the type of employment,
a significant difference was found between the
assailants and male victims. More assailants (34)
than their male victims (27) reported their present job
to be unskilled (X^=6.2; d.f.=l; p<.05).
5.3.4 Developmental History
Education
The levels of education achieved by the assailants
and their victims can be seen in Figure A5.1. From the
figure it can be seen that victims generally reported
having achieved a higher level of education than the
assailants. 60.6 per cent of the victims had an
apprenticeship, technical or university education,
compared with only 19.4 per cent of the assailants
2
(X =11.6; d.f.=2; p< .01). The overall significant
difference was primarily attributed to the difference
between the level of education of the assailants and
their male victims.
Family Life Rating and Separation from Parents
A number of variables relating to family background
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were examined. These specifically included a family
life rating, age when left home, age when left school
and permanent separations from parents. No significant
difference was found between assailants and victims with
regard to the above variables.
Assailants and male victims were compared further
on their membership of youth gangs. Nine (35.7%)
assailants compared with only three (9.1%) victims
reported belonging to a gang in their youth.
5.3.5 Lifestyle and Social Activities
Social activities were compared between assailants
and male victims only. For this particular analysis,
the McNemar chi-square statistic was used, as it allowed
for a matching of the assailants and their victims. The
proportion of assailants and male victims who reported
participating in the fifteen activities is shown in
Figure A5.2. On all but two of the fifteen activities
which were examined, the assailants reported a higher
level of participation than the victims. However, the
differences were found to be significant on only six
activities, as follows: attending parties; going to
pub and cinema; attending soccer games; watching
television; and playing soccer. Although there was a
significant difference between assailants and victims
with regard to participation in specific activities,
there was no significant difference found between the
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groups in the average number of social activities.
5.3.5 Previous Criminality
A police or criminal record was reported by 18
victims, all of whom were male. Assailants and
victims were compared on the reported number of
convictions for assault, theft, breach of the peace and
total convictions. There was no significant
difference between the two groups on any specific
category of offence or total number of convictions,
either when looking at the total male victim subgroup
or only those who had convictions. The mean number of
convictions for the total group is shown in Table A5.29.
"Dark" Criminal Violence
When the male victims were compared to the
assailants with regard to reports of non-family violence,
there was found to be no significant difference. There
was, however, a significant difference in the reporting
of "wife beating". Nineteen per cent of the assailants
and only 9 per cent of the married male victims reported
such violence
5.3.6 Involvement in the Event
Responses to three groups of questions relating to
the involvement in the event were compared. These
concerned: (1) personal problems experienced at the
time of the offence; (2) motivations and reasons for
involvement; and (3) whether the involvement was
"spontaneous" or "premeditated".
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Personal Problems reported at.Time.of the Event
There was no significant difference between the
number of assailants and victims reporting personal
problems which included: family health problems;
relationship problems with wife/cohabitee; job problems;
sex problems; lost friendships; deaths; pregnancy or
miscarriage (spouse) and personal health problems.
Neither were differences found when controlling for the
sex of the the victim.
Motivation and Reasons, for Involvement
A number of significant differences between the
assailants and the victims were found in the reporting
of factors leading to involvement in the event.
Differences were found in three of the ten factors which
were examined, as shown in Table A5.30. The assailants
reported significantly more often than the victims that
the offence was a "release of anger". This was seen in
29 (60.4%) of the assailants compared with only four
(8.5%) of the victims (X^=25.9; d.f.=l; p< .001) . A
similar pattern was found in "release of sadness", with
15 assailants and only two victims reporting that
2
"sadness" led them to become involved (X =9.4; d.f.=l;
p< .01). The third factor to be reported more frequently
by the assailants than the victims was revenge. This
was reported by 12 (24%) assailants, compared with two
2
(4.3%) victims (X =6.1; d.f.=l; p< .05). There was no
difference found between the asssailants'and the victims'
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reporting involvement because of: self-defence;
avoidance of a problem; the making of a point; and the
settling of a disagreement. Reasons for involvement
which were reported infrequently by both the assailants
and the victims included: means to an end; financial;
and "fun" or "a dare".
5remeditation vs. Spontaneous.Involvement
The nature of the respondents' involvement was
classified as to whether it was premeditated or
spontaneous. There was no significant difference in
the number of assailants and victims who reported
spontaneous involvement in the event. Twenty-four
(57.1%) of the assailants and 32 (76.2%) of the victims
reported their involvement was spontaneous.
5.3.7 Summary - The Assailants and the Victims
In any comparison of the assailants and their
victims, the nature of the affiliation between these
individuals must be considered. In this study, the
single most prominent category of victim, friends and
neighbours, represented 34 per cent of the total victim
population. Wives/cohabitees and extended family
members, when considered as a group, represented an
even larger proportion of the population (42.6%). In
such a population, where 76.6 per cent of the victims
were known to the assailant, it would be expected that
many of the biographical characteristics would be the
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Perhaps the most outstanding finding in this regard
is reflected in the previous criminality reported by
the assailants and their victims. There was no
significant difference in the number of previous
convictions (both for total number of convictions and
number of convictions within specific categories) between
the assailants and their victims.
While no significant difference was found between
the age of the assailants and the victims, there were
differences in both the employment status and the education
of the two subgroups. The assailants were employed in
jobs requiring less skill and also reported significantly
lower levels of education than their male victims.
The further differences which were found between
the assailants' and the victims' social activities and
membership in gangs as youths possibly suggests that the
assailants were more extrovert by nature. Somewhat
consistent with this, the assailants reported more
emotional reasons for becoming involved in the offence
(i.e. to release anger, sadness or for revenge) than did
the victims.
CHAPTER 6
CORROBORATION OF THE SELF-REPORT
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CHAPTER 6
CORROBORATION OF THE SELF-REPORT
The ultimate concern in many alcohol studies in which
the self-report technique is used to collect data on con¬
sumption, is with the accuracy of the report. Previous
studies and reviews in the field of alcohol and crime have
emphasised the need to establish the validity and reliabi¬
lity of self-reported data (Pernanen, 1976). In the
present study, because of methodological problems in
assessing "accuracy", the major focus was to describe the
extent of the "agreement"between independent accounts
(Piatt, 1980). Although no test-retest procedures were
used, the reliability of the data were examined by com¬
paring individuals' responses, both on various quantitative
measures of consumption and between quantitative and
qualitative measures (e.g. amount of alcohol consumed at time
of offence and the effects of alcohol consumption).
As part of the design of this study, data were col¬
lected from a number of corroborative sources, the major
one of these being the prisoners' wives/cohabitees. The
victims to a limited extent also provided cor roborative data .
However, they were included in the study primarily for com¬
parative purposes. In addition to the information received
from the wives/cohabitees and victims, the official records
of crimes and offences were secured to corroborate the
previous criminality as reported by both the offenders and
the victims.
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To assist in describing the extent of agreement
between accounts, which have dichotomous responses, three
indices of agreement will be referred to, along with the
McNemar Chi-square test for differences (Wing et al, 1967).
The three indices expressed as percentages are: an Overall
Agreement score (OA); an Index of Agreement (IA+) where
a characteristic in a question was agreed to be present,
and an Index of Agreement (IA-) where a characteristic in
a question was agreed to be absent. The Overall
Agreement score (OA) was an expression of the number of
cases where there was agreement, either about the presence
or the absence of a characteristic, divided by the total
number of cases. The method of calculating the two indices
were:
N(Prisoner and Wife/Cohabitee agreed
characteristic was present)
IA ( + ) = x 100
N(Characteristic reported present by Prisoner)
+N (Characteristic reported present by Wife/
Cohabitee)
N(Prisoner and Wife/Cohabitee agreed
characteristic was absent)
IA (-) = x 100
N(Characteristic reported absent by Prisoner)
+N (Characteristic reported absent by Wife/
Cohabitee
A second statistic, Kappa, will be referred to in this
chapter (Cohen, 1960; Maxwell, 1977). The Kappa coefficient
of agreement, for use with nominal data and categorial
responses, is more appropriate than a simple expression
of percentage of observed agreement, as it corrects for
chance. It is calculated as follows:^
1 The values of K may range between +1 and -1. Where
K = 1 there is perfect agreement and where K = 0 there






where: P = % observed agreement
o 3
P = % chance agreement
c ^
The findings in this chapter will be presented in
three sections which will compare as follows: the
prisoners' reports with the reports of their wives/
cohabitees, the assailants' reports with the victims'
reports, and the self-reported criminality of the
prisoners and the victims with their official record of
crimes and offences. For most of the analyses in the
first section, the assailants and the controls will be
regarded as one group - the prisoners. There will be
only a cursory examination of whether the agreement with
corroborative accounts is any different for the
assailants than for the controls. Within this section,
an examination will be made of reports relating to:
(1) Alcohol consumption
(2) Effects of drinking at the time of the offence
(3) Consequences of drinking;
and also reports relating to
(4) Details of the offence.
The comparisons of the accounts of victims and of the
assailants will be made for only three areas, namely
alcohol consumption, effects of drinking and details of
the offence.
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A further comparison of accounts which are
apparently unrelated to alcohol consumption or the
offence appears in appendix 4, page 347.




The reports of the wives/cohabitees on quantity of
alcohol consumed by the prisoners correlated
) with the prisoners' self-reports. No
t differences were foun<3 between the reported
ts of alcohol consumed on the day of the offence






The comparisons of the continuous consumption data of
this study were made using both the "t" test statistic
and the appropriate non-parametric test statistic
(Wilcoxon or Mann-Whitney). No major differences
were found in the levels of significance between the
the test for difference in sample means and the
distribution free test. Further a number of data
transformations were applied with no major change
resulting in the significance of the "t" statistic.
Most of the tables relating to t^e above mentioned
data show the mean and standard deviation along with
the non-parametric test statistic "z". The rationale
for reporting the means while using the non-parametric
test statistic are based on arguments regarding the
robustness of the "t" test w^ich have been developed
by Havlicek and Peterson (1974) .
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TABLE 6.1
PRISONERS' MEAN ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION.IN UNITS REPORTED
BY. PRISONERS AND. BY.WIVES/COHABITEES
£ Report of . c
. , Report of —~rr 7— Level ofPeriod =—4- Wives/ _ .Prisoners _ , J SignificanceCohabitees —
x S.D. x S.D. zdfp
Day of
offence 21.3 (17.7) 18.4 (17.6) 1.9 79 NS
Week
preceding
offence 87.5 (74.7) 76.1 (86.1) -2.4 80 <.05
Typical
week 68.9 (63.2) 61.7 (92.2) -2.8 83 <.01
For the day of the offence the majority of the wives/
cohabitees (49%) reported amounts of alcohol below that
reported by the prisoners. Only 28 per cent of wives/
cohabitees reported higher amounts of alcohol consumption
than were found in the prisoners' self-reports.
Table 6.2 shows the percentage of reports in which
prisoner and wife/cohabitee agreed within different
levels of discrepancy.
TABLE 6.2
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION ON DAY OF OFFENCE - AGREEMENT OF
PRISONERS' SELF-REPORTS WITH REPORTS BY WIVES/COHABITEES
Discrepancy % Observed Agreement
(N = 81)
0 units 19%
+ 5 units 34%
j^lOunits 55%
+ 20 units 91%
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For the week preceding the offence and a typical
week the two separate accounts of alcohol consumption
correlated respectively at levels of r = +0.66 and
r = +0.51. Referring again to Table 6.1. it can be
seen that in both weeks the mean alcohol consumption
reported by the wives/cohabitees was significantly lower
than that reported by the prisoners.
In the same two weeks, 57 per cent and 60 per cent
of wives/cohabitees respectively, reported lower amounts
of alcohol consumption by the prisoners than were re¬
ported by the prisoners themselves; 37 per cent and
32 per cent of wives/cohabitees respectively reported
higher quantities of alcohol consumption than were
present in the prisoners' self-reports. The percentage
of prisoners and wives/cohabitees who agreed (within
different levels of discrepancy) for the week preceding
the offence and a typical week, can be seen in Table 6.3.
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION FOR WEEK PRECEDING OFFENCE AND A

































The proportions of prisoners and their wives/
cohabitees who agreed, within each discrepancy level were
roughly the same for the two weeks.
Agreement in Accounts of. Alcohol Consumption when
Controlling for Prisoner sub-group
For the day of the offence, the week preceding the
offence and a typical week, the assailants' self-
reports of alcohol consumption and those of their wives/
cohabitees correlated respectively at r = +0.67; r =
+ 0.69 and r = +0.46. For the same three periods the
accounts of the controls and their wives/cohabitees
correlated at r = +0.61, r = +0.64 and r = +0.55.
The mean alcohol consumption of the assailants
reported by themselves was significantly higher than
that reported by their wives/cohabitees for the day of
the offence and the typical week, but not for the week
preceding the offence as shown in Table 6.4.
ASSAILANTS' ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN UNITS - REPORTED BY













offence 24.9 (16.1) 19.2 (15.0) 2.7 41 <.01
Week
preceding
offence 82.2 (62.7) 66.3 (68.4) -1.9 40 NS
Typical
week 68.3 (59.7) 55.1 (85.7) 3.3 42 <.01
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There was no significant difference between the mean
alcohol consumption reported by the controls' wives/
cohabitees and the controls themselves in any of the
three periods of consumption.
Discrepancy between Reports at. Different.Levels of
Alcohol Consumption
To examine the extent to which reports varied with
the reported level of alcohol consumption, the
prisoners' mean alcohol consumption (above and below the
median) reported by the wives/cohabitees and the
prisoners were compared. Similar comparisons were made
for the day of the offence, the week preceding the offence
and a typical week, as shown in Table 6.5.
TABLE 6.5
THE PRISONERS' ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN UNITS - REPORTED BY
THE PRISONERS AND THEIR WIVES/COHABITEES FOR LEVELS OF
CONSUMPTION A30VE AND BELOW THE MEDIAN (i.e. BASED ON
MEDIAN OF PRISONERS ' , REPORTS)
Alcohol »eport of Report of Level of
Consumption „ , 1 Prisoner SignificanceCohabitee —
„ c X S.D. X S.D. Z ;.df PDay of Offence ^
0-18 units 9.8 (12.4) 8.1 (7.6) -0.5 41 NS
19+ units 27.5 (17.5) 37.5 (13.9) -2.79 37S01
Week Preceding Offence
0-67 units 40.7 (51.3) 29.4 (18.9) -0.7 39 NS
68+ units 110.5 (99.9) 144.2 (64.4) -2.96 40<.01
Typical Week
0-43 units 33.0 (44.0) 22.5 (12.3) -0.6 40 NS
44+ units 89.0 (115.6) 113.6 (60.5) -3.0 42<.01
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For all three periods there was no significant
difference in the prisoners' mean alcohol consumption
below the median reported by wives/cohabitees and that-
reported by the prisoners. There were, however,
significant differences between reports of alcohol con¬
sumption above the median.
6.1.2 Accounts of. the.Effects of Drinking at the Time of
The Offence
In addition to a comparison of the accounts of
quantitative measures of alcohol consumption, a comparison
was made of the qualitative measures of the effects of
drinking at the time of the offence.
Changes in Mood, Behaviour, Appearance, Movement and Speech
To examine the extent to which changes reported by the
prisoners, resulting from alcohol use at the time of the
offence, were in agreement with those reported by the wives/
cohabitees, the McNemar Chi Square and scores of agreement
described earlier were developed. In the five areas of
mood, behaviour, appearance, movement and speech, the
reports differed significantly only with regard to
appearance. Twenty-four wives/cohabitees reported
noticing a change in appearance not reported by prisoners.
Disagreement in reverse order occurred only eight times.
The overall agreement score and the two indices of agree¬




CHANGES AS A RESULT OF DRINKING - AGREEMENT IN REPORTS OF
PRISONERS AND. THOSE OF THEIR WIVES/COHABITEES
Area of Change Overall IA(+) IA(-)
— Ag re em-en t v
Mood 70.5 66.0 30.8
Behaviour 63.1 59.3 20.0
Appearance 50.0 31.9 34.5*
Movement 46.9 38.1 20.9
Speech 57.4 40.1 39.5
Mean (S.D.) 57.6 (9.6) 47.1 (14.7) 29.1(8.5)
* The discrepancy was found to be significant
CX = 7.0; p c .01)
The table shows that in all areas, except the one
relating to movement, there was a 50 per cent or greater
agreement on whether a change was present or absent.
Prisoners and wives/cohabitees agreed most frequently that
a change was present except in the area of appearance.
From these results it would appear that the wives/
cohabitees agreed more readily with the prisoners only
about positive changes which resulted from drinking.
Drunkenness Scale
In addition to reporting on specific changes which
occurred in the prisoner as a result of drinking at the
time of the offence, both wives/cohabitees and the
prisoners were asked to provide a rating (on a nine point
scale) of the prisoners' drunkenness at the time of the
offence. The prisoners' ratings on the drunkenness
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scale correlated (r = +0.58) with the ratings made by
wives/cohabitees. Twenty-six per cent of all prisoners
and wives/cohabitees provided identical ratings.
Thirty-two per cent of prisoners and wives/cohabitees
agreed within + 1 point on the scale and 62 per cent
agreed within + 2 points.
Correlation of,Drunkenness Rating with Quantity of Alcohol
Consumed on the Day of the. Offence
High correlations were found between the drunkenness
ratings and the reported quantities of alcohol consumption
at the time of the offence. The prisoners' drunkenness
ratings correlated at a level of r = +0.72 with their
self-reports of amount of alcohol consumed. The ratings
by wives/cohabitees of the prisoners' drunkenness
correlated (r = +0.70) with their reports of prisoners'
alcohol consumption. It is unclear from these correla¬
tions whether the ratings and reported alcohol consumption
were derived independently of each other, or whether a
knowledge of one led to the estimation of the other.
Ascription of the Cause of the Act to Alcohol
Both the prisoners and their wives/cohabitees were
asked whether alcohol caused the prisoner to do what he
did. The responses of wives/cohabitees and prisoners
were again compared, using a McNemar Chi Square. No
significant difference in ascription of the cause of the
offence to alcohol was evident. There was an overall
agreement (OA) of 68.1 per cent. The majority of
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wives/cohabitees agreed with the prisoners that alcohol
was not a cause (IA- = 57.9) .
Non-Medical Use of Drugs
The prisoners and their wives/cohabitees were asked
further if the prisoner had taken any drugs, other than
for medical reasons, at the time of the offence. Fifty-
two (57.1%) wives/cohabitees, compared with 17 (18.7%)
prisoners reported that non-medical drugs were taken
prior to the offence. These reports were found to be
2
significantly discrepant (McNemar X = 23.6; p< 0.001).
While these findings may represent a denial of drug use by
the prisoners, it is more likely, considering the fact
that the findings represent a reversal of that pattern of
agreement found relating to alcohol use, that drug use was
an alternative way whereby the wives/cohabitees could
explain the prisoners' behaviour.
6.1.3 Consequences of Drinking
The accounts of the consequences of the prisoners'
drinking experienced over a three-year period were, com¬
pared. Six personal consequences examined were:
"restlessness without a drink", "hangover", "shaking or
trembling", "having a drink in the morning to steady hands
or to cure a hangover", amnesia" and "physical health
problems". There were also six social consequences of
drinking. These were: "spending time in police cells",
"barred from pub", "barred from public place", "sleeping
outdoors", "lost friendships" and "police warning about
drinking". The percentage agreement in the two separate
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accounts of consequences of drinking can be seen in
Table 6.7
TABLE 6.7
CONSEQUENCES OF ALCOHOL. CONSUMPTION - PERCENT AGREEMENT IN
ACCOUNTS (PRISONER AND WIFE/COHABITEE)
N OA IA ( + ) IA(-)
Personal Problems
Restlessness 91 67.0 34 .8 60.0
*Hangover 91 53.9 45.5 25.0
Trembling 91 69. 1 44.0 59.0
*Morning Drink 91 78 .0 41.1 74.0
Amnesia 91 62.6 54.0 33.3
Physical Health
Problem 91 i—10r-in 53.0 17 .1
Mean % (S.D.) 64. 6 (8.7) 45.4(7.3) 44 .7 (22.7)
Social Problems
Police Cells 85 67.0 30.0 61.6
Banned Pub 85 71.8 48.9 61.3
Banned Public Place 85 75.3 12.5 74 . 4
Slept outdoors 85 65.9 19 .4 62.8
Lost Friends 88 78 . 4 13.6 77 . 6
Police Warning 83 78 . 3 37.9 75.0
Mean % (S.D. 72.8 (5.8) 27.1 (14.5) 68.8 (7.6)
* X2 = 4.0; p <.05
** X2 = 4.0; pc. 05
From the table it can be seen that the wives/
cohabitees agreed more frequently about the presence or
absence of social consequences than about personal conse¬
quences, as shown in the mean per cent agreement. In fact
for two of the six personal problems (i.e. "hangover"
and "morning drink") there was significant disagreement
between the accounts of the prisoners and those of their
wives/cohabitees. This result, as anticipated, was
implied by the definition of "personal".
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5.1.4 Details of the. Offence
In addition to examining the agreement in the
reports related to alcohol use and its effects, a further
comparison was made concerning details about the offence.
Six details, which could be related to either violent or
to non-violent events were analysed. These were:
time of the offence; the day of the week on which the
offence occurred; the month of the offence; the loca¬
tion of the offence; the planning of the offence; and
companionship (i.e. who was present at the offence). A
number of additional responses relating to the nature of
the conviction could not be examined in this analysis
because they were used occasionally to focus the inter¬
view. For example, if the wife/cohabitee was unclear
whether the prisoner's most recent conviction was for a
violent or a non-violent offence, prompts were necessary
, IIT . , , j . (name's) last convic-such as: I am interested in
tion for assault...".
For these analyses, open-ended questions and those
which contained a large number of response choices were
recategorised. Table 5.8 shows, for the six details
about the offence, the percentage of observed agreement
and the Kappa coefficient for the reports of the
prisoners and those of the prisoners' wives/cohabitees.
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TABLE 6.8
DETAILS OF THE OFFENCE . - AGREEMENT OF THE REPORTS. OF THE
PRISONERS AND THOSE OF THE WIVES/COHABITEES
No. of 0 .
n % Observed KappaResponse •=■ — . ,
„ „ ■. ■ ■ —t— . Agreement . CoefficientN Categories —
Time of day 91 3 73.6 + .57
Day of week 31 7 56.8 + .50
Month 75 12 57.0 + . 51
Place of
occurence 86 3 87.2 + .78
Planning of
offence 90 3 31.0 — .15
Companion¬
ship 90 3 79.1 + .54
The observed agreement was greater than 50 per cent on
five of the six questions. Even when adjusting for a
chance effect, reasonable agreement (K>+0.5) was
present on five of the six details. The observed agree¬
ment on whether the offence was planned or spontaneous
was low. In fact on this detail, as indicated by the
negative Kappa coefficient, there was disagreement
between the reports.
6.2 COMPARISON OF THE ASSAILANTS' ACCOUNTS WITH THOSE
OF THE VICTIMS
Although the data elicited from the victims were
primarily for the purpose of comparing the victims with
their assailants, two sets of data were collected which
allowed for a comparison of the accounts. These latter
concerned details of the "other person's" drinking at
the time of the offence and details about the offence.
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6.2.1 Assailants' and Victims' Accounts of Each Other's
Alcohol Consumption
There was no significant difference in the assailants
and victims' reports with regard to whether or not the
other person had consumed alcohol prior to the offence.
Further, the assailants' reports of the amount of alcohol
consumed by the victims correlated (r = +0.67;) with the
victims' self-reported alcohol consumption. Conversely,
the victims' account of the assailants' alcohol consump¬
tion correlated (r = +0.34) with the assailants' self-
reported alcohol consumption. These significant corre¬
lations for both the assailant and the victim disappeared
when those who had not been drinking at all before the
offence were excluded from the analysis. The positive
correlation found for both the victims and the
assailants with regard to alcohol consumption did not
differ when controlling for the sex of the victim.
6.2.2 The Effects of Drinking at the Time of the Offence
Changes in Mood, Behaviour, Appearance, Movement and
Speech
No significant differences were found between the
prisoners' and their victims' accounts of changes in the
other person's mood, hehaviour, appearance, movement or
speech which resulted from drinking.
Drunkenness Scale
When the assailants' and the victims' reports
of each other's"drunkenness" were compared on a nine-
point scale, the assailants'and male victims' accounts
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of the assailants' "drunkenness" did not correlate.
However, a significant correlation (r = +0.62) was
found between the accounts for the victims' "drunkenness".
The level of correlation did not increase when the ratings
of only those (i.e. both assailants and victims) who
had consumed alcohol at the time of the offence were
examined.
6.2.3 Details about the Offence
The assailants' and the victims' responses were
compared in relation to seven details of the offence.
In addition to the comparisons which were previously
made between the assailants' and controls' accounts,
the comparison between assailants' and victims' accounts
included three variables specifically related to
violent events, which were: the relationship of the
assailants to the victims; the assailants' use of
weapons; and the victims' use of weapons. The observed
percentage of agreement and Kappa coefficients for each
of the seven questions are shown in Table 6.9.
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The observed agreement was greater than 50 per cent on
all of. the questions. When adjusting for chance effect,
the agreement remained at a high level (K>.60) on six of
the responses, including: time of the day, day of the
week, setting and place of occurance and the relationship
to the other person. On two details which were specifi¬
cally related to violent offences (i.e. use of weapons)
there was low agreement to disagreement between the
assailants' and the victims' reports.
6.3 COMPARISON OF CRIMINALITY IN OFFICIAL RECORD OF
CRIMES AND OFFENCES AND IN SELF-REPORTS
The Prisoners
Records were located for all of the prisoners who
had reported any previous convictions. No significant
difference was found in the mean age for the first con¬
viction between the self-reports and official records.
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It was assumed that the agreement between the
prisoners' reports and the official records for breaches
of the peace would be poorer than for more serious offences
of theft and assault, since minor episodes of this sort
may not be retained in records or would be more easily
forgotten by the prisoner. There was a further
possibility that prisoners would report more serious
offences (i.e. theft, robbery, assault), as less serious
offences (i.e. breach of the peace). The poor agreement
was reflected in relation to breach of the peace and also
to assault. The correlation between the two accounts for
theft was r = +0.72 and for breach of the peace and
assault was r = +0.40 and r = +0.50 respectively. This
individual variation was not found in the mean number of
convictions reported by the prisoners and present in the
official records, as shown in Table 6.10.
TABLE 6.10
THE PRISONERS' PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS - COMPARISON OF
PRISONER'S SELF-REPORT.WITH OFFICIAL RECORD OF CRIMES
AND OFFENCES
Category of Official Prisoner's Level of
Conviction Record Self-Report Significance
X S.D. X S.D. z df P
Assaults 2.6 (4.5) 2.7 (4.1) -0.35 94 ns
Thefts 9.0 (9.4) 9.3 (11.6) -0.04 93 ns
Breach of Peace 3.1 (4.5) 3.2 (4.9) -0.95 94 ns
All categories 14.9 (13.2) 15.9 (15.7) -0.39 93 ns
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As shown in the table, there was no significant difference
in the mean number of convictions reported by the
prisoner and those noted in the official record either for
the total number or in selected categories of offences.
The Victims' Previous Convictions
The victims' official records of convictions were
sought, as were the prisoners', from a number of sources.
Although 18 of the 47 victims reported previous con¬
victions, only 16 official records of crimes and offences
could be located for the victims. Three official records
were located for victims who did not report any convic¬
tions and, in five cases where the victims had reported
previous convictions, no records could be located. A
significant correlation was present between the victims'
total self-reported number of., convictions and that found
in the official records. The correlation for the number
of convictions for assault between the two reports was
high (r = +0.92). However, for the categories of theft
and breach of the peace, the victims' self-reports did
not correlate with those appearing in the offical records.
These results were expected in relation to assault and
breach of the peace. However, it is difficult to
explain why there were poor correlations between the
victims' reports and the official records of theft.
Table 6.11 shows the mean number of convictions in
selected categories and for all offences as reported by
the victims and as found in the official records.
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TABLE 6.11
THE VICTIMS' PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS. - COMPARISON OF VICTIM'S
SELF-REPORT WITH OFFICIAL RECORD OF CRIMES AND OFFENCES
Category of Official . Victim's Level.of
Conviction Record Self-Report Significance
X S.D. X S.D. z df P
Assaults 2.16 (3.9) 3.90 (5.8) -1. 5 9 ns
Thefts 2.72 (3.4) 3.09 (3.1) -0.7 10 ns
Breach of Peace 7.81 (20.5) 3.12 (4.7) 0 . 2 15 ns
All categories 6.11 (6.5) 7.82 (9.7) -0.4 16 ns
As was found with the prisoners, there was no significant
difference in the mean number of self-reported convictions
and the mean number of convictions found in the victims'
records.
SUMMARY AND COMMENT
The Reports of the Wives/Cohabitees
There was a substantial amount of concordance between
the prisoners' self-reports and the reports of the wives/
cohabitees on most questions which were examined in the
areas of: alcohol consumption, the effects of drinking at
the time of the offence, the consequences of drinking,
and details of the offence. Because of variations in the
format and structure of the questions, it was difficult to
determine the extent to which the level of agreement
varied among these areas. In particular, the extent of
agreement appeared to be affected by the number of
response options and the specificity of the questions.
While comparisons of agreement on different types of
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questions were not possible, some comments can be made
about the factors which affected the level of agreement
on particular types of questions.
On reports of alcohol consumption, the wives/
cohabitees tended to report lower alcohol involvement,
both at the time of the offence and in normal drinking,
than was reported by the prisoners themselves. The
extent of agreement found on the quantitative measures of
alcohol consumption appeared to be related to several
factors, including the level of alcohol consumption of the
prisoner, the specificity of the drinking period (i.e.
whether the period was a predefined week or day or a
typical (self-defined) week) and the length of the
drinking occasion (i.e. a single day or a week). Further,
the assailants' wives/cohabitees1 reports were more
discrepant than the controls' wives/cohabitees' reports
of the respective prisoners' subgroups' alcohol consumption.
One possible explanation for this latter fact could be the
greater sociability outside the home which was reported
by the assailants and discussed in chapter 5.
On questions relating to the effects of drinking at
the time of the offence, there appeared to be higher
agreement found on reports which required a subjective
interpretation rather than on those more specific ones
requiring .closer observation. As an example, for the
set questions relating to "changes as a result of drinking"
the agreement was greater on the question relating to "mood"
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than on those relating to "appearance", "movement" or
"speech". This finding may reflect the fact that wives/
cohabitees were seldom present at the time of the
offence. With regard to questions on consequences of
drinking, the agreement was found to be slightly higher
for those consequences considered to be "public" or
social in nature rather than those which by definition
were more "intimate" or "personal" (e.g. hangover).
Wives/cohabitees were chosen as collaterals
primarily because they were a clearly defined group with
a number of characteristics in common. It was further
assumed that they would be as well informed about the
prisoners' drinking activity as anyone. Wives/cohabitees
may not have provided as direct a source of information
as initially expected. In the process of conducting
this study it was found that:
(a) Wives/cohabitees seldom drank with the prisoners;
(b) Wives/cohabitees did not participate in the offence;
and
(c) Wives/cohabitees were seldom present at the offence
and had not been with the prisoners for several
hours prior to the offence.
In fact, it appeared that reports of wives/cohabitees
were constructed from one or more sources, including:
(a) The prisoner's report to wife/cohabitee;
(b) The prisoner's behaviour following the offence;
(c) Friends' and neighbours' reports to the wife/
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cohabitee;
(d) The press and court sessions; and
(e) Previous experience of the prisoner's drinking
and criminal activity.
In many cases the wives/cohabitees were obviously
estimating the prisoners'alcohol consumption. Although
the wives/cohabitees may not have had the best knowledge
base, there was no evidence found in the study to suggest
that they were exaggerating the prisoners' drinking to
explain his behaviour. Further, the observed agreement
which was found in the present study was of the same
order as that found in a study which compared the
responses of patients who were having treatment for
alcohol abuse and those of their spouses (McCrady et al,
1978) .
The Victims' Reports
The estimates of the prisoners' alcohol consumption
by the victims showed lower agreement with that reported
by the prisoner than those made by the wives/cohabitees.
This would seem to reflect the victims' unfamiliarity with
the prisoners' activities. Even though the victims'
reports of the prisoners' alcohol consumption and effects
(i.e. changes as a result of drinking and drunkenness)
were in less agreement with the prisoners' than similar
reports by the wives/cohabitees, the victims' reports
of the details of the offence showed higher agreement with
the prisoners' reports than the respective reports by the
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wives/cohabitees. This finding is understandable
considering the victims' role in the offence.
The Official Records
The official records were helpful only in
corroborating the criminality of the prisoners and the
victims. There was an absence of any information in
official records which related to the actual offence or
to alcohol consumption.
Although not significant, there was a trend for more
convictions to be reported by both the prisoners and the
victims than were found in their official records. There
was agreement, in general, about the number of previous
convictions found in the official records and in the self-
reports for both the prisoners and the victims. As
expected, for both the prisoners and the victims the
agreement about an individual's convictions was lower for
breaches of the peace than for more serious offences.
Comment
The consistency found between the independent
reports and those of the prisoners and the consistency
found within individual prisoners' responses was
reassuring and an indication that the techniques used in
this study to measure alcohol consumption and related
variables were acceptable - particularly as the study
was comparative in design. While some individual
responses were "unbelievable", the extremes in both under¬
reporting and over-reporting did not appear to differ
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between the two subgroups. Further, there did not appear
to be any major effect on memory loss due to the time
interval between the occurrence of the offence and the
actual interview.
The findings in this chapter have ruled out the
possibility that only one group, the prisoners, has
grossly distorted its reports, but have not excluded the
possibility of common distortion. To discount this
latter would require an examination of additional data






This chapter will be devoted first to providing a
comparison of the assailants and the controls on the major
alcohol consumption measures and on the consequences of
alcohol use. Following this there will be a description
of the victims' alcohol use at the time of the offence,
which will include a further comparison of the alcohol
use/misuse presented within different assailant-victim
relationships. As described earlier, three consumption
measures will be examined, including the quantity of
alcohol consumed during the day of the offence; the
quantity of alcohol consumed in the week preceding the
offence; and the quantity of alcohol consumed during a
typical week. Of the two sets of drinking consequences
which will be examined, seven relate to personal problems
and seven to social problems. Accompanying the first
comparison there will be an analysis of the way in which
contextual variables (i.e. companionship, place of con¬
sumption and rate of drinking) and the planning of the
event (i.e. whether the event was spontaneous or pre¬
meditated) relate to the use of alcohol at the time of
the offence.
7.1 THE ALCOHOL FACTOR IN VIOLENT vs. NON-VIOLENT EVENTS
7.1.1 Alcohol Consumption
Alcohol Consumption at the Time of the Offence
The assailants were significantly more likely than
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the controls to have consumed alcohol at the time of
their offence. Forty-six of the assailants, compared
with only 36 of the controls,reported that they had had
2
some alcohol to drink prior to the offence (X =5.49;
d.f.=l; p<0.05). This important difference is shown
in Figure 7.1, along with the number in either subgroup
who consumed different levels of alcohol.
N = 14 N = 14
□ Controls Units of Alcohol
Assailants
Figure 7.1: Levels of Alcohol Consumed by the Assailants
and the Controls During the Day of the
Offence
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The mean alcohol consumption of 26.1 units reported by
the assailants was significantly higher than that of
18.1 units reportedly consumed by the controls (z=2.4;
d.f.= 98; p<0.05). The consumption only of those who
had drunk prior to their offence did not differ signifi¬
cantly between the two subgroups; the respective mean
amounts of alcohol consumed were 28.3 units and 25.1
units.
Comparison of the Respondents' Reported Alcohol Consump¬
tion During the Day of the Offence and During the
Maximum Drinking Day in the Week Preceding the Offence
The alcohol consumption for the day of maximum con¬
sumption in the week preceding the offence was coded in
order that a clearer understanding of the respondents'
consumption within the context of a week's consumption
might be gained. Twenty assailants an"3 39 controls con¬
sumed more on another day in the week preceding the
offence (i.e. maximum day) than on the day of the offence.
The average amount of alcohol consumption reported by
those in both sub-groups was significantly higher during
the maximum day of the week preceding the offence than
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Referring further to Table 7.1, the discrepancy
between the mean levels of alcohol consumption on these
two days was significantly greater in relation to the
controls than in relation to the assailants. The res¬
pective discrepancies were 11.5 units and 4.7 units
(z = -6.093; df = 95; p <0.001).
Regular (Normal) Drinking Habits
In order that the more general drinking habits of
the two sub-groups could be compared, data were collected
for two seven-day periods, which included the week
1
preceding the offence and a typical week.
The two sub-groups did not differ significantly in
relation to number of drinking days, or the amount of
alcohol consumed during maximum drinking days or minimum
drinking days, in either week. Neither did they differ
in relation to rates (speed) of alcohol consumption over
1 For a "typical week" the respondent was asked to focus
on a week prior to the offence when "things were going
well" and when he was not "picked up" for committing
an offence.
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time during maximum and minimum drinking days during
either the week of the offence or the typical week.
The mean alcohol consumption of either sub-group
for each week is shown in Table 7.2
TABLE 7.2
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN UNITS - FOR THE WEEK PRECEDING





x S.D. x S.D. z df p
Offence 83.7 (64.3) 92.3 (85.9) -0.03 98 n.s,
Typical
Week 66.3 (60.2) 74.5 (85.0) -0.08 95 n.s,
There were no significant differences between the
amounts of alcohol consumed by the assailants and the
controls in either the week preceding the offence or a
typical week. The levels of alcohol consumption repor¬
ted by both sub-groups for the week preceding the offence
and a typical week are shown in Figure 7.2.
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WEEK PRECEDING OFFENCE TYPICAL WEEK
120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260
Units of Alcohol Units of Alcohol
Assailants
Controls
Figure 7.2: Alcohol Consumption by the Assailants and
the Controls in the Week Preceding the Offence
and a Typical Week
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For both sub-groups, the mean level of alcohol con¬
sumption reported for the week preceding the offence was
significantly higher than that reported during a typical
week. The general level of alcohol reportedly consumed
by the entire study group during the week preceding the
offence was 25 per cent higher than that consumed during
a typical week (x difference = 17.6 units; S.D. = 53.0
units; z = 3.12; df = 96; p< 0.001) .
Correlations of Alcohol Consumption at. the.Time of the
Offence with Normal Drinking"
Significant correlations (Pearson Product Moment)were
found between the alcohol consumption reported at the time
of the offence and that reported in both the week preceding
the offence and in a typical week, as shown in Table 7.3.
TABLE 7.3
CORRELATIONS OF ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION ON DAY OF OFFENCE
WITH THAT CONSUMED IN WEEK PRECEDING OFFENCE AND IN
A TYPICAL WEEK BY SUB-GROUPS
Assailants
r
Week of offence +0.54
Typical Week +0.35
From the table it can be seen that the assailants' levels
of alcohol consumption on the day of the offence were more
divergent from the levels normally consumed (in the week
preceding the offence and in a typical week) than were
the controls'.
, For both sub-groups the amount of alcohol
consumed on the day of the offence correlated more highly







with that consumed in the week preceding the offence than
in a typical week. This finding would appear to be
related to the fact that the week preceding the offence
was a period which was pre-defined, whereas a typical week
was defined by the respondents.
7.1.2 The Context of Alcohol Consumption and the
Planning of the. Offence
The Context of Drinking at the Time of the Offence
Four variables were examined which related to the
context of alcohol consumption preceding the offence.
As noted above, 46 assailants and 36 controls reported
having consumed alcohol before committing the offence.
The contextual variables were:
1. Rate (i.e. speed) of drinking
2. Companionship (i.e. the persons with whom the
respondent was drinking)
3. Number of companions
4. Place of consumption
No significant difference was found between the sub-groups
in relation to any of these four variables.
The Context of the Planning of the Offence
In addition to the four variables relating
specifically to the drinking situation, a fifth contextual
factor was examined. This related to the planning of the
offence. Planning was measured using a simple
dichotomous classification of "premeditated" or
1
"spontaneous". This was derived from responses to the
1 An additional analysis of specific features of "the
plan" appears in Appendix 4, page 347.
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question:
"Which best describes your thoughts and how you
became involved?"
From the preceding analyses, the most important difference
found between the sub-groups, with regard to their alcohol
consumption at the time of the offence, was that more
assailants than controls had drunk on that day. The
examination of the aspect of planning in relation to
this difference revealed several other findings which
were important to an understanding of the influence of
















1 - 20 21 - 35
Units of Alcohol
36 -
Figure 7.3: Percentage of the Assailants and the
Controls Reporting Spontaneous Offences at
Different Levels of Alcohol Consumption
(. C <p(a*rt\ n/ Totals c\)Ue». pdcjfr /fcl)
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It can be seen in Figure 7.3, that violent
offences (assaults) were more often spontaneous,
regardless of whether alcohol was consumed prior to
the offence or not. In fact, 29 assailants and only
18 controls reported that their offences had been
2
spontaneous ("X = 4.01; d.f. = 1; p <0.05). However,
as clearly shown in Figure 7.4, and also apparent in
Figure 7.3, the proportion of spontaneity in both types
of offences was related directly to t^e level of alcohol
consumption.
N = 18 N = 34 N = 25 N = 23
Units of Alcohol
| U Premeditated
Spontaneous (X =7.84 d.f. =3 p< .05 )
Figure 7.4: Percentage of Premeditated and Spontaneous
Offences at Different Levels of Alcohol
Consumption (All Respondents)
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Further, no significant difference was found in the
mean level of alcohol consumption between the
assailants and the controls who reported that their
offences were spontaneous, as shown in Table 7.4
TABLE 7.4
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN UNITS - REPORTED IN PREMEDITATED
AND SPONTANEOUS OFFENCES AND BY SUB-GROUP MEMBERSHIP
Assailants Controls ^ Level of
Sigm f icance
x S.D. x S.D. z df p
Premeditated 21 .7 (14 . 2) 14.1 (15.4) -2.03 48*<0.05
Spontaneous 29.3 (19.2) 25.1 (21.3) -0.80 45 n.s.
The fact that spontaneity becomes a feature of drinking
was apparent in the further finding that there was no
difference in spontaneity between the sub-groups when
only those 82 prisoners who reported that they had con¬
sumed alcohol prior to the offence were examined
("X2 = 0.74; d.f. = 1; n.s.).
To summarise, it appears that, as drinking becomes
uncontrolled (i.e. higher levels of alcohol are consumed),
any difference in spontaneity between types of offences
disappears.
7.1.3 The Effects of Alcohol Consumption at the Time of
The Offence and the Role Ascribed to Alcohol
The differences between the sub-groups shown to this
point in the analysis have related to quantitative
measures of alcohol consumed on the day of the offence.
It was considered to be important also to determine both
their impairment at the time of the offence and the role
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which alcohol had in the offence. The respondents were
first asked to rate their "drunkenness" on a nine-point
scale. All respondents, whether they reported drinking
or not at the time of the offence were compared. (N.B.
see disc ussion of this question in chapter three).
There wa > no significant difference between the sub-groups
in their nean rating of drunkenness.
A set ond set of questions was asked of those prisoners
who had co isumed alcohol to determine whether alcohol had
caused thei to commit the offence. The first question
asked: "Di \ alcohol cause you to do what you did?";
and the seccid asked: "Could you have committed the
offence witheut having alcohol?". The differences
between the s ib-groups when only those who had consumed al¬
cohol at the tine of the offence were compared was not sig¬
nificant. Less than 44 per cent of the study group responded
positively to tie first question. For the second
question, 23 (5i per cent) of the assailants, compared
with 12 (33.3 pe ■ cent) of the controls, indicated that
the offence coulc not have been committed without
alcohol.
7.1.4 Personal an ) Social Consequences of Alcohol
Consumption
In addition tc measures of alcohol consumption in
the three consumpticn periods, the sub-groups were com¬
pared with regard to their experience with fourteen
possible consequences of heavy or excessive drinking
(question 55 to quest, on 63 of the schedule). The
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consequences in the questionnaire were grouped into
seven personal and seven social consequences. All of
the members of the study group were included in the
analyses as none claimed to be total abstainers.
From Table 7.5, it can be seen that there was no
difference in the individual reporting of either personal
or social consequences of excessive drinking between the
assailants and the controls.
TABLE 7.5
CONSEQUENCES OF DRINKING REPORTED BY THE ASSAILANTS AND
THE CONTROLS
















N % N %
Restlessness 12 (24.0) 18 (36.0)
Hangover 39 (78.0) 32 (64.0)
Trembling 22 (44.0) 21 (42.0)
Morning drink 12 (24.0) 21 (42.0)
Amnesia 34 (68.0) 32 (64.0)
Physical health 16 (32.0) 16 (32.0)
Emotional health 7 (14.0) 12 (24.0)
Social Consequences
Time in police cell 15 (30.0) 15 (30.0)
Barred from pub 19 (38 .0) 24 (48.0)
Barred from public
place 9 (18.0) 10 (20.0)
Slept outdoors 11 (22.0) 16 (32.0)
Lost friendships 8 (16.0) 5 (10.0)
Police warning 11 (22.0) 14 (28.0)
Eviction - Residence 5 (10.0) 5 (10.0)
Mean number of consequences (both subgroups) = 4.4
(S.D. = 3.7) Range 0-13
There was no significant difference in the total
number of alcohol-related consequences reported by the




sub-groups in the number of consequences grouped as
personal or social. Only eleven respondents reported
experiencing no consequences at all. Fifty per cent of
the study group reported three or more consequences.
Thirteen per cent reported no personal consequences,
whereas 45 per cent reported no social consequences.
Consequences of Alcohol.Consumption at.Different Levels
of Alcohol Consumption
To determine the extent to which the consequences
of alcohol consumption related to the level of alcohol
consumption, the number of prisoners reporting conse¬
quences at three different levels of alcohol consumption
were examined. The levels were based on a 33.3 percentile
breakdown of the distribution of alcohol consumption in
1
the week preceding the offence. The number of
prisoners reporting high levels of consequences of
alcohol consumption increased directly with the level of
alcohol consumption, as shown in Figure 7.5.
1 Similar distributions of the prisoners' reporting of
the consequences of alcohol consumption were found for
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Figure 7.5: Number of Prisoners Reporting Different
Levels of Consequences of Drinking at
Different Levels of Alcohol Consumption
A trend for more respondents to experience greater
levels of drinking consequences at higher levels of
consumption was found for each of the fourteen con¬
sequences, as shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Specific Consequences of Drinking - Number
of Respondents Reporting Consequences at
Different Alcohol Consumption Levels
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7.2 THE ROLE OF ALCOHOL IN VIOLENCE
This subsection will be devoted to a description of
the victims' alcohol consumption and related consequences
and a comparison of these same measures within each
assailant-victim pair . A major focus will be to identify
differences in alcohol consumption within the four social
affiliations found between the assailants and victims.
Because drinking habits and psychological and physio¬
logical tolerances to alcohol are different for the sexes,
the comparisons in this subsection will be made for the
total group as well as for only the male victims and
their assailants (Kalant, 1980).
7.2.1 The Alcohol Consumption of the Assailants and
Their Victims - Who had been Drinking Prior to
The Offence
Table 7.6 shows within assailant/victim pairs the
combinations of consumption/non-consumption on the day
of the offence.
TABLE 7.6
CONSUMPTION/NON-CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL FOR DAY OF OFFENCE




Male Victims Female Victims Total
N % N % N '
No consumption 2 (6.1) 2 (14.3) 4 (8.5)
Combination 2
Only assailant
consumed 12 (36.4) 9 (64.3) 21 (44.7)
Combination 3
Assailant and
victim consumed 19 (57.6) 3 (21.4) 22 (46.8)
Total 33 (100.0) 14 (100.0) 47 (100.0)
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Only three of the four possible combinations
of consumption/non-consumption were found, which
included:
(1) both the assailant and the victim had abstained;
(2) the assailant had consumed alcohol and the
victim had not;
(3) both the assailant and the victim had consumed
alcohol.
The proportions of the second and third combinations
were similar, as shown in Table 7.6. The pattern
of consumption/non-consumption found for all victims
was present also for the male victims, but not for
their female counterparts.
The same combinations of consumption/non-
consumption of alcohol on the day of the offence were
examined in relation to the four categories of social
affiliation between the assailants and the victims
as shown in Table 7.7.
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TABLE 7.7
CONSUMPTION/NON-CONSUMPTION. OF ALCOHOL ON DAY OF OFFENCE
WITHIN ASSAILANT/VICTIM PAIRS AND BY THE SOCIAL
AFFILIATION OF ASSAILANT TO VICTIM
Assailant/Victim Affiliation
, . Extended Wife/ Neighbour/ rT ,Alcohol _ , , .' „ . t Unknown
_ -r-r- Family Cohabitee Friend
Consumption 1
~
N % N % N % N %
Combination 1
No consumption 2 (20.0) 1 (6.3) 1 (9.1)
Combination 2
Only assailant




consumed 2 (22.2) 2 (20.0) 13 (81.3) 5 (45.5)
Total 9 10* 16 11
* One victim was excluded from this table (see chapter 3).
The predominant combinations of consumption/non-consumption
which were seen in Table 7.6 appeared to differ in some
1
categories of social affiliations, as shown in Table 7.7.
Certainly within cases of family violence (i.e. extended
family and wives/cohabitees) the majority^ 13(68.4%), of
the offences were committed when only the assailant had
consumed alcohol. Of the remaining offences (i.e.
neighbour/friend or person unknown, combination 3 (both
had consumed) was most prominent, representing two-thirds
of all offences in the two categories. Because of the small
number of cases in some categories it is difficult to
.make any statistical conclusions about these differences.
1 A further breakdown,by sex,
in Appendix 4, page 356.
appears in Table A7 . 2
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Amount of Alcohol Consumed on the Day of the Offence by
The Assailants and Their Victims
The alcohol consumption on the day of the offence
reported by the assailants and their victims and
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Figure 7.7: Levels of Alcohol Consumed by the Assailants
and Victims during the Day of the Offence
(All Victims)
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The significant difference in level of alcohol
consumption reflected in Figure 7.7 was also present when
selecting for male victims. In such cases the assailants
reported an average consumption of 28.2 (S.D. = 16.8)
units, compared with the victims' reported consumption
of 8.7 units (S.D. = 12.9) (z = 4.35; df = 31; p <0.001).
For a more detailed comparison of how the victim's
consumption (male victims only) related to that of his
assailant, within the different social affiliations
found in the study, a variable was computed in which the
victim's consumption was expressed as a percentage of that
consumed by the assailant. In most cases the percentage
was less than 100.0, and in only 15.1% of cases with
male victims was the alcohol consumption reported by the
victim the same or greater than that reported by the
assailants. The computed variable was submitted to a
non-parametric analysis of variance (Kruskal-Wallis).
The variable of relative consumption differed significant¬
ly amongst the social affiliations, as shown in Table 7.8.
TABLE 7.8
VARIATION IN RELATIVE CONSUMPTION (VICTIMS' ALCOHOL CON¬
SUMPTION EXPRESSED AS % OF ASSAILANTS' CONSUMPTION) BY




Extended Family 5.3 14.1 9.0
Neighbour/friend 84 . 9 74.7 20.8
Unknown 12.6 15.3 12.6
1 In a similar analysis of all the assailants and their
victims, which therefore included female victims, the
ranks remained approximately the same. The mean rank
of the wives/cohabitees drinking relative to the
prisoners was similar to that of persons unknown.
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Postulating from the mean ranks of the relative consump¬
tions presented in Table 7.8, it appears that the
differential in alcohol consumption was greatest between
extended family members and least between assailants
and victims who were neighbours or friends.
The Relationship between Alcohol Consumption During the
Day of the Offence and During Maximum Drinking Day in the
Week Preceding the Offence
Amongst the victims, as amongst the assailants,
consumption was generally higher on another day in the
preceding week than it had been on the day of the offence.
Normal (Regular) Drinking Habits
The significant difference found in amounts of
alcohol consumed on the day of the offence by assailants
and victims was also reflected in that consumed by the
assailants and the victims in the week preceding the




















Figure 7.8: Alcohol Consumption for the Week Preceding
the Offence - Percentage of the Assailants
and Their Victims who Consumed at Different
Levels (All Victims)
From Figure 7.8, it can be seen that 64 per cent of
the assailants, compared to only 12.8 per cent of the
victims, consumed 51 or more units of alcohol. In a
typical week the distribution of the consumption for the
assailants and thd victims was similar to that found in


































Figure 7.9: Alcohol Consumption for a Typical Week -
Percentage of the Assailants and Their
Victims who Consumed at Different Levels
(All Victims)
In the typical week no significant difference was found
between the alcohol consumption reported by the assailants
and their male victims. In this week there were fewer
assailants and victims who had consumed no alcohol and
there were also fewer assailants but more victims who
reported consuming above 51 units of alcohol.
Correlation of Reported Alcohol Consumption on the day of
Offence with Normal Alcohol Consumption
The assailants' alcohol consumption on the day of
the offence correlated at r = 0.49 with that reported in
the week preceding the offence, but did not correlate
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with that reported for a typical week. That reported
by the victims on the day of the offence correlated at
r = 0.75 and r = 0.52 for the same two respective
periods. Similar levels of correlation were found when
only cases with male victims were considered. These
findings suggest that the assailants' pattern of drinking
on the day of the offence was more divergent from their
normal pattern than was the victims'.
Variations in Reported.Alcohol Consumption on the Day of
The Offence Within Categories.of Assailant-Victim
Affiliation
A comparison of the quantity of alcohol consumption
within categories of assailant-victim affiliation was
made using a number of one-way analyses of variance.
For these analyses, the Kruskal-Wallis, non-parametric
analysis of variance was used. The alcohol consumption
reported by the assailants did not differ among events
involving extended family members, wives/cohabitees,
neighbours/friends or unknown persons. Whereas the
assailants' reported alcohol consumption did not vary
with social affiliation, a significant difference was
found in the victims' alcohol consumption amongst the
four categories. The differences in mean ranks are
shown in Table 7.9 (X2 = 11.8; p* 0.01) .
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TABLE 7.9
VARIATION IN VICTIMS' ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION BY. SOCIAL
AFFILIATION TO. ASSAILANT (ALL VICTIMS). N = 47
Affiliation x S.D. Mean
Rank
Extended Family 0 . 5 1.3 15.9
Wife/Cohabitee 5.0 8 . 4 12.4
Neighbour/friend 14. 8 15.6 33.0
Unknown 3.8 5.1 22.7
Table 7.9, in addition to presenting the mean rank (non-
parametric analysis) presents the means and standard
deviations from the one-way parametric analysis of
variance.
From the mean ranks of alcohol consumption and the
mean alcohol consumption shown in Table 7.9, it appears
that victims who were neighbours/friends had the highest
alcohol consumption and family members (wives/cohabitees
and extended family members) had the lowest alcohol
consumption. The significance of any difference in
mean alcohol consumption between the categories of social
affiliation was not examined.
The Ascription of Cause of the Offence to the Consumption
of Alcohol
The assailants and the victims were further compared
with regard to their ascription of whether alcohol caused
them to do what they did. Approximately 42 per cent of
all assailants, compared to only 13 per cent of all
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/
victims ascribed their involvement to alcohol. The
proportion of assailants and victims who ascribed their
involvement to alcohol within the different social
affiliations are shown in Table 7.10.
TABLE 7.10
ATTRIBUTION OF CAUSE WITHIN DIFFERENT SOCIAL AFFILIATIONS




Extended? Family 57.9 11.1
Wi fe/Cohabi tee 1,2.3 9.1
Neighbour/Friend 36.8 18.8
Unknown Person 54.5 9.1
Even though the assailants' mean alcohol consumption did
not vary within the different affiliations, their
ascription of alcohol as a cause of the offence did differ.
They ascribed alcohol as a "cause" most frequently in
events involving extended family members or unknown
persons. The victims' ascription of alcohol as a cause
occurred most frequently when they were neighbours or
friends of the assailant. This ascription of alcohol
as a cause within the different social affiliations
corresponded in part to the quantity of alcohol con¬
sumption reported by the victims within each category of
affiliation. There was a lower ascription of alcohol
as a cause by both the assailants and victims in events
involving wives/cohabitees than in other social
affiliations.
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Scene of the Violence - Differences in the Drinking Context
Among Types of Violence (i.e. Social Relationship Between
The Assailant and Victim)
To investigate the mediating influence which the place
of alcohol consumption may have had on the violent act and
its detection, an examination of differences in locations
of such events was made. To do this, eight categories of
location described by the respondents (and verified by
official records) were reclassified into the following two
groups:
(a) Private/residential (i.e. assailant's,
victim's or friend's home); and
(b) Public/non-residential (including within pubs,
outside pubs, in neighbourhood and on public
transport, etc.)
Fifty-nine per cent of offences described in the
Public/non residential classification occurred within a
pub or just outside a pub. The number of events occurring
at each type of location for each of the four categories of
social affiliation between the assailant and the victim,
is shown in Table 7.10(a).
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7.2.2 Consequences of Alcohol Consumption Reported by
The Assailants and the Victims
The difference between the assailants' and the victims'
normal levels of alcohol consumption (for week preceding
offence) was also reflected in their reporting of alcohol-
related consequences. The assailants were more likely to
report having experienced alcohol-related consequences
than were the victims. When examining only those
events with male victims, assailants reported having
experienced a significantly higher average level of
consequences than did male victims, 4.01, compared with
only 1.9. Twenty-one (67.7%) assailants, compared with
only 13 (41.9%) victims reported having experienced two
or more problems (X^ = 4.13; df = 1; p <0.05). The
differences in the assailants' and the victims' reporting
of the seven personal and seven social consequences of
drinking can be seen in Table 7.11.
1 (see page 194) Inferences about the role of alcohol based solely
on the ascriptions by assailants, victims and wives/cohabitees have
doubtful validity. A number of alternative strategies for ascrib¬
ing a role to alcohol may have been more successful. First, the
subjective responses in the present study might have been improved
if they were supplemented by a quantitive measure of the degree of
cause. Second, the evidence of a third party not directly
involved in the event might have been valuable. It was found in
this study that ascriptions of alcohol's role by police, witnesses,
etc., were seldom recorded. To overcome this latter problem, a
blind rating by experienced professionals (e.g. police,psycholo¬
gists or psychiatrists) of the scenarios as recorded in case
papers,might have been used to advantage.
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TABLE 7.11





N % N Q.15 X2 P
Restlessness 12 (24.0) 7 (14.9) ns
Hangover 19 (38.0) 31 (66.0 ns
Trembling 22 (44.0) 8 (17.0) 7.0 <0.01
Morning Drink 12 (24.0) 5 (10.6) ns
Amnesia 22 (44.0) 8 (17.0) 14.2 0 .001
Health Problems 16 (32.0) 6 (12.8) 4.1 <0.05
Emotional
Health Problems 7 (14.0) 3 (6.4) ns
Social
Consequences
Police Cell 15 (30.0) 5 (10.6) 4.4 <0.05
Barred Pub 19 (38.0) 4 (8.5) 10.1 <0.05
Barred Public
Place 9 (18.1) 1 (2.1) 4.9 <0.05
Slept Outdoors 11 (22.0) 1 (2.1) 7.1 <0 .01
Lost Friends 8 (16.0 1 (2.1) 4.0 <0.05
Police Warning 11 (22.0) i 2 (4.3) 5.1 <0.05
Eviction Home 5 (10.0) 2 (4.0) ns
Because of the low reporting of consequences by the
victims, the statistics shown in Table 7.11 are undepend-
able. There do, however, appear to be differences
between the assailants and the victims in the reporting
of three personal consequences: "Trembling", "Amnesia"
and "Personal Health Problems" and on all but one social
consequence (i.e. Eviction from Home).
SUMMARY (A) - THE ASSAILANTS AND THE CONTROLS
More assailants (46) than controls (36) had consumed
alcohol prior to the time of the offence. Three other
findings appeared to result directly from the difference
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in the number of respondents within each sub-group who
drank. First, the mean alcohol consumption on the day
of the offence was greater amongst the assailants than
the controls. Second, the assailants' alcohol consump¬
tion for the week preceding the offence differed
significantly from their consumption in a typical week,
whereas the controls' consumption in the same two periods
did not differ. However, the discrepancy in mean alcohol
consumption between the two weeks for the controls was
almost equal to that discrepancy for the assailants.
Third, it was found that the discrepancy between
alcohol consumption on the day of maximum consumption in
the week preceding the offence and that during the day of
the offence was greater for the controls than for the
assailants.
The differences in the contexts of the events in
which the two sub-groups were involved were few.
Assaults were more spontaneous, regardless of whether
alcohol had been consumed or not. However, with the
consumption of alcohol any differences in the spontaneity
between events disappeared. The proportion of
spontaneity in both violent and non-violent events
increased directly with the amount of alcohol consumed.
No differences were found in the regular (normal)
drinking patterns of the two sub-groups. Nor were there
any significant differences between the sub-groups either
in total number or with regard to specific consequences
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of alcohol consumption. The fact that there
were no major differences between the sub-groups with
regard to normal drinking can mask the fact that
members of both sub-groups were heavy drinkers, and that
a large proportion of each sub-group were problem
drinkers. This becomes more apparent when the drinking
of the study group is compared to other populations.
A comparable sub-group of the general population
(males, aged 17-30, Social Class V) with whom a
comparison can be made, has been described in Dight's
1972 Survey of Scottish Drinking Habits (Dight, 1976).
This sub-group has the highest comsumption of all
demographic categories described by Dight. Although
data in Dight's study were collected in 1972, recent
reports suggest that her findings may remain an
adequate estimate of current consumption levels in the
general population (Wilson, 1980). This comparison
group reported having a mean weekly alcohol consumption
of only 30.6 units. The consumption of Dight's group
was less than half of the amount of alcohol reportedly
consumed by the study group in either the week preceding
the offence (88.0 units) or a typical week (70.3 units).
Only seven per cent of men of comparable age and social
class in the general sample of Scottish men described
by Dight, consumed over 81 units of alcohol in a single
week. In the current study, 52 per cent and 42 per
cent of assailants and controls respectively reported
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consuming such high levels during a typical week.
The reported alcohol consumption in the present
study, however, falls short of the levels of alcohol
consumption reported by patients who were admitted to
two alcohol treatment centres. The first, a Scottish
Alcoholism Treatment Unit, has been described by Plant
and Plant (1979). The patients in this study, a
sample of 83 males with an average of 41.1 years,
reported a mean alcohol consumption in previous week of
121.2 units. In a more recent study, Thorley (1981)
described a North-East England group of male patients.
This group, for a mid-week day in a "heavy drinking
period" prior to admission, reported an alcohol con¬
sumption of 36 units. Based on a 5-7 day "drinking
week" this population would have a weekly alcohol
consumption of between 180 and 252 units of alcohol.
This recent report of alcohol consumption shows an
increase above that reported in an earlier study
(Mullaney and Trippett, 1979). Although the prison
population of this present study report alcohol consumption
above the general population norm, they still fall well
below consumption levels of a population receiving
treatment for alcohol abuse.
In summary, the principal finding of this study was
that the assailants were more likely than the controls to
drink heavily round about the time of their offence.
Even so, members of both subgroups habitually drank a lot
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and experienced similar consequences of such drinking.
SUMMARY (B) - THE VICTIMS AND. THE. ASSAILANTS
In violent offences, it was found that alcohol was
consumed prior to the offence by the assailant in most
events. However, it had been consumed by fewer than
half the victims - 57.6 per cent of male victims and
only 21.4 per cent of female victims had consumed alcohol
prior to the offence. The reported quantity of alcohol
consumed by male victims was about one-third of that con¬
sumed by their assailants. This difference was also
reflected in the amount of alcohol consumed in the week
preceding the event. However, it was not apparent in
the alcohol consumption reported for a typical week.
Within the different social affiliations which were
examined, there was found to be no significant variation
in assailants' reported alcohol consumption, whereas the
victims' alcohol consumption did vary significantly.
The least discrepancy between reported levels of alcohol
consumption was evident between assailants and victims
who were neighbours/friends.
There were further differences between the
assailants and their victims with regard to consequences
of alcohol consumption. The victims generally reported
fewer alcohol-related consequences than the assailants.
For all groups - the assailants, the controls and
the victims - the reported level of alcohol consumption
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was generally consistent with the role attributed to
alcohol in the event.
To summarise the second major finding of the
study, it would seem that fights between neighbours
required the participation of "two drunks", while in









This study was designed to re-examine the presence and
role of alcohol within a selected group of events involving
interpersonal violence. The associations between alcohol
and violence were determined by comparing a group of
violent offenders (assailants) and a group of non-violent
offenders (controls). In addition, it was possible to
examine differences in the use of alcohol amongst the
events which involved identifiable victim sub-groups.
To make these comparisons, data were selected which
related to alcohol use at the time of the event and also
to the "normal" use and consequences of drinking.
The study was restricted to an imprisoned groupofmale
first offenders. Prior to designing this project, it was
acknowledged that violence takes many diverse forms and,
because of this, forceful events such as rape, robbery,
homicide and damage to property were excluded. It was
recognised that these exclusions would limit the extent
to which the findings could be generalised to ot.her
populations of violent criminals. In addition, it was
accepted that any associations found in the study would
be primarily with "bungled crime" rather than crime
successfully committed (i.e. undetected crimes) and, as such,
few of the findings reported in the study could be applied
to the broader field of violence without further
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investigation. With regard to undetected crimes, it has
been estimated recently that three out of four violent
crimes and one in two non-violent crimes (e.g. burglaries)
are unidentified by the police (Waller, 1981).
Because of doubts expressed about the use of the
self-report, independent reports pertaining to the
prisoners' alcohol consumption and to the offence were
sought from three sources. These were the wives/
cohabitees; court and police records; and, in the case
of the assailants, the victims. The consistency found
between the independent reports and those of the
prisoners and the consistency found within individual
prisoners' reports was reassuring, and an indication that
the techniques used in this study to measure alcohol
involvement and variables related to the offence were
acceptable.
The principal finding of this study was that the
assailants were more likely to drink heavily round
about the time of offence than were the controls, even
though both sub-groups habitually drank a lot. On the
basis of this difference, only one of the four null
hypotheses relating to alcohol consumption could be
rejected. That was:
H : There is no difference in the assailants' and
o
the controls' alcohol consumption at the time
of the offence.
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A number of minor differences between the sub-groups in
other measures of the mean alcohol consumption appeared
to be related to this central finding.
A second major finding of the study arose out of
the comparison of alcohol use amongst the violent events
which involved different sub-groups of victims. It was
apparent that "fights" between neighbours/friends most
generally required the participation of "two drunks"
while in domestic violence (violence against wives/
cohabitees) and extended family violence,drinking by only
one of the participants was sufficient.
The sub-groups were indistinguishable in relation
to many of the biographical characteristics which were
examined. The type of offence which was committed
could not be explained by any differences in character¬
istics of the prisoners' early development, nor by more
recent life events, such as unemployment and/or change
of residence. One exceptional difference found
between the sub-groups related to their predominant
patterns of criminality. The crime for which the offenders
were convicted appeared to be broadly representative of
their more general pattern of criminality.
8.2 THE ROLE OF ALCOHOL IN CRIMES OF INTERPERSONAL
VIOLENCE
A question central to the development of this study
was: "Is alcohol a cause of violent crime?" and, following
from this, "In what ways does alcohol influence the
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violent act?" It was not the intent in this study to
examine all of the complex questions of causation. The
data which were collected did not provide the basis from
which many of the possible causal mechanisms could be
examined. However, to contribute to an interpretation
of the findings, it is helpful to relate them to three
questions concerning cause, which include:
(a) Is alcohol a direct cause of crimes of interpersonal
violence?
(b) Is the relationship between alcohol and crimes of
interpersonal violence a spurious one which may
be explained by,for example, other predisposing
factors? Is there perhaps a common cause of
excessive drinking and violence?
(c) Is the contribution which alcohol makes to inter¬
personal violence conditional upon the way alcohol
is taken, and/or situational aspects of the violent
act?
Direct Cause
The principal finding of this research suggested, as
have most previous studies, that there is an association
between alcohol use and violent crime. This finding
does not, however, point clearly to a single or a direct
cause of the violence. No direct cause was found in
either the short term aspects of drinking (e.g. measures
of alcohol consumption at the time of the offence) or
the more long-term effects (e.g. level of normal alcohol
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consumption and consequences of drinking) .
Concerning the use of alcohol at the time of the
offence, it is necessary to reject an explanation of
direct cause because of findings which revealed there
was a wide variation in the levels of alcohol consumed
prior to the violent act. In fact, some events occurred
without any drinking prior to the use of physical force.
Further, even though the mean alcohol consumption at the
time of the offence of the control group was lower than
that of the assailants, their range in levels of alcohol
consumed did not differ from the assailants. No major
differences were found for the long-term effects of
drinking (i.e. the normal alcohol consumption or the
consequences of drinking) between the sub-groups.
In the absence of any data clearly indicating that alcohol
is a direct cause of violence, it becomes necessary to
question whether the association which was found was a
spurious one or whether it was conditional upon other
factors.
Alcohol and Crimes of Interpersonal Violence-An Illusion?
Evidence was found which would suggest that some
violent events may have occurred without any alcohol
involvement. In particular, this was seen in relation
to the pattern of criminality of the prisoners. The
data suggested that the sub-groups may have been pre¬
disposed to the type of offence of which they were
convicted. As well, differences which were found in the
peer group memberships and in the social extroversion
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between the sub-groups added to the belief that a beha¬
vioural predisposition or social influences may have been
important determinants of the violence. To come to such
a conclusion would not be possible without some under¬
standing of alcohols' involvement in the previous offences.
To further ascertain whether the observed relationship
between alcohol and violent events was a spurious one
would require consideration of whether drinking and
violence might have a common cause. Neither of these
aspects were fully examined in this study.
Conditional/Situational Aspects of Alcohol in Crimes of
Interpersonal Violence
Several findings suggested that the role of alcohol
in interpersonal violence may be conditionally related
to differences in both the way alcohol was used (i.e.
levels of alcohol consumption) and the type of social
affiliations within which the violence occurred. From
reports about the planning of the offences, it was found
that the "spontaneity" in an offence was greater at
higher levels of consumption. Although violent offences
tended in general to be more spontaneous, this increase
in "spontaneity" was present for both violent and non¬
violent offences. To understand the role of alcohol in
the planning of crimes, it would be necessary to answer
a number of additional questions, such as: "To what
extent does alcohol lead to the abandonment of a planned
offence?"; "To what extent is alcohol consumption
controlled in a planned offence?"; and "Is the level of
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consumption consciously considered in a planned offence
(e.g. to provide the offender with courage)?"
Further findings which supported the theory of
conditional involvement of alcohol were found in differ¬
ences related to the use and role attributed by the
assailants to alcohol within different sub-groups of
violence (i.e. as typified by the social affiliation
between the assailant and the victim). As discussed
previously, "fights" between neighbours/friends most
generally required the participation of "two drunks",
while in domestic violence drinking by one of the
participants seemed to be sufficient. In spite
of the fact that the amount of alcohol consumed by the
assailants did not differ within the assailant-victim
affiliations, in events involving neighbours/friends
and unknown persons, the assailants were more likely to
report that alcohol caused them to do what they did than
in those events involving wives/cohabitees. An ex¬
planation for this difference may be that in more
distant relationships alcohol plays a greater role in
facilitating the development of an intimate context than
in closer relationships (e.g. domestic violence between
spouses) where such intimacy already exists.
Although the unique features in all events must be
remembered, a number of explanations recorded from the
interviews with victims provided further enlightenment
about the differences between domestic and other forms
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of violence. Two responses were common in the reports
of those wives/cohabitees who were beaten. In one, these
intimate victims expressed a clear expectation about the
prisoner's behaviour, as for example:
"I was expecting him to be that way"
A second common response was for the wife/cohabitee to
assume responsibility for the act herself:
"It was all my fault"
Both of these situations in part explain why the assailants
who beat their wives/cohabitees may not have attributed
their actions to alcohol.
Victims who were neighbours/friends were often
unable to give any clear explanations for the event, as
shown by these two examples:
"I was just standing there"
"He came to my house. We were having a drink.
Then he went queer."
The higher attribution of alcohol to the occurrence to
assaults involving neighbours/friends which is suggested
in these examples appear logical in view of the fact that
a greater number of such assaults occurred within drinking
contexts rather than subsequent to a drinking episode.
The ascription of the cause of the act to drinking
appears to be facilitated by this clear association.'
1 The differences in the alcohol consumption among the four categories
of violence reported in this study may to a limited extent reflect
selective processes in bringing violent events to court; and in
sentencing to imprisonment. For example, as discussed previously,
it is known that police and courts are often hesitant to become in¬
volved with domestic violence. A complete understanding of the
role of alcohol would, therefore, require full knowledge of the in¬
cidence of all violence, including that which is hidden.
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Alternative Explanations
Alcohol, the Detection and the Disposition
(Sentencing) of the Offender
Apart from any involvement which alcohol may have
had in events leading to the offence, there were two
specific ways in which it may have contributed to the
outcome of the event, namely to the detection and the
disposition of the offenders. This study was not
designed to specifically examine either of these aspects.
Even so, in the process of conducting the research, the
potential role which alcohol may have had in these areas
became evident. A number of prisoners,who had been
drinking,freely suggested ways in which alcohol contri¬
buted to their detection. Individuals in both sub¬
groups reported that alcohol had affected their ability
to "run" or escape from the police. Some said that
alcohol made them feel carefree and unconcerned about
whether they were detected or not and others indicated
that alcohol contributed to behaviour (e.g. loud,
boisterous behaviour) which in turn attracted police and
others to the scene of the crime. It is not known whether
such effects of alcohol use would be any different for
violent and non-violent events.
Concerning the disposition of the offender, Mosher
(1981) has questioned whether the legal process is
immune to the influence of the "drunken offender". He
commented that it is assumed that "alcoholism" cannot
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absolve guilt, but not always recognised, for example,
that such a label can affect sentencing. From the
experience of this study, it was apparent that there
were several ways in which alcohol could influence the
court decision on guilt and innocence.
The large quantities of alcohol which were reported
to have been consumed prior to the offence must
necessarily have affected the offender's perception and
ability to recall aspects of the offence (Thorley, 1982).
Any defence based on the absence of information would be
weak, and could foreseeably lead to error. In violent
offences this could lead to a faulty assessment of both
the actors' roles in the offences (i.e. the roles of
assailant and victim) if such a distinction is possible.
The awareness of drunkenness or intoxication in an
offender at the time of committing the offence could
also influence the sentence options. Offences
spontaneously committed under the influence of alcohol
could be seen as a greater risk to the community,
which in turn could lead to an ineligibility for
optional community sentences. Alternatively they might
be considered to be less culpable. The confusion in
existing economic, social, medical and political views
about alcohol can be expected only to contribute to
ambiguity and hence to variation in judicial decisions.
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8.3. APPLICATIONS
The associations found in this study were with the
criminal activity of a group of young men. It could
be assumed that the offending and the drinking of many in
the group will disappear as they mature (Robins, 1966).
As the playwright, McDougall (1979), has suggested,
violence may be one part of what is:
"Just a Boy's Game."
While it recognised that the current drinking
patterns of many of the offenders may be temporary, and
that many of the problems associated with such high levels
of alcohol consumption are potentially reversible, it is
particularly difficult to ignore those problems which are
associated with criminal activity. Society will accept
many personal consequences and tolerate many social
consequences of drinking, such as drunkenness. However,
it demands that individuals involved in criminal activity
receive the "retribution" that they deserve. At the same
time, need for "rehabilitation" is also acknowledged.
Progress in the development of programmes and services for
the offender are often hampered by this duality of purpose.
It is particularly important to recognise this conflict
in relation to the disposition of the offender who has
a drinking problem.
Professionals in the health, social, judicial and
penal systems, and politicians who are charged with the
task of meeting societies^demands, face several additional
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dilemmas. First, there are problems in knowing at what
level strategies and programmes should be developed;
and to what extent available resources should be focused
on prevention and treatment programmes. There is a
further problem in knowing what strategies are effective.
A variety of findings in this study have contributed
to an understanding of the relationship which alcohol has
to crime. From these findings it is perhaps most
important to recognise that the relationship is more
complex than has often been assumed. As well, and
particularly in relation to violent offences, it is
important to remember that the root of the problem often
cannot be individualised to the offender, but must be
related to broader interpersonal and social situations.
It has been demonstrated further that alcohol has an
association with a range of criminal acts and not just
with violent crime. If these facts are accepted, it is
then necessary to re-examine existing practices and
policies.
Prevention - Control Measures and Education
The episodes of interpersonal violence in this
study occurred in a variety of social contexts and reflec¬
ted numerous causal mechanisms. These features of
violence strongly suggest that for control measures to be
effective their application must also be extensive and
diverse. It is not possible at this time to discuss in




violence. However, examples of policy decisions at
different levels, which relate to alcohol consumption,
will be examined briefly in the light of the findings of
this study.
Policies formulated at national level are often
considered to be the most important. Such policies
(e.g. pricing of alcohol) generally have universal app¬
lication within a country and are often not obviously
related to alcohol consumption. Much is unknown about
the effects which such broadly applied controls have on
specific sub-groups within the population. While
control measures related to pricing may effectively reduce
the alcohol consumption and levels of alcohol-related
problems in the general population, it is possible that
such measures may exacerbate the problems (financial and em¬
otional) of certain sub-groups within the population (Peck 1982) .
It has been postulated that this in turn could lead to
increased activity by sub-groups with a predisposition to
crime or for whom other alternative means of coping with
financial and related stress are unavailable. When
applying such policies, it is important to assess the
benefits to the general population against the increase of
specific problems within sub-groups of the population.
While national policies are often given priority,
those policies with a more regional focus,as, for example,
the licensing of outlets and hours of consumption, may
provide just as important a control. This latter group
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of policies are frequently developed and maintained with
the special intent of reducing public disturbances and
violence. They are often established on general
impressions and are evaluated only on ad hoc information.
Further, the effects of such policies are often measured
only in relation to that small portion of violence which
is visible. In the development of such strategies,
greater attention should be given to determining a
broader picture of the drinking patterns in a community
and the patterns of violence on which to base the official
response. This would, of course, require more effective
monitoring of drinking and crime, supplemented by
community surveys.
A major concern about the effectiveness of regionally
based control measures is with their administration.
Many policies in existence are never enforced. Strategies
established at the regional and community levels do
require the greater co-operation and involvement of
professional and other groups, such as police and
publicans.
The effectiveness of police action in this area of
prevention of violence has already been demonstrated,
as discussed earlier. The direct intervention by police
in violence is not implied - in fact such activity has often
been reported to escalate violence (Bard, 1971) . A visible
police presence in areas where alcohol is consumed, and
the acknowledgement that they are enforcing licensing laws
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rather than dispersing crowds or intervening in violent
acts seems to be the important dimension of such police
involvement. The introduction of these practices may-
require redeployment of resources and re-education both
of the police and publicans, but not necessarily the
expansion of police services.
Publicans are a second group which are seen to have
a vital role in reducing the incidence of violence.
While it is an offence in Scotland to sell alcohol to
intoxicated persons, this law does not appear to be
enforced in many drinking establishments. The guidelines
for defining drunken behaviour are not clear. The
behavioural criteria for curtailing sale of alcohol should
perhaps be replaced by quantitative measures of "safe" or
"sufficient" alcohol consumption. It would be vital for
publicans to be involved in determining what guidelines
would be more effective in reducing disturbances. In
addition, there would appear to be beneficial results
gained from developing and educating these publicans in
more successful ways of recognising, diverting and
intervening in aggressive situations. Educational
programmes which focus on the development of specific
skills (e.g. intervention in family crises) have been ef¬
fective in a number of countries where more general
education programmes directed towards a general population
and intended to alter the drinking patterns of a population
have appeared to fail (Bard and Zacker, 1977).
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The publican may be an important person in reducing
non-violent as well as violent crime - if, in fact, the
finding of this study which showed that the number of
spontaneous offences was greater at higher levels of
intoxication can be generalised.
Rehabilitation and Treatment
Because the efficacy of treatment for alcohol abuse
remains in doubt (Chick, 1982) any discussion about the
applications of such programmes must be cautious.
Certainly this study was not designed to evaluate existing
practices or to explore viable treatment alternatives.
As with the preceding discussion on prevention, much
remains to be examined in relation to both the nature and
the approach to the problem.
In addition to demonstrating a need for preventive
strategies, the study emphasised a necessity for the
viable treatment of the offender with a drinking problem.
Such a programme would appear to be important for the
total rehabilitation of the offender. In the selected
group of offenders examined in this investigation, 70
per cent imbibed levels of alcohol in their normal drink¬
ing above that consumed by a supposedly non-offending
group in the general population. Although not always
acknowledged, it would appear that the prisons of
Scotland provide a major detoxification service. The
study group was a defined group of "first offenders" who
do not conform to the image of the Skid Row drinker who
is often associated with detoxification centres. The
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high levels of normal alcohol consumption of both violent
and non-violent offenders showed that the involvement
with alcohol was greater than simply the intoxication
which may have led to the act. This raises important
questions about whether penal institutions are used
appropriately.
The deficits both in the understanding of the
alcohol and crime relationship and in strategies for
prevention and treatment remain monumental. The
"problems perspective" taken in this study has shown
the relationship between alcohol and violence to be
complex and diverse. As many questions have been
raised as were answered. It is hoped that this study
will provide a direction for further research and
provide an impetus for the development of services. The
discussion with the prisoners of the role of alcohol in
relation to other problems was a rewarding one for the
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APPENDIX 1
LETTERS, CONTACT FORMS, CONSENTS
1. Letter of Introduction to Wives
2. Letter of Introduction to Cohabitees
3. Contact Form for Wives/Cohabitees
4. Permission to be Interviewed (Prisoner)
5. Permission to Contact Wife or Cohabitee
UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
(ROYAL EDINBURGH HOSPITAL)
MORN INGSI DE PARK
EDINBURGH.
EH 10 5HF




I recently saw your husband in Saughton Prison and
have his permission to get in touch with you. I would
like your help in a study I am doing. I want to find out
how much alcohol (drinking), among other things, is a
cause of crime. In order to examine this I need to know
such things as whether men who commit crimes have more to
drink at the time of the offence than usual. Your views,
along with those of other wives that I see, will show me
the differences between offences committed by people who
are sober and those committed under the influence of
drink.
I would like to come and talk to you in the near
future. If you would like more information about this
project or are worried about being interviewed, you can
tell me when I call on you. Naturally, anything that
you would tell me will be kept confidential - nothing you
say will be reported to your husband or discussed with
anyone.
I am enclosing a card and stamped addressed envelope
so that you may inform me if it would be most convenient
for me to call on you in the morning, afternoon or evening.
On the card you may also want to indicate what days you
are most often at home, and whether you may be reached by
phone.














Saughton Prison and have his permission to get in touch
with you. I would like your help in a study I am doing.
I want to find out how much alcohol (drinking), among
other things, is a cause of crime. In order to examine
this I need to know such things as whether men who
commit crimes have more to drink at the time of the
offence than usual. Your views, along with those of
other women that I see, will show me the differences
between offences committed by people when sober and those
committed under the influence of drink.
I would like to come and talk to you in the near
future. If you would like more information about this
project or are worried about being interviewed, you can
tell me when I call on you. Naturally, anything that
you would tell me will be kept confidential - nothing you
say will be reported to your partner or discussed with
anyone.
I am enclosing a card and stamped, addressed
envelope so that you may inform me if it would be most
convenient for me to call on you in the morning, afternoon
or evening. On the card you may also want to indicate
what days you are most often at home, and whether you may
be reached by phone.








I'LUiE RETURN IN STiW'Cj CNVClCPE PROVIOEO
Nana Corrected Namo:
Address: and Address :








2. Can you be contacted by telephone? If yes, at what number:
3. Do you have an alternative address where you nay be contacted?
Telephone No.:
4. Have you planned to visit Saughton? If so, on what data? Oatc:
Tine:
Would you have time to be interviewed on that day, if we do not contact you beforo? [ j Yos
[ ]*
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CONSENT TO BE INTERVIEWED
I, •
___ , consent to be
(name of person to be interviewed)
interviewed by of the Alcohol
(name of interview)
Research Group, Edinburgh University.
The purpose of the interview has been explained to me,
I have been informed that what I say will be kept
confidential and that in no way will my identity be
disclosed.
I am aware that my participation is not compulsory, and
that I can refuse to answer any questions.
Signature




PERMISSION TO CONTACT WIFE OR COHABITEE
I agree to.
___________ being
(Name of wife or cohabitee)
contacted for an interview by a representative of the
Alcohol Research Group, Edinburgh University. I fully
recognise that the person I have named need not
participate if she chooses not to.
Signature . .




1. Summary Listing of Questions
2. Schedule No. lithe Prisoners
3. Schedule No. 2:the Wives/Cohabitees















Type of work, work organisation
Income - Expenses
Employment Stability






Day and Time of Offence
Day and Time of Arrest
Additional convictions








Reporting of Event - when and by whom
Ulterior Motive of Reporting Person
RolatLonanip to Victim/Assailant
Age, Sex of Victim/Assailant
'Weapons, aids
In jury/Treatment
C PRECIPITATION OF CRIME
Premeditation vs. Crime of Opportunity
Sobriety at Time of First Thought
Motivating Factors
Duration of Act
III THE ALCOHOL FACTOR
A RELATING TO ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN THE EVENT
ALcohol Consumption
The Drinking Context (also to week preceding
offence and typical week)




Use of non-medical drugs
Subjective Accounts
Ascription of Cause
Effects of Alcohol (Changes)
State of Mind
U COMPARATIVE DRINKING
Alcohol consumption (week preceding offence)
Alcohol consumption (typical week)
Comparative Situations
Last time with Wife/Cohabitee











































Modified from major sources:




1981; Ritson et al, 1981
Nicol et al, 1972;
Sparks et al, 1977
/ Modified from major sources
Myers, 1979

























To Selected Areas of Living




Confidants (number and whom)
Number of Mates
Social Activities (16)
Modified from major sources
Modified from major sources;
V Also Mullaney and Trippett,
' 1979; Edwards, 1976;
Chick, 1980; Makela, 1978




DEVELOPMENTAL/HISTORICAL WITHIN FAMILY OF ORIGIN
Separations 1
Age leaving Home 1
Age began Work 1
Family Life Rating 1 3
Gang Membership 1 3
Parental Employment 1
Parental Criminal Record 1
Criminality
Convictions and Offences 1 3 Gunn and Robertson, 1976
Non-Criminal Violence - Family 113
- Non-family 113
Figure A3.3: Summary Listing of Questions Contained in
Each of Three Schedules (Indicating by
Schedule Number the Respondent to Whom Respo
Was Directed
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ALCOHOL AND CRIMINAL VIOLENCE



















Btpthplawo (1) Soot I and (2) England (3) Vale*
(4) lraland (5) Elpa
If other, apeolfy: ___________
Data of Offenoa: ( ) ( ) ( )
Day Month Year




Data of Convtotlon: ( J (_ ) (
Day
COURT: (1) DIatrfot
(2 ) Shariff - S"m.




j • i )SENTENCE: ( ) ( ) (_
Days Montha Years






JUVENILE CONVICTIONS (Aga 20 and under)






OFFENCES: AGE FIRST BOP
NUMBER BOP1a
AGE FIRST DRUNKENNESS OFF.
NUMBER DRUNKENNESS OFF. (VI I 59-12)
NUMBER OF DRUNKEN DRIVING OFF.
ADULT CONVICTIONS






OFFENCES: AGE FIRST BOP
NUMBER BOP'S
AGE FIRST DRUNKENNESS OFF.
NUMBER ORUNKENNESS OFF. (VI I 59-12)
NUMBER OF DRIUKEN ORIVING OFF.
JUVENILE ADMISSIONS
TOTAL TIME IN BORSTAL (months)
TOTAL TIME IN APPROVED SCHOOLS
TOTAL TIME IN YOUNG OFFENDERS INSTITUTION
TOTAL NO. OF ADM. TO APPROVEO SCHOOL


























Throughout aohedul# code 12 • Not known










OFFENCES: AGE FIRST BOP
NUMBER BOP's
AGE FIRST DRUNKENNESS OFF.
NUMBER DRUNKENNESS OFF. (VII 59-12)
NUMBER CF DRUNKEN DRIVING OFF.






OFFENCES: AGE FIRST BOP
NUMBER BOP1$
AGE FIRST DRUNKENNESS OFF.
NUMBER DRUNKENNESS OFF. (VII 59-12)
NUMBER OF DRUNKEN DRIVING OFF.
JUVENILE ADMlSSIONS: TOTAL TIME IN BORSTAL (months)
TOTAL TIME IN APPROVED SCHOOLS
TOTAL TIME IN YOUNG OFFENDERS INSTITUTION
TOTAL NO. OF AOM, TO APPROVED SCHOOL
TOTAL NO. OF AOM. TO YOUNG OFFENDERS INSTITUTION
RECORO OF ALCOHOL IN EVENT













Code: (0) - No report
(12) - No related statement In report
(1) - Definite statement of sobriety
(2) - Indirect report (I.e. drinking location or situation mentioned)
(3) - Alcohol oonsumed - deftnate statement
(4) - Statement of some degree of Impairment due to alcohol
Reoorded statements:
Code number of questions where Information differs from reoorded Information,
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Preamble:
Hello, are you Mr. . . .
(prisoner's name)
My name is and I am from the
Alcohol Research Group of the Department of
Psychiatry, at Edinburgh University. I am
interviewing 100 men who have been imprisoned for
either a violent or a non-violent offence to find
out if alcohol had anything to do with the offence
which they committed. This is being done for
research purposes only - I am not trying to identify
you as a problem drinker. Your name has been
selected from the prison register as a possible
participant in this study because you meet the
criteria for the study.
[Explain the criteria, e.g. You are married and
serving your first adult prison sentence, etc.]
The questions which I would like to ask you will
take about an hour of your time. All of the men
who are interviewed are asked the same questions.
You will not be identified in any way and anything
that you may say will be strictly confidential and
not discussed with anyone.
I hope that you will be able to help in this study.
Do you have any questions about the interview?
Do you have any objections to being interviewed?
If you agree to participate, I would like you to
sign a consent form which will be placed in your
prison file.
Thank you. Shall we begin?
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PREAMBLE I
SECTION I - PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
First, there are a fow details about yourself that I would like to ask.
Q.1. (Date of Birth and Age)
What was your date of birth? ( )( J(
Day





56 56 57 58 59 60
[]["] 6,-62
Q,2, Country of Birth






If other, speol fy:
Q.3. Community of origin
Old you spend moat of your childhood In any one plaoe?






What education do you have? Have you passed any exams?
If neoassary ask; Do you have any technical training or aoprentIceshlp
experience? Old you complete this?
If yea, specify; _____
Oo you have any university eduoatlon? Old you receive a degree?
Professional eduoatlon?
If yes, specify: __________________________
CODE HIGHEST LEVEL;
( 0) StlIt In eduoatlon
(1) Left school with no qualifications
(2) Obtained at ieaat one CSE
(3) Obtained at least one '0* level
(4) Obtained at least one Hlghor or 'A' level
(5) Some technical
(6) Completed teohnloal school or apprenticeship
(7) Some university or equivalent professional qualification
(8) University degree or equivalent professional qualification
At what age did you leave (formal) sohool?
Spec Ify; CODE AGE
[]67
[ I ] 68-69
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Q.5, (Marital status)
At tha time you committed tha offence were you:
(1) Legal Iy married, IIvlng wlth wlfa?
(2) Unmarrlad but living togathar?
(3) Legal Iy separated, living alona?
(4) Lagal ly marrlad but living with somaona?
(5) Not lagal ly separated, living alona?
(6) Not lagally separated, living with sooaona ?
(7) Marital situation 'fluid* 7
"someone" refers to 'some female*
If living with somaona (married or cohabiting):
How long have you bean In this relationship? Speolfy:
CODE TIME IN MONTHS
[ ] 70
c i i i ti-73
Q.6. (Marital history) REMIND RESPONDENT THAT WHAT HE SAYS IS IN CONFIDENCE
Have you bean previously marrlad, or aver lived In a (another) common law
relationship for a period greater than six months?
r
IF YES: (a) How many times have you bean marrlad?
(b) How many women (oohabttaea) have you lived
with for six months or more?
(o) What was your longest relationship? How
long did It Iast7
















Do you have any ohlIdren or stepchildren either living with you
or a former partner?
Yes
No
IF YES: (a) How many wara living with you at tiaa of
offenoe? CODE NUMBER C ] 80 / [3 ] 5
(b) How many do you have, but *Ho were not
living with you7 COOE NUMBER
258
Q.8, (Employment status)
At tha time of the offenae were you 1) Working full time
-(2) Working pert t!»
(3) Unemployed
(4) Jther, speolfy:
If working (1 or 2 above) then aakt
What wee your job? Whom did you work for?
What level of responelb IIIty did you have? Speolfy:
—^ 1 f not worktng (3), ask:
What was your most reoent job? Who vaa your amp(oyer, «to,
Specify:
COOE BOTH (A) ANO (8) Verify by saying: So you work for eto?
(A) Type of organlxatlon: (1) Self
(2) Public service or local authority
(3) Community service
(4) Small shop or business (-40 employees)
(5) Large shop or business (*40 employees)
(6) Large corporation (200* employees)
(7) Other, specify:








'Jna kf I led manual










Q.9. (Inoome - Personal) IF EMPLOYED ONLY





(Unemployment Income) IF UNEMPLOYED 0htt_Y
What waa your weekly unemployment Inooae? Speolfy: £__
COOE TO NEAREST
What was your main reason for being unemployed?
(1) Retired
(2) Permanent siokneaa or disability
(3) Temporary sfoknesa or disability
(4) Temporary layoff
(5) Looking for a job
(6) Tired of work, didn't like It
(7) Other, apeolfy:
How long had you been onemployed?
How many months have you been unemployed
In the last two years?
CODE TIME IN MONTHS









RSMINOER - WHAT YOU SAY IS CONFIDENTIAL
( Faml|y Income)
Own Inoome or U,I,
At the tlma of tha offanoa was your wl fa working?
What waa her waakiy Income?
Old you aa a family have other souroes of Income?
(I,a. waakiy - take home)
Social assistance







CODE TOTAL WEEKLY FAMILY INCOME
If your total family waakiy Income
estimate your expenses to be?
COOE TOTAL WEEKLY EXPENSES






(a) In what type of accommodation ware you living at tha time of tha offenoe?
(1) Flat
(2) Semidetached
(3) House or cottage
(4) Boarding or lodging home
(5) With relatives
(6) No fixed aoode or hostel
(b) Had you changed your resldenoe In the month before the offenoe? (1) Yes
(2) No
Notei (o) (d) (a) (f) refer to accommodation prior to change
(o) How many rooma did you have In total (bedrooms ♦ living rooms)
(Inolude kltonen If large and available for family living)
COOE NUM8ER
(d) Was the housing private or oounoll housing? (1) Private
(2) Couno 11
(a) Ware you purchasing, did you own, or were
you renting?
(11) Not applicable
(1) Owned or purohasIng
(2) Ranted
(3) Other,
Spec I fy: _______
[]»
f]27





Q. 10. (Shared aoooaaaodatlon)




Old you ahare the aaooamodatlon with another fael ly/individual?
(1) Yea
(2) No
(3) Part of dwelling (I.e. bath) ci'f




SECTION II - IDENTIFYING INFORMATION ABOUT OFFENCE
Now, 1 would Ilk* to ask you some questions about the offence you are
serving time for.
Q.11, (Major conviction)
What wee the major oonvlatlon - for whloh you are now In Saughton?
(Notei Verify that this oonvlotlon Is the same one as one on whloh selection was eade)
Specify: SEE CODING MANUAL [I]
37 38
Q,12. (Date of Offenoe)
What was the date of occurrence? ()()()
Day Month Year
C11111 ]
39 40 41 42 a 44
Q.13. (Day of week)








Q. 14. (TImo of day)
Do you remember what time of day It was7
CODE TIME TO NEAREST HOUR
CI]
46 47
Q.15. (Day of arrest) (Time of arrest)
Were you arrested/charged on the same day or days followlnq?
how many
CODE - Same day ( 00)
or actual number of days following
cii
48 49
If the same day or following day, and not during, ask:
How many hours after?
CODE NUMBER OF HOURS AFTER - (11) Not applicable






Vara you ahargad with mora than ona offanoa? ["]
52[ I 2) No
IF YES; What wara thay?
For whloh onaa wara you oonvlotad?
Spaolfy:
COOE NO. OF A00ITIONAL CONVICTIONS [5
53
Q.17. (Oatalls of santanoa)
What aantanoa wara you glvan for tha major oonvlotlon?
Oaya ( ) • ( )
Month® ( ) X 30 • ( }
Yaara ( ) X 365 • ( )
CODE TOTAL DAY3 ( ) c i i i i
54 55 56 57
What waa your total aantanoa for al1 oonviotlona?
Oava ( ) • (
m )
Months ( ) X 30 • ( )
( ) X 365 • ( )
COOE TOTAL 0AY5 ( ) c i i i i
58 59 60 61
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SECTION lib - OETAILEO INVESTIGATION OF EVENT
8«for* I ask for details, oan you describe to me what happened, and
how the events took plaoe?
Now, there are a few details I would like.
Q.18. (Setting)
Where dtd the event ooour? Do you know the address? (or)
Can you give me an approximate location? ... type of place ...?
Address or placet
COOE AREA
IF NOT ALREADY KNOWN ASKt
Was the place where the event ooourred:-
(1) Your own home/home of extended family
(2) Friend's home
(3) Acquaintance's home
(4) In pub or plaoe where liquor sold
(5) Just outside pub
(6) Neighbourhood - Just outs Ida home





Q. 19, (Number present)
How many people would you estimate saw or overheard what happened?
(Exoludlng the other person or plaintiff)
CODE ACTUAL NUMBER
or Nona • I 00)
IF NONE PRESENT GO TO Q. 24
O L3
b5
Q.20. (Others present ~ association)
Were any of the following persona present?
(a) Wife
(b) Other family members
(o) Friends or workmates
(d) Neighbours or acquaintances
(e) Civilians - unknown
(f) Others













Q.21, (Sex of others present)
Was this person (group): (1) Male
(2) Mixed (male and female)
(3) Female []
73
REMINDER - THIS IS CONFIDENTIAL
Q.22. (Role of others present)
Did any of these people assist you In any way? How?
How many assisted?
Specify: CCOE NUMBER [ I ] ^
Q.23. (Disposition of those assisting)
Were any of these persons charged?
How many were oonvloted?




( 2) No )
( 3) Pending)
Go to Q.24









J SO / [4] 5
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Q.24. (Reporting of crime)
Do you know when the offeree was reported?
COOE: Not known (12, 12)
During ortoe (0« 0)
Aotual hours after offence (up to 24)




If known; What was that person's relationship to you?
(1) Polloe
(2) Extended family
(3) Chi Idren or wj fo (Specify whloh; )
(4) Friend or workmate
(5) Neighbour or acquaintance




Q.25. (Ulterior motive of reporting person)
If reporting person was not polios* and J f-cot already known, then seki
Do you know of any reasons why the person who reported you did
so at that time?
Q. 26. ( ft)( R»!«tlonshtp to plftlntlff) [VIOLENCE ONLY]
Old you know the other person Involved? Yes
No
IF YES; What was hla/her relationship to you?
(1) Police
(2) Extended family (Rolatlve)
(3) Wife/child (Specify: )
I 4) Friend or workmate
( 5) Neighbour or acquaintance
(6) Intervening civilian
( 7) Shopkeeper









Was the party who laid the oharge, or on behalf of whom the charge
was laid a company or an Individual person?
(1) Company, business or group
(2) Individual





If *n Individual ask; What waa hla or har ralatlonshlp to you?
(1) Polios
(2) Extondod faml |y (Roiatlva)
(3) Wifo/ohlld (Specify:
(4) Friend or wqrkmata
(5) Neighbour or acquaintance
(6) Intervening civilian
(7) Shopkeeper







(0) FOR VIOLENCE OR THEFT (If Individual )
Waa ne/ahe male or female? (1) Male
(2) Feaale
(12) Not known []
14
Qs 27 (Weapons or a Idea)
IF VIOLENCE ONLY
lid you use any weapons or things to protect yourself or Inflict Injury?
— Yea
No










Sharp Instrument - knife, razor
Blunt Instrument - ooahea,
knuckledusters, chains
Bottle or glass







Old you use tools or aoythlng to gain ontry? Yoa
No





(3! Both weapon*and aid
(11) No entry - not applicable []
16
Q,28. (Plalntlff% use of weapons)
VIOLENCE ONLY











Sharp Instrument - knife, razor











Oo you know If the "other" parson was charged? (12) Unknown
(1) Yas
(2) No ci«
If yes. what was the oharqei [ i ] i9-2°
Q.30 (Assailant's Injury)
VIOLENCE ONLY
Ware you Injured? What Injuries did you receive?
How serious were they?
(1) Fraature
(2) Fraoture and wounds
(3) Major wounds
(4) Cuts, 1-5 stltohea
(5) Bruises []«
If any Injuries, than asks
Was treatment required? Where did you receive treatment?








Oo you know If the other person was Injured? Yea
No
IF YES: To what extent?
(1) Fraoture
(2) Fraoture with wounds
(3) Major wounds
(4) Cuts, 1-5 stitches
(5) Bruises
(12) Not known j [ ] 23
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SECTION II - PRECIPITATION OF CRIME
How did you gat Involved? What led you to do what you did?
Q.32, (Preraedltat Ion vs. Crime of Opportunlty) SHOW RESPONDENT CARD
(TOR THEFT OR VIOLENT ASK:)
Whioh of the following beat deaorlbea how you felt or thought?
(FOR VIOLENCE ASK, SPECIFICALLY:)
Before the Incident had you over thought of getting Into a fight with the
oonvloted person? Had you been In oonfllct or physical fights with that
person on previous occasions?
(1) Your thoughts developed over time (days, weeks) Into a pI an
(2) You fe|t like doing the same several times but did not plan
(3) An hour or so before the 'don developed
(4) Ongoing aotlvf t>/oonf I lot (!,*.> previous fight)
(5) It wQ3 on oscapo reaction
(6) Protect!on • yov had to stand up
(7) It just happened
(8) None of those
E xp I a I n t
If (1X2) (4), ask: Were the thoughts more likely to come to you when:
If (3), ask: When the thoughts came to you were you*
(1) Sober (no alcohol In previous four hours)
(2) After a drink or two
(3) After considerable drinking
(4) Either sober or drinking
[]24
[ ] 25
If (1) to (4) then ask:
Beforehand, at least an hour or so, did you have thoughts or know ...
what ... who ... etc?
Yes No
(a) Who It would be, what premises you would enter 1 2
(b) Approximate time 1 2
(0) Speolflo date, or day of week 1 2
(d) Injury (objeot) you wanted to Inflict (aeoure) 1 2
(e) Weapons, aid you would use 1 2
(f) Observed other person's behaviour, examined or studied "I 2
gremises, or told someone what you would do If situation 1 2ose. J
(g) Other thoughts 1










Q.33, (Factors In committing offence)
Did you have any oholoa whether you would beoome Involvad?
IF YES; than ask: What was In It for you? ato.
Catharsis (a) Raiaaaa from anger, frustration
(b) Re lease f ron sadness, disappointment
Instrumental (o) Means to an end
(d) Financially benaflolsl
Interpersonal (a) Getting even with someone, revenge
( f) Settling a disagreement, making a point
Rlsktaklng (g) It would have been fun
(h) On a dare
Self defence (I) Save yourself embarrassment/avoid soma problem/
cover up,
















Q„34 (a) (Final Decision)
IF THEFT OR VIOLENCE (ANO RESPONDED I to 4 IN Q.32) ASK:
When did you make the final decision to do what you did?
How long before?
IF THEFT OR VIOLENCE (5 to 8 IN Q.32) ASK:
How long before ... did the dispute or oonfllot (plan) leading to the






(b) (Duration of act)
FOR THEFT: How long did ft take to complete the actual act?
FOR VIOLENCE: How long did the upset (fight etc.) last?






5£CT ION III - THE ALCOHOL FACTOR
{Consumption In event) * (Prior «Mk<s oonsumptlon)
I) REFER TO QUESTIONS 13, 14, PAGE 2, CIRCLE DAY ANO TIME ON THE APPROPRIATE MARGINS
OF THE f.lART (on page 10).
I I) ASKj Haw* you ever drunk aloohol? Yaa/No
IF YES, ask: Did you consume aloohol bafora tha offanoa? and If so
(a) Could you hava committed tha offanoa without having aloohol? 1 • Yaa 2 • No
(b) Did aloohol oausa you to aot aa you did? 1 • Yaa 2 • No
If not known alraady, aakt Had you oonaumad any aloohol In tha yaar prior to tha dlffaranoa.
Ill) (DURATION OF DRINKING PEPIOQ) - MARK ACROSS MlOQLE OF DAY AS EXAMPLE:
First drink Laat drink In aaaalon
I NOI GATE THAT YOU ARE GOING TO FILL OUT A CHART IN CONSIDERABLE DETAIL ABOUT
THE AMOUNT ORUNK THE WEEK BEFORE THE OFFENCE. COMMENCING ON THE DAY OF THE
INCIDENT ANO WORKING BACKWARDS.
ASK FOR EXAMPLE:
(a) On at what time did you hava your flrat drink?
( day of offanoa )
(b) Did you hava any braaka from drinking of two hours or mora?
lo) What did you drink? B«ar-WIna-Whlaky? What kind?
(d) How muoh bear-wlne-aplrlta did you hava In tha morning?
PLACE NUMBER OF LNITS IN DRINKING PERIOD ABOVE LINE OF DURATION ACCOROING TO SCALE P. 19
(COMPANIONSHIP)
Balow line of duration oode tha following, aa thay apply.
Paraona with whoa raapondant waa with (oonaunlng) (1) Alona












(SIZE OF PARTY) - Baalda companionahlp Indicate sIza of party Individual waa drinking with.
Example: 4-5 ■ 5 frlenda 2,4-5 • 5 In party, Including wife and frlenda
(SURE OF SELF REPORTING)
For eaoh day (In outalda left.hand column) Indicate:
(1) Awara of drinking on day, but unsure or unable to recall quantity
(2) Estimate of quantity (used words auoh aa "about")


























Q.35. Consumption In week prior to offence - Assailants and Non-essal lants
a.m. Noon pea.




Soa le of Unl ts x
Solrlts: 1 single • 1 unit
1 bottle ■ 31 units
Ordinary laqert 7 pint • 1 unit
OrdI nary beer 1 oan • 1,5 units
Export beer; 1 pint ■ 2.5 units
1 oan • 2 units
Strong ale: J pint • 2 units
Carl sberq Spec fa I : J pint ■ 2.5 units
1 can - 4 units
Tab Ia wf ne ? 1 glass • 1 unit
1 bottle • 7.5 units
Sherry: 1 glass • 1-2 units
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Q.36 (Consumption In event continued)
Would you estimate that you drank mors or lass than normal on the day of ths offence?
(1) Mors than (2) Lass than (3) About ths saos [] 14
Q.37. First aak: Would you normally drink 7 Thsn asks
On th# day of ths avant did you drink 7
{1) 8sor on wins
(2) Spirits
(3) Mixture
( 4) Nothing or N.A.
[']«
["]«
Wars thers other ways In whloh your drinking was different from normal? C ] 17
[J 18
Q.38. (Smoking)
Oo you smoke? (tobaooo)
About how many olgarsttas were you smoking a day at the time of the offenoa?
CODE NUMBER [ I ] 19*20
Q.39a (Drunkenness)
SHOW CARO
If 1 la the way you fael when you are sober and 9 Is the drunkest you have aver








(2) No C i 22
Q,40. (Medlolnes)




Muscle relaxants for shaklness
Antlhlstomlne
Other
Soeoffy: CODE NO. OF TYPES
C00E TYPE fj:
What nonnnedloaI drugs had you had that day? For example: Had you taken any L.S.D, ,
smoked pot, or taken anything else which may have ohanged the way you were feeling?
Speolfy:
CODE NO. [J 25
£ ] 26 - extra
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Q,41. (Self description of State of Mind - Alcohol Effect)
On the day of the event (at least one hour before) - Which of the fol lowing states
of mind did you experience apart from the effects of alcohol?
Then askt Which states of mind would you attribute to aloohol?
NOT ATTRIBUTABLE ATTRIBUTABLE
Yea No Y a No -
(a) Drunk (ask for attribute only) 2 A 38
(b) Anger, frustration 1 2 2 i 27 A 39
(o) Tired 1 2 2 28 A 40
(d) Afraid 1 2 2 29 A 41
(e) Worried, sad, disappointed 1 2 2 30 - 42
(f) Stunned or unroal 1 2 2 j 31 ■ 43
(g) More confident, sure, positive 1 2 2 j 32 - 44
(h) Like smashing things 1 2 2 j 33 - 45
(f) Feel cruel, like a fight, or 1 2 2 J 34 : 46
argumentative - -
(J) Silliness, carelessness 1 2 2 q 35 3 47
(k) Happy, relaxed, warm 1 2 2
. 48
( I ) Other 1 2 2 37 J
Spec Ify:
Q, 42, (Reasons for Drinking)
For which of the following reasons would you normally drink? or (Why do you drink)
On the day of the event which reasons did you have for drinking?
NORMAL DAY OF EVENT
Yes No Yea No - -
Companionship (with a group of friends) 1 2 1 2 30 58
Only to celebrate 1 2 1 2 51 59
For a good diet (health 1 2 1 2 52 60
Feeling the sensation of drinking 1 2 1 2 53 61
For the taste 1 2 1 2 54 62
To relax (when under streas) 1 2 1 2
1
55 63
TI me on hands 1 2 1 2 56 64
Have money 1 2 1 2 57 65
Other:
Q.43, At that time -Did aloohol affeot your..?
or oause any change In your..,7 Yea No O.K.
Mood 1 2 12 66
9ehavlour 1 2 12 67
Physloal appearance (face, e.g. perspiration) 1 2 12 68
Movement (staggering) 1 2 12 69
Speeoh 1 2 12 70
Q, 44. (Problems) - SHOW CARD
What special problems did you have on your shoulde ra at the t! me?
( record only If a problem)
Yea No
[(a) Family member's health 1 2 71
(b) Relationship with wife or partner 1 2 72
(c) Job probloms 1 2 73
(d) Money problems 1 2 74
(e) Poor health 1 2 75
(f) Sex problems 1 2 76
(g) Loss of friendship 1 2 77
(h) Death 1 2 78
(I) Pregnanoy, miscarriage 1 2 79
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Q, 45, (Spoola I Oooaalona-) - SHOW CAPO
What spealal occasions corresponded to tho same time period of tho
Inoldont? (Within 3 days)
(0) Nona
(1) Formal event (wadding, christening)
(2) Soolal occasion (dinner with friends, offloo party, works 'do1
(3) Sports event (football match)
(4) Speolal celebration (birthday, new job)
(5) Hogmanay, Christmas
(6) Other: Speelfy: ___ []/
9,46. (Pi»lnlIffs aonsumptIon} VIOLENCE ONLY






IF YES: Howdldyou know? How were you most certain?
(1) Was drinking with person
(2) Ha/aha was In arvt, or cane out of drinking premises
(3) Behaviour or appearance.
(4) Was told by someone
(5) Other []
7
How muoh would you have estimated hW'she had had to drink?
Of what type of aloohol?
C00E UNITS AS IN Q.35.
(Comparison with own Soale of Orunkennesa) - SHOW SCALE






Comparing the other person to you. If 1 Is when you are sober and
9 the drunkest you have been, where would you pJaoe the other person?
If plaintiff la rated on drunkenness scale aakt
Old you notice that he/she was drunk by his/her
(a) Mood
(b) 8ehavlour
(c) Physical appearance (eyes, faoe, etc.)



















Q#4 7. (Typical week's consumption)
I would Ilka you to reoal I a typloal week, whan your Ufa was sattlad and whan you wara not ploked up for
oomalttIng an offanoa. This may ba about three months baok. Think of this waak and I shall ask you
what you would have had to drink beginning on Monday, I If cannot raoall time bafora avant - ask




10 11 12 10 11 12
Tuea
Do you fael that you drank mora or laaa In the waak prior to committing tha offence than you did In




Waak coded was (1) Bafora event















SECTION 1Mb - DRINKING SITUATIONS
Q.48, (Comparison - whan drinking with wife)
Can you raoal1 tha last time you drank with your wlfa (partnar) prior to offanoa?
(1) Yaa
(2) No ["]
(11) Not applloabla 56
IF YES; How many waska waa that bafora tha offanoa? CODE WEEKS cii
57 58








(1) Sama as .
(2) Mora than [ ]
(3) Lass than 61
Did your wife drink mora or lass than usual?
(1 ) Sama as _
(2) Mora than []
62(3) Laas than
Would you rata this as a plaasant experience?
(1) Yes
(2) No f]63
Q.49, (Comparison - whan drinking with frlands)
Can you recall tha last time you drank with 2 or mora friends whan your wife
*»a not thara? (prior to offanoa)
(1) Yaa
(2) No ["]
(11) Not applI cable 64
cii
65 66IF YES: How many weeks was this before tha offenoa? CODE TIME IN WEEKS
How auoh did you all drink?
What kind etc.
How manv ware drlnklnq. Inoludlnq you? Specify:
Soaolfy ; Bear Typa
Wl ne
SpIrlta cii
CODE TOTAL UNITS —f— NO. IN PARTY 67 68
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Q. 49 , (Comparison with friends' drinking oontd. )
Was thfa typloal?
(1) Yea
( 2) Mora than
(3) Laas than









Not avaryone drinks tha sama amount day In and day out. We usually hava periods
or days whan we drink considerably mora. I would Ilka you to reosi! tha biggest
blnga, or tha most you hava drunk In a 24 hour period - sometime within tha last
two years. Does one time stand out? Admittedly, If It ts tha biggest drink you
will not be able to recall It all! Think about this time and I will ask you soma
quest Ions.










COOE TOTAL UNITS CONSUMED AS IN QUESTION 35
Over how many hours did you dr!nk7 (This figure may exoeed 24 hours)
CODE HOURS DURATION (To maximum of 24)
Did you have any special reasons for getting drunk?
(1) Family member's health





(7) Loss of friendship
(8) Death
(9) Pragnancy, miscarriage
(10) Formal family event (wadding. Christening)
(11) Social occasion (I.e. birthday, new Job)
I 12) Hog.nanay
(13) Sports event
(11, 11 ) No apoolai occasion, regular drinking














Did you drink alona or with othara? WIth whom?
(1) Alona
(2) With wlfa (partnar)
(3) With frtands
(4) With othar family manbera
(3) Mixed group




or aotual numbor of times
Q, 31, (Attitudes to drinking)
1 am going to read you a number of phrases to whloh I want you to respond yes
or no to tha questton:-























































How do you feel aooui her attitude to your drinking?
(1) O.K.
(2) She oould be more tolerant
How do you fee| about your own drinking?
(1) Too little
(2) O.K.
(3) Sometimes too muoh
(4) Too muoh
Have you over thought of cutting down on your own drinking?
(1) Yes
(2) No
Have others ever suggested you out down?
!) Yos
(2) No
IF YES: Because of effect on you or on them?
(1) Effeot on you
(2) Effect on them
(3) Both















Q.52, (History of drinking)
At what age did you first taste alooho{7 C00E A6E
At what age did you ft rat take a drink on your own? CODE AGE
Old you ever consume aloohol In the presence of your parents as a youth?
Yea
No







Q.53. (Parental attitude to respondent's oonsunptlon)
Old your parents approve of your drinking aa a ohlld or youth?
(1) Yea
(2) No
Did you ever get drunk (Into*loated} In front of your parents?
(1) Yes
( 2 ) No










Q.54, (Comparison with paranta drinking)












SECTION II Id - ALCOHOL RELATED PROBLEMS
Everyone who consumes alcohol regularly nay have some common experiences,
1 would Ilka to know which of these you may have experienced In the
year prior to the offenoe.
Q.5 5. (Restless without)
Did you ever feel rest loss or Irritable at a certain time of the day without
a drink?
(1) Yes
(2) No ["] 45
IF YES: Did It Interfere with whst you were doing?
Or, Were there times when you couldn't think of anything else but
gettl ng a drl nk?
(1) Yea
( 2) No ["] 46
Had this ever been notloed by others?
(1) Yes
(2) No ci 47
Wore you more or less restless In the six month period prior to the
offenoe than 3 years before?
(1) More
(2) Less
(3) Same ci 48
Q.56 (Hangover)
Old you ever have a hangover?
(1) Yes
(2) No ci 49
IF YESt Has the hangover ever Interfered with your work?
Or, Has It ever caused you to be late or absent from work?
(1) Yea
(2) No ci 50
Have others ever complained to you about your behaviour when you have s
hangover?
(1) Yes
( 23 No ci 51
Were hangovers beoome more common In the six month period prior to the
offenoe than 3 years before?
(1) More oommon
(2) Leas oommon




It's quit* a oommon axparlenoa amongat paopla who drink to have their hands or
parts of their body tremble or shska tha next morning. Hava you evar notload this?
(1) Yaa
(2) No [']*




Have othars evar commented on this shaking?
(1) Yaa
(a) no [ ]»










Old you evar have a drink In tha morning to halp you relax, our* a hangovar or to
sattla yourself? (within 3 hours of waking)
(1) Yes
(2) No ["]»





Did vou aver do thlnaa while vou were drlnktno whlah vou were completely unable to remember
Iatar7 (Events of 5 minutes or mora)
( 1) Yea
(2) No [*]»






Q, 50, (Health Problems - Physical)
Hava you had any of the following haalth problems:
(a) uloar, cr stomach problems, (b ) oheat or heart pain,
(a) sleeplessness In the last two years? (For sleeplessness soore only If one night
par week for 3 months OR a period of 4 days continuous sleeping difficulty)
Yes: - Speolfy _______
No Code 1 for (a), plus 2 for (b), plus 4 for (c)
IF YES: Have you ever reaelved medloal treatment or been hospitalized for
any of these sproblems.
Spec I fy _
Old your doctor or others ever relate these problems to alcohol?
Old friends or family ever suggest that alcohol may be a cause?
Ooes drinking make these problems worse?
CODE IF PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH ALCOHOL BY:









Tranqul I I Isers 1 2




Q.62, (Emotional or psychiatric)
Have you any history of emotional problems, Including visits to
psychiatrist or psychiatric hospital within the last two years?




IF YES: Did the doctor tell you to stop drinking?
OR Do you feel aloohol was a part of the problem
CCDE IF ALCOHOL ASSOCIATED BY: (1) Self
(2) Other
(3) Both





Q, 63* (Social ProbIems)
Have any of the following ooourred to you In the
raault of your drinking?
(a) Spent Mm In polfoe oolla to sober up
(b) Waa refused drink or asked to leave pub
(o) Barred from restaurant, olnema, etc,
(d) Slept outdoors unable to make It home
(s) Friends refused to drink with you
(f) Polloe warned you about your drinking
(g) You were asked to leave aoooamodatIon














Q.64. SECTION IV - LIFESTYLE
(Marital assessment)
Has your marriage or relationships the tl
How would you rate It?







If you have a problem:
(1) Do you talk It over with ?
(2) Are you able to talk over the most personal problems with ?
(3) Is always available and readv to listen?
Code: (1) for each positive rosponse
(0) for eaoh negative response
(1) (2)
(a) Wife 1 ♦ 1
(b) Chi Idren 1 *1
(o) Other family members 1 *1
(d) A speolal friend 1 *1
(e) Any friend 1 *1
( f) Other 1 ♦ 1
SpeoIfy:
(3) Total Not app|,
♦ 1
_ 11





Apart from your family, how many olose friends do you have that you oould call on.





Q. 67 (5bo I a II ling)
SHOW CARD
Whloh of the following aotlvltlee would you normally participate In each week?
To what extent?
More than Orwe Fortnight Iy N.A,
onoe -
(a) Play darta 3 2 1 11 12
(b) Talking to neighbours, shopkeepers or 32 1 11 13
people at work
(c) Visiting with relatives 3 2 1 11 14
(d) Visiting friends In their or own home 3 2 1 11 15
(•) Going to party or social 3 2 1 11 16
If) Going to pub, olub 32 1 11 17
(9) Going to alnema, bingo 3 2 1 11 18
(h) Attending ohurah 3 2 1 11 19
(1) Attending soooer, football, 3 2 1 11 20
going to bookies
(J) Reading book or magazine 3 2 1 11 21
(k> Doing hobby (golf, fishing) 3 2 1 11 22
(1) Watching television 3 2 1 11 23
(m) Working on bike, oar or something 3 2 1 11 24
around house
(n) Karate, weight training 3 2 1 11 25
(0) Playing football, soooer, oto. 3 2 1 11 : 26
Q.68, (Non-ortmlnal Violence)
A 1 ( of us have arguments and conflicts within and outalde of the family
How oommon are verbal disagreements and arguments In your family?
(0) Never
(1) Less than onoe a year
(2) Onoe a year
13) More than onoe a year
(4) Onoe a month or more frequently U
27







IF (1), (2) or (3)t How oommon are these outbursts?
(1) Lass than once a year
(2) Onoe a year
(3) More than onoe a year
(4) • noe a month or more frequently [ 1
29
Would you say they are more likely to have ocourred If you were sober or drl nklng?
( 11) N.A.
(1) Sober
(2) Drinking or having drunk
(3) Too muoh to drl nk
(4) Other oauset




Have you ever gona beyond shouting and atruok at your wife or ohlIdran with












Leee than onco a yoar
Once q year
Mono than once In yoar
Onoe a month or mora frequently []M
Would you say this was more likely to have occurred If you ware:
(11) N.A.
(1) Sober
(2) Drinking or having drunk
(3) Too much to drink
(4) Other
Spec I fy: tB-iiii-i_i<_ip—
[]
33
Have you ever oaused Injury (extensive enough either to be seen or requlr












Self and other []
34
If any Injury (1M 5):




(2) Orlnklng or having drunk





Q.69. (Non-crlmlnal vlolenoe with friends)
Have you ever been In physloal fights or struck at friends or







If yes, How oommon are these fights?
(1) Lass than cnce c yoar
(2) t,nco a year
(3) Wore than once 19 year ?






Would you say ftghfca suoh as these ara mora llkaly to ooour If you ara:
(11) N.A,
(1) Sober
(2) Orlnklng or having drunk
(3) Too suoh to drink
(4) Other causa
Specify: ________________






(5) Self and othar
IF (1)4 5) above: Would you say that Injury Is sore likely to oocur If you
ara sober or drinking?
(11) N.A.
(1) Sober
(2) Orlnkfng or having drunk
(3) Too suoh to drink
(4) Other cause
Spao I fy: ___________
289
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SECTION V - DEVELOPMENTAL WO BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
In this amotion I want to ask about your early llfa.
Q.70. (Family of origin - Parmanant aaparatlona)
Wars you ralaad by your parents, all of your llfa until aga 167




(1) Separation bafora aga 10
(2) Separation between aga 10-16
(11) Not applicable








( •) No separatIon
(1) Separation before age 10

















What temporary separations of from three to six months did you have from




(3) From both []«
if any separations, what was tha reason7
(1) Illness (any family members or self)
(2) Illness predominantly aloohol (parent)
(3) Employment
(4) Marital separation, disputes
(5) Child protection
(6) Criminal event In family
(7) Other family problems
(8) Boarding sohool




'̂—iAt what ago did you leave tho homo you wore raised In? CODE AGE
Q.73. (Age begun work) cii
49 5 0At what age did you begin to fully support yourself? CODE AGE
Q.74. (Family life rating)
How would you deaorlbe your family life when you were growing up - to age 16?
(1) Happy
(2) Some problems




When you were growing up did you live In a neighbourhood (area) where
Were you a member of a gang? (for a year or more)
gangs were common?
(1) Mo gangs
(2) Gangs but not a member
(3) A member of a gang
["]
52
Can you deaorlbe the sort of things the gang was Involved In?
(I.e. did It get Into trouble with polloe - confI lot with other gangs
Q.76, (Parent's employment)
Refers to father raising child, stepfather, grandfather, or adoptive father.
What was your father's employment?
(1) Unskilled manual








And, your mother's employment?^ she worked outside of the home'
["]
53
( 1) Unskl11ed manuaI








If "housewife", then ask:
What were your mother's qualifications or employment before marriage - 1 f she worked?
54




Q,77. (Parents' aloohol and drug treatment)
Old either of your parents avar raoalva treatment from any phyalolao or
payohl&trlat for aloohol use or drug ovardoaa?
What sort of traatmant?











(1) Ropoatod (three or mora t!»










(1) Repeated (three or more tli
(2) Oooaalonal ton°« °r twin.)
Q.76. (Parents' orlalnal record)
Old either of your parents have a polloa or orlainal record?
For what offenoea?
Yea No U.K,
(1) Mother: (a) Assaults 1 2 12
(b) Thefts 1 2 12
(o) Orunkonnesa offenoes 1 2 12
(d) Other 1 2 12
Specify: ^
(2) Father: (a) Assaults 1 2 12
(b) Thefts 1 2 12
(o) Drunkenness offences 1 2 12




Q. 79 (Parents' aloohol related problems)
Did your mother drink aloohol? Were there any problem* wit
( o) Mothar totally abstained
(•|) Mothar drank, no problama
(2) Mothar drank, alight problama
13) Mothar drank, daflnlta problama
king?
Spaolfloally, did her drinking avar lead to fighting and Injury?
If yea, to whom?
(1) Injury to youraelf
(2) Injury to your father
(3) Injury to siblings or other family members
(4) Injury to frlends
(5) Oaraage to property - no personal Injury
How old ware you when this first ooourred? CODE AG
Old your father ever drink aloohol?
Ware there any problems with hla drinking?
(0) Father totally abstained
(1) Father drank, no problems
(2) Father drank, slight problems
(3) Father drank, definite problems
Speolfloal ly, did hla drinking aver lead to fighting or Injury?
(1) Injury to yourseIf
(2) Injury to your mother
(3) Injury to siblings or other family members
(4) Injury to friends or self
(5) Damage to property - no personal Injury
How old were you when this first ocourred?


















How old were you when you saw or experienced the first ooourrenoe?
CGOE AGE
Was similar violence: (1) Occasional over long period of years (5* years)
(2) Occasional over short period of years (5- years)
(3) Repeated over long period of years (5* years)
(4) Repeated over short period of years (5- years)
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Qe80, (Solf Report of Convlot lone )
Do you have any other convictions?
I would like some general Information on the number of conviction* you have,
and your age when they occurred,
JUVENILE CONVICTIONS (Age 20 and under)






OFFENCES: AGE FIRST BOP
NUMBER OF OOP*
NUMBER OF BOPs INVOLVING ASSAULT
AGE FIRST DRUNKENNESS OFFENCE
NUMBER OF DRUNKENNESS OFFENCES (VII 59 - 12)
NUMBER OF DRUNKEN DRIVING OFFENCES
ADULT CONVICTIONS
CRIMINAL: AGE FIRST CONVICTION
AGE FIRST THEFT
NUMBER OF ADULT THEFTS
AGE FIRST ASSAULT
NUMBER OF ADULT ASSAULTS
TOTAL AOULT CONVICTIONS
OFFENCES: AGE FIRST BOP
NUMBER OF BOPs
NUMBER OF BOPs INVOLVING ASSAULT
AGE FIRST DRUNKENNESS OFFENCE
NUMBER ®F DRUNKENNESS OFFENCES (VII 59 - 12)
NUMBER OF DRUNKEN DRIVING OFFENCES
JUVENILE ADMISSIONS: Total time In borstal (months)
TOTAL TIME IN APPROVED SCHOOLS
TOTAL TIME IN YOUNG OFFENDERS INSTITUTIONS
TOTAL NO. OF AOM. TO APPROVEO SCHOOL
TOTAL NUMBER OF AOM. TO YOUNG OFFENDERS INSTITUTION
0,81, (Alcohol In Previous Convlottona)
Aak only If previous convictions are mentioned In Q.80.
(a) Of tho last 5 oonvlot Ions how many were oomaitted under the Influence of alcohol?
For how many would you say aioohol was the aause? (You could not have committed
without aioohol)
(b) Of your first 5 convictions how many were committed under the Inflenoc of aloohol?





Thai has completed ail of the questions 1 was going to ask you. As part of the study I would like to
Interview wives (or) partners In order to better understand toae of the factors affecting you and your
families lifestyle - Just as I have asked you. Do you have any reasons why I should not contact your
wife ... partner ... person you were living with at the time of the crime?
If yes, (note explanation)





Will she be coming to visit you? Do you know when?
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(2) Tense In certain sections
(3) Tense throughout
(1) Hesitant
(2) Confident In response
(1) Incomplete Interview





C I 3 22-B
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ALCOHOL AND CRIMINAL VIOLENCE







HUSBAND•SI.D SCHEDULE CARDODE RES.CODE
PREAMBLE: MynameioftheAlcoholRese rchGr up, EdinburghUniversity.Ayoareware,winter i w ng wivesandcohabit efmenw orser ingth irfirspriso sentenceforeitherth fta sault. Doy uhavenyquestionsboutt studwhicherelef unanswereditheletter? Letmeremindyouthawhayos yillbkeptconfiden ial. Theinformationi ow yillbefedackt nyauth ities ortyourhusband(partner).Ift erear yquestio swhich youdn twishtoanswerpleasellm ,r therth ngiva inaccuraterespons . Shallwebegin? 0.5.(Verificationofmaritalst us) Attheimofoffencewasyourhusba d- (1)Legallymarriedtoyouandlivingw thu? (2)Unmarriedbutlivingw thyou? (3)Legallysepar tedfromyou,livingalo e? \h)Legallysepar tedfromsomeone,livingw ty u? (5)Notlegallyseparatedfr®iny u,livingalone? (6)Notlegallysep rated,butlivingw thyou? (7)Maritalsitua ion"fluid" Howlonghadebe ninthisrelatio shipwi hyou? Specify:CODEFE !IMMONTH Note:Whereapprop iate(11)(12)=Motapplicable =Motknown
2
















[] 45 [] 4647
3
SECTIONIIB-DETA LEDINVES IGATIONOPEVENT Aafaryoukn w,howdidtheev ntslea ingupndri theoffencetakeplac ? Ifnotalreadyknownsk:wh tw rey uinv lved? Now,thereafewdetailsIwou dliksky ubo t. Q.18.(Setting) Wheredidt offenceccur?Doy uknowt ad ess?( ) Canyougivemapproximateloc ti n?...t fplac etc. ADDRESSOKPLACE:
CODEAREA
Wasthepl ceeventoccurr d:— (1}Yourwnhome/homefextendedfamily (2^Friend'shome (3)Acquaintance'shom (U)Inpuborlacewherliquorsold (5)Justout idepub (6)Neighbourhood-justoutsidehome (7)Publicpla e,thoroughfare,ransport (8)Other, Specify:
Q.19.(Numberpresent) Doyoukn whomanype plesarov rheardwh thap n d? Howmany? CODEACTUALNUMBER-(None=00) IFNONE,GOTQ.2U. 0.20.(Otherspr sent-association) Wereyouoranyfthefollowingpersonsr s nt? (Excludeplaintiff) Yourself Otherfamilymembers Friendso,rworkmate (d),ei-hboursoracquaintcnces e)Civilians-unknown (f)Others Ifothers,specify:-
Yes
No 2 2 2 2 2 2
0.21.(Sexoftherspresent) Ifothersthanwifeerpresenta k:W soter o (group)? Ifonlywifepresentcod :(3) (1)Male (2)Mixed(maleanfemale) (3^Female REMINDER••THISISCONFIDENTIAL Q.22.(Roleftherspresent) Doycukn wifanyfthosepre entassi ted inanyway? Doyoukn whomanyassisted?
(husbandorpartner)
CODENUMBERASSISTING





IFYES,Pow-anywerec nvicted?CODENUMBER Ifanyconvictedsk:Whatw stheirrelationshipy urhusb nd? CODETYPES0*RELATIONSHIPAINQ.20. SpecifyRelationships:
f][ 68 6 []« [̂68 []• []■« t> [it,

















Q.2U.(Reportingofcrime) Doyoukn wwhenthoffenceasreported? CODE;(12)Notknown00=atimefoffe ce Doyoukn wwhorep rtedtheoffenc ?Y a
No
IFKNOWN:Whatw athaperson'sr l tio hipoy urhusband? (1)Police (2)Extendedfamily (3)Childrenowif(Specifyhich; (U)Friendorworkmate (5)Neighbouroracquaintance (6) [I]Civilian-unknow(orplai tiffifabove categoriesdon tfi ) Self Other Q.25.(Ulteriormotiveofr porting) Ifthereportingp rs nwaanotolice,andi tknow , ask:Didthatper onhavenyersonalre sforporti g theoffenceattim ? 0.26(a)(Relationshiptplaintiff VIOLENCECNLY(Askifnotknownandwifeastplaintiff) Didyoukn wwhotheot erpersoninv lv daa? Yes No IFYES,Whatwastheotherperson'srelati shipyour husband(partner) Police (2)Extendedfamily(Relative) (3)Wife/child (Specify:) (it)Friendorworkmate (5)Neighbouroracquaintance!6)Interveningcivilian 7)Shopkeeper i8)Proprietorrstaffinpub 9)Other (Specify:) (12)Notknown Howoldwouldy uestimatethe"oth rp rson"b ? CODEAGINYEARS 0.26(b)THEFTONLY Wasthep rtywholaidcharge,onbe lffw omthec arge waslaidcompanyrnindividualperson? (1)Companyrgroup2Individu l Ifcompany,specify:
6
Ifanindividualsk:Whatwashis/herrel tionshipto
()husbandorpartner? (c)Police Extendedfamily(Relative) Wife/child (Specify:) Friendorworkmate Neighbouroracquaintance
Interveningcivilian Shopkeeper Proprietorrstaffin pub Other (Specify:) Notknown








Q.27.(Weaponsorid) VIOLENCEONLY Didheuseanyweaponsorthingprotectims lf inflictjury?
Yes No(IFOGTQ.28)
IFYES:Ask,whateapons? fO)None (1)Firearm (2)Sharpinstrument (3)Bluntinstr ment (MBottlerglass (5)Objectath nd(suchschair) (6^Boot,fist (7)Other Specify:









Q.28. a (з) (и)


















P.30.(Assailant'sInjury) VIOLENCEONLY Wasyourhusb nd(partner)inj red?'••'h tu iesdidreceive Howseriouswereth«y? 1)Fracture 2)Fracturendwoun s (3)Majorwounds U)Cuts,1-5stitche[]5)Bruises21 Ifanyinjuries,thesk: h'owseriouswereth y?Wastreatmentrequired? lheredidr ceivetreatm nt?V.howastending physician?(ifknewn) (0)None 1)Inpatient[]2)Outpatient22 Placeoftreatment: Attendingphysician: (Plaintiff'sinjury) VIOLENCEONLY Doy uknov/iftheotherpersonwasinjured?Y Mo IFYES:Towhatextent? (1)Fracture (2)Fracturendwoun s (3)Majorvound3 (It)Cuts,".-5stitches (^)Bruises (12)Motknown
[1 23
8
SECTIONII-PRE IPITATIONOFTHECR ME Whatweresomofthfactorshichledy urhu b nd(part er) todowhatheid? Q.32.(PremeditationvsCrimeofpportunity) SHOWRESP NDENTCARD Whichoft efollowingbestdescribesapproachyourhu band (partner)hadtohecrim ? (1)Histhoughtsdevelopedovertim( ay ,we ks)intoplan (2)Hefeltlikdoingthsameseveraltim sbutidnotp an (3)Anhourrsobefo etheidead vel p d (MOngoingactivity/conflict(i.e.pr vi usfi h ) (5)Itwasanescapereaction (6)Protection-hadtstandup (7)Itjusthappened (8)Nonefthes Explain: If1,2orJ|a3k:Wereth st ughtsmorlikelycomei whenhas: If3iWhenththoughtscamewa: !1}Sober(noalcoholinpreviousUh u )2)Afteradrinkotwo (3)Afterconsiderabledri king ii)Eithersobeordrinking If1-U,thenask: Wasitobvioustyo-fr murhus and'sconversation,th ught oractions?
YesNo










d)Financiallybe efi i l
12
h)





















Ifnotk ownalready,sk:H dhconsum da ylcoholintyearprioto thaoffence? IllIDURATIONOFRINKINGPERIOD)-MA/.CFCSSDLEOD YASEXAMPLE: I. FICstI,estdrink drinkmsession INDICATETHAYOUAREGOINGTF LLOUTCHAIONSIDERAB EDETAIABOUT WHATHUSB ND(PARTNER)DRA KT EWEEKBEFORTOFF NC .COM-lENCINGTH DAYOFTHEINCIDENTANDW RKING8ACKWAR0S. ASKFOREXAMPLE: (a)Ontwhattimedidhetaksfirstdrink? Idayofffenco) (b)Oldheavenybreaksfromdrinki g>ftwon-.ursom ru? (c)Whatw shodrinking?Bo r-Whisky?atkind? (J)Howiuchboor-- ne-spiritsdidheaveint morning? PL.CENUMBEROFUNITSIDRI KINGPERIC®AHOVEL EOFBURATICNACCOR NGTS AL (CfT'PnNI NSH!P) Belowlino>fJurat!-ncodethefol owing,asth yapply. Parsonswithwheresponle twasit(consuming)(1)Alone I2)WIfeorpartner (3)Family (',)Friends (5)Other (V) (PLACECFCONOUt-fWION)Aswithcompanionshipanddirectlybelocode: (13)Friend'shome (14)Heme (15)PuW (16)Clot (17)Atwork (13)Other (VI) (SIZEOFPARTY)-B*si.!ecoepanionshlpIndi atesizofpartyIndividual Jrlnkinjwith. Exi«ple;*-5•5frlur*.'a 2,4-5•5Inparty.Including-Ifoi Jfrferv's '' T1tF•-'trYRTlNG)—useamc tegoriesaonschedulen ,1
10




UMTS0?/.LCOHOL: Spirits;1single=u it 1bottle=31units Ordinarylager;£pi t=1uni 1can=.5units







.-V•w-^vy»*ill.ICUIIUUk .y Wouldyouestimatethahedrankmorl ssth nn malthd y oftheoffence? (1)Morethan (2)Lessthan (3)Aboutthesame Q.37.Wouldyourhusband(part er)normallyd i k; (1)Beerorwine (2)Spirits(wh sky)(3)Mixture








Q.38.(Smoking) Abouthowmanycigare tesw s theoffence?
smokingattheti eof
(husbandorpart ar) CODENUMBER
0.39.(Drunkenness)-SHOWCARD (a)If1isthewayyourhu band(part er)beh veswh ni soberand9ithwayhbehaveswh nistdru k t haseverb n,owwouldy ud scribehisbehaviourtt timeofthoffence?(ass enbywife) .123h567i Sober
9, Drunkesth hasbeen




1920 [] 21 [] 22




Hadhesmokednyr :,ortakennythinghatr.ayh vechanged thewayh sfeeling?
4i.\aiai* o>**ina— Aiconoi tnuun






































































































Q.44.(Problems)SHOWCARD Whatspecialprobl mswereony urhusband'sshouldeatt11maoft ffenoe? a)Your,ranotherfamilymember'she lt12 b)Relationshipw thy u.I2 c)Jobprobloms12 d)Moneypr blems12
a)Mipoorhealth f)Seaproblems g)Lossoffriend hip h)Death I)Pregnancy,miscarri ge
No 2 2 2 2 2








































[]« []' . IM . rwoi9I20£1




Q«(Typicalweek'9consumption) Iwouldlikey utrecallaypie kh nrhusban 'sifw sp rhapmore 3ettledandwasnot"pickup"fornoffe ce. Thini:oft isweeka dIillsyouwhatrhusbandatdrioM ay. (Fillinas0.35). Ifindividualcannotrecallat mebeforventaskb uttimpri»t*»imprison¬ ment. a.n.p.i". 1234507091234 6709
Wad Thra Frl Sat
Hoy ufeelthathdrankm reol ss :hanhewouldintypicalek?




SECTIONTlld-DRINKI GSITUATIONS Q.i|8(Comparisonwithife'sdrinki g) Co.iyourecallthelasttimeyoudrankw hyourhusband? (1)Yes (2)Mo (11)Notapplicable










I*2.j«3JUTt5 r jwT;«7^TOlo r«.[si,p[k
Q.5•.(BingeDrinking) hasyourusbandevergo ebingfdri king? IFYES;'.'"hendidthislastoccur?Howmanyweeksbeforethoff nce? CODENUMB RFWEEKSBEFOREF ENCE(Codeonlyifwithinlastyear) Doyouhavenyideawmucha dwhatki falcoholhconsumed2i;hourperiodfhighestconsumption? Specify;UnitsB er Vine '..hisky CODET TALUNITSC SUMED Overhowmanyursdidr nk?''Thisfiguremayexc ed2/+hours) CODEH-UR.JDURATION
[3 56







Didheavenyspecialreasonsforg ttingdrunk? (1)Familyme ber'shealth (2)Relationshipw thyou (3)Jobproblems (it)Moneyproblems is)Hishealth 6)Sexproblems 7)Lossffriendship8)Death (9)Pregnancy,miscarriage !10)Formalfa i yevent(weddi g,christening) 11)Socialc asion(i.e.birthday,newj b) !12)Hogmanay 13)Sportsevent (11,11)Nospecialoccasion,regulardrink ng CODEFIRSTTH EMENTION DREELY Didhedrinkaloneorwiththe s?W tom (1)Alone 12)Withyou (3)Withfriends (h)V/ithotherfamilymembe s ($)Mixedgroup Howmanysimilarituat onsoccurredintheye rprioff no ? CODE:(0)=None oractualnumberftimes
[][] 77_8 [in/fs 79-80- [][] [] 8 [][] 910
Q.51.(Attitudesodrinking) Iamgoingtready unumberofphras swhichnt respondyesornthqu stion... Doyoufeelthatalc holc neverbg odor:Y i (a)M (0) (f («)(h)Health Creatingfriendships Familyrelationships Sexualrelationships Drivingability Abilitytowork Boredom Forgettingp obl ms Doy ufeelthatalc holc nverb dor: (a)Health (b)Creatingfriendships (c)Familyrelationships (d)Sexualrelationships (e)Drivingab lity(f)Abilitytowork ig)Boredom h)Forgettingproblems
Yes






Howdyoufeelab utrowndrinking? !1)Toolittle 2)O.K. 3)Sometimest ouch [4)To*much Howdyoufeelabo turhusband's()drinking? 1)Toolittle 21O.K. 3)Sometimest ouch U)Toomuch Haveyouorothersev rsuggestedhcudown? IFYES:Becauseofffectnyou,himrthe ? 1)Effect*nhim 2)Effectonyou*rthem (3)3*th
17
SECTIONIHd-PROBLEMD INKING Anyonewhoconsum salc holreg larlymayh vemm n experiences.Whichofth sehavyoukn wbout,rnot c d inyourhusband'3beh viour,t eeapriooff ce? 0,$5(Restlesswithout) Haveyoue rnotic drestlessnessrirritabilityur husbandatcertaintimeofhd ywh sithout drink? M!Yes Ho IFYES:Didthiseverint rferew thhath adoing? {='!Yes No Wasthimorecommonine6-monthperiodbef reffenc thanreeyearsbefore?(Orliperioduhavknowim) Morec mmon Lesscommon Same (Hangover) Didyourhusbandeverahangover? UiYes No Hashangovereverinterferedwithisrkocau himtobelatforw rk? (2)Yes Ho Werehangoversm rcommonith6-monthperiod beforetheo fencathr eyea sag ?(etc.) (D(2) (3)Morecommon Lesscommon '"ame 0.57(Trembling) Itisacommonexperienceamongstpe plewhdrinkth vh ir handsorpart3htheirb ytrembleshakefollowingperiod ofdrinking.Didthiseverccuryouhusband/partner? (1)Yes2No Hasthieverinterfer dwithhisork,od ngasks suchasholdingg a srshaving? (1)Yes2Ho ■•hlingirshakimorecommointhe6—n rthperi dbefIFY7S: theoiier.Cc: to>.creccriMinirsbefore?(etc.) (2)Lesscommon
(3)3a.-.*
18
0.5a(Mrrningdri k) Hasyourhusband(partner)evedtadrinkinhQoming tohelpimr lax,cureaangoversettimself? (1)Yes(2)No
[3 57
IFYES:Wasthimorecommonineperiodbefto fencen threey arsprior? (1)Morec mmon (21Lesscommon (3)Same
[} SS








Q.60.SECTIONHIS-AL OHOLRELATEDPROBLEMS (HealthProblerr.3-hysical) Didyourhusbandaveyfthfoll wingealthpr bl ms:inclu i ulcer,stomachprobl ms,heartchesinsleeple s essInthw» yearspriortoheoffence? Yes/No
IFYES:Specify: Didhisdoctorryourselfeverelatethprobl msalcohol? Didheeversayalcoholm dethcon iti nworse? CODEIFPR BLEMSj!j(3)Husband'sownackno ledgement Others Both
[] 62
Q.61.(Medications) Hasdoctoreverprescribedanyofthfollowingmedicatio sin lasttwoyearsfoourhusb nd(partner)?
Yes
Sleeping Epilepsy Tranquillisers Musclerelaxants Antihistamine Other Specify:
forshakiness
No 2 2 2 2 2 2
63 64 65 66 67 60
Q.62.(Emotionalrpsychiatric) Doesyourhusband(partner)av yi tofemotionalpr blems, includingvisitstopsych atristi trichospit l? IFYES:Wasalcoholevers idtbp rtofhprobl m?) Didyoufeelalc holwasp rtofthroblem?) Wasviolencerbei gunabltc nt olhi temperinanywapartofhprobl m?
a
Yes No Yes No
[]« []70
Q.63.(Socialproblems) Havenyofthefollowingccurredy urhusbaniny arbefo e theoffenceasresultfhidrinki g?
Yes
Spenttimeinolicec llsts b rup Refuseddrinkorasktle vepub Barredfromrestaurant,rcinema,etc. Sleptoutdoors,unabletm keih m Havefriendsrefusetod i kwithhim Policeeverwarn dhimaboutisdrinking Beenaskedtole vhisaccommodation
































































Q.66.(Friendships) Apartfromhisamily,wm nclo efriendsdoeh vet at coulda lup,dr par normeetwithh ns m t ingibotheri g him? CODENUMBER









Inwhatactivitiesdidyourhusbandparticipa eur ngthl sye r'? Towhatextent?Mor«tha
ghtly
(a)Playd rts (b)Talkingtoneighbours,sh pkeepersor peopleatw rk (c)Visitingwi hrelatives (d)VisitingfriendsIthe rorwnh e (e)6oIngtpartyrsoolal (f)Goingtpub,l b (g)Goingtcinema,bingo (h)Attendingchurch (I)Attendingsoocer,footballg ingt bookies (J)Readingbookrm gazine (k)Doingh bbyg lf,fishing) (I)Watchingtelevision (■)Workingnbike,carrs methin aroundhouse (n)Karate,weighttr ining (o)Playingfootball,s ccer,e o.
N.A 11
[]«. 13 14 13 16 17 18 19 [320 [321 [322 []a [324 [323 [)26
Q.68.(Noncrimi alviolence) Allofushavevarioustypeconflictswithindou i e thefamily.(Referringor sponde t'sa dpris n r'sf milyu t). Howcommonareve baldisagr e ntsndrgu3 ourf mily? (0)Never Lessthanonceyear Onceayear Morethanonciyear Cacemonthore Hasyourhusband(partner)eversho t durc ild n inangerorevhadoutbu stsshou ingt? (0)Never (1)Self(wife) (2)Children (3)Both IF(1),2)or3):H wcommonarethesoutbursts? (0)Never (1)Lessthanonceyear (2)Onceayear (3)M:>rethanonciyear (I4)Onceamonthoro e Wouldyousaytheweremorlik lhavoccu redfw s soberrhadbeendrinking?
[3
27 [] 28 []
N.A. Sober Drinkingorhavid unk Toomuchtdrink Othercause Specify:
[] 30
22
Hasheevergonebey dsh utingantrucktorrchildr n withafistorbjectforwhichhe3nconvicted? !0)Never 1)Wife 2)Children 3)Both IF(1),2)or3)1H wfrequently? Never (1)Lwssthanonceyear 121Onceayear (3)Morethanonciyear (li)Onceamonthor Wouldyousaythisw sm relikelhaveoccurrfwa : (njIN.A. (1ISober (2(Drinkingorhavingdrunk(3)ToomuchtodrinkwIOther Specify: HasheevercausodInj rytoyou,ouchildrenrhims lfi suchanincide t? i0)None 1)Self(wife 2)Children 3)Both U)Himself 5)Himselfandoth r TF0)-(5)tWouldyousaythatinj rw sm rel keoccuf hewassoberordrinking? 01])N.A. (1)Sober (2)Drinkingorhavingdrunk (3)Toomuchtdrinkw>Othercause Specify:





Q-69.(Non-criminalviolencewithfriends) Hasyourhusbandeverb einphysicalfig twith(orstrucka ) friendsoracquaintances( whichhw snotconvicted)? !0)None 1)Friends 2)Acquaintances/stranger 3)Both
![3





Hasheeverc u edinj ytooth rp r onshims lf? None Friend Acquaintance Self Beth Selfandother
Lh
IF(l)-(5):Wouldyousayth tinjurywasmorelikelt ccur ifhewassoberordrinking? (11)N.A. Sober Drinkingorhavidrunk Toomuchtdrink Othercause Specify:GiIS
[]<
Q.79.Inordartc mpareyoudrlnklivjhabitswithotherwiv sldlikaskutin




Fromchartfwife'sdrinkingcode:VEEK'STOTALINTAKE(u ts) Mar.D ilyInt ke Max.CessionInt ke Max.R te:Unitsperhou DAYOFHIGHESTCONSUMPTION
[][][] 7456 []77TB _ []"fOflOf [k]l []■






























310 Schedule No. 3
ALCOHOL ALTO CRIMINAL VIOLENCE
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PLAINTIFF IN VIOLENT EVENTS
PREAMBLES
My name is and I am from the Alcohol Research Group,
Edinburgh University. As indicated in the letter sent to you - we are
conducting a study relating the use of alcohol to different types of
criminal offences. Your name, as a victim of an assault occurring on
("'late of GUr^nce) ' ^as ^een supplied to us from public record of court
proceedings.
The questions I would like to ask you are to verify information we already
have, as well as to learn more about factors which led to your involvement.
The interview should take about ij-hour.












SECTIONI-P RSONALD NTIFYINGNFORMATION First,thereafewd tailsboutyours lftIwou dlike askyou.
CARDNO.[2]
5











Q.3.(Communityofrigin) Didyouspendmostofurchildhoodina yneplac ? Ifyes-specifyCommunity: Area:
[11i 6456







Q.5.(Maritalstatus) Attheimeofffencew reyou: h)Legallymarried,livingwithfe? (2)Unmarriedbutlivingwithsomeone? (3;Legallyseparated,livingalo e? (MLegallysepar tedbulivingw thomeone? (5>)Notlegallyseparated,livingal e? (6)Notlegallyseparated,ivingwithsomeone? (7)Maritalsitua ion'fluid'? (8)Single? *"3omeone"referst"somefemale" Iflivingwithsomeone(marr drcohabiti g): Howlonghadyoubeenithisrelati n hip?CODETIMINMONTHS Q.8.(Employmentstatus; Attheimeofffencew reyou:(1)IillWorkingfull-time Workingpart-time Unemployed Other specify: Ifworking-(1)2thenas : Whatwasyourjob?levelfrespon ibilitydidha ? Specify: Ifnotworking-(3)as : Whatwasyourmo trecentjob?oempl yer,t ? Specify: CODEB TH(A)MD3-Verifybysaying:Soy uw kfo...,etc (a)Typeofrganization:MSelf (2)Publicserviceorlocalauthorityiy)CommunityService ^)Smallshoporbu iness(-1*0employees)5)Largeshoporbusiness(+I4Oemployees)6)Largecorporation(200+employees)(7)Other Specify: (b)Typeofwork:(l)Unskilledmanual f2)Skilledmanual (3)Clerical/supervisory (MManagerial (5)Professional (6)Armedfo c s (7)Student (8)Other Specify:




SECTIONI-NVESTIGATIONOFEVENT BeforeIaskfod tails,c ny uscribetmwhathappened. andhowtheincidentoccurred? Now,thereafed tailsIwouldlik : Q.13(Dayofweek; Onwhatdayoftheeekidinc d ntoccur? 1Sunday 2\Monday 3)Tuesday It*Wednesday 5)Thursday *>)Friday 7)Saturday Q.1U.(Timeofday) Doyourememberwhatti fdayitwas? CODETIMEf'"EARFSTH UR
[I] 467
C.18.(Setting) Wheredidt eev ntoccur?Doy uknowa dr ss? (orlCanyougivemapproximateloc tion?...t flace? Specify:
CODEAREA
[I] 623




Q.20.(Otherspresent-association) Wereanyofthfollowingpe sonsre t?
YesNo
Wife12 Otherfamilyembers12 Friendsorworkmates12 Neighboursoracquaintances12
,Civilians-unknown12 (f)Others12 Ifothers,specify:
Don'tknow 12 12 12 12 12 12
Q.26(a)(RelationshiptAssail nt) Whatwasyourrel tionshiptheconv ctedpers ? (1)Police 21Fxtendedfamily(Relative)3)Wife/child(Sp ify: MFriendorworkmate 5iNeighbouroracquaintance 61Interveningci ilian 7)Shopkeeper 8)Proprietorrstaffinub 9)Other, Specify: (12)Notknown (c)Sexofplaintiff:CODEI)Male Female Q.28.(Weaponsoraid) Whatweaponsoraiddit econvic edpersonuse? !0)None 1)Firearm 21Sharpinstrument—knife,azor 3)Bluntinstrument,cosh sknuckledusters,chain [»)Bottlerglass (5)Objectath nd(suchschair) (6)Boot,fist (7)Other Specify:




(Plaintiff'3useoweapons) ''"hatweaponsdidyouuse: (0)None (1)Firearm (2)"harpinstrument-knife,azor (3)Bluntinstr ment-coshes,knu kledus ers,chains (I4)Bottlerglass (S)Cbjectath nd 6)Boot,fist 7)Cther specify: Q.29(Plaintiff'sconvictions) Didyoureceiveanyconvictionsf rthin d nt? (121Pending(1)Yes (2I'"o Ifyes,whatathc rge: C.31.(Plaintiff'sinjury) \ereyouinjured?'•••'hatj ri sdireceive? 'towseriouswereth y? "racture Fracturendwounds '•'ajorwounds (hits,1-rstitches "raises0) (-Sto(O (?) Ifanyinjuries,thensk: Wastreat-rentrequired?•;hdidyoureceivetreatm nt? Whoasthettendingphysician?(ifknow ) Placeoftre tment: Attendingphysicia :
6
SECTIONlib-PRE IPITATIONOFCR ME Whatwere3omofthfactorshichledeIncid nt? Q.32.(Premeditationvs.CrimeofOpportunity) SHOWRESP NDENTCARD Beforetheincid nthady uverhoughtfgettingintofi h withtheconvictedperson?Hadyoubei.conflictrhy ical fightswiththatpersononreviousocca i n ? Whichofthefollowingbestdescribeshyoulrh ug t? Yourthoughtsdevelopedvetim( ay ,we ks)intoplan Youfeltlikedoingthsameeveralim sbuidnotplan Anhoursobeforetheidead velop d Ongoingactivity/conflict(i.e.pr viousfigh ) Itwasanescapereaction Protection-youhadtstandup Itjusthappened Honefthes Explain: Wouldthethoughtsbmorelik lycomy uwhen: ORIP3ASK:Whentthoughtscameyouw r : fl)Scber(noa coholinpreviousfouho r ) (2)Afteradrinkortwo (3)Afterconsiderabledri king(U)Eithersoberordrinking IFRESPONSEIIC.32is1-3,A K: Atleastnhourrsobefo ed,whatth ughtsdidy uave?
Yes
















































Whandidyousakethefin ldecisionowhatyouid? Howlongbef re? IFRESPONDEO5to8Q.32)ASK: Howlo.igbef re...iIdthedisputconflict(pla )le nt offencejo(continue)? (1)Minutes (2)Houra (3)Days (4)Woeks (5)Months (h)(Curatlrnofact! nowlongdidtheupset(fight)etc.as ? C006TIMEINMlhVTES
[II] 4456









IFYES,ASKsCouldyouhavebecomeInvol dnthecid ntwithoi g consumedalcohol? (1)Yes (j)No ALSOASK-:Olda ooholc usey utoctdid? (1)Yes (2No IFNOTKN WNALREADYSK:HadyouconsumedalcoholIthela twyears7 IFPERSONHASNOT.\0ADRINKNTHELASWYE RFILLIPARTVO VOFCHARTNLY. INDICATETHAYOUAREGO NGFILLOUTCHARINSI EKAO EET lL AUCUT.HATHEPERSONDRANKWEEB FORECF E C-CO WEN ING THEOAYFEFFENCEANOWORKINGBACKWARDS.SK,FEX PLE:- a)Onatwhattimedidyouhavyourf rsdrinkofalco ol? (dayoruTfu' -irj Howlonjdidyourink? b)OldyouhavenyIpeaksfromdrinkingftwhoursmore? c)Whatueroyoudrinking?Be r-w ehisky(nips)?hatki d d)Howmuchcoir,winea dspiritsdy uhaveInthem rning? DLPATICNOFPRINKINGERiCO MarkacrosschartInappropriatetimeperiodasexample FirstdrinkLastdr nk
Insession
Iillb-d)U.TcCFALCCHCLP acenumb rofunitsealcoholconsum dbovli e duration-accordingts lebelowch t(page10). IVCQMP„ni;-NSHlP Below"LineofCurattcn"odethefoll wingIperiodast yapply: (1)AIone (2)U[feorosrtner (3)Family 1!)Frlurds (5)Other
[] 47 [] 48
PLACE(:fsc^lhpticn)- ("(3)Friends'home (14)H™a/Re|tIveshome (■jj)Pub (16>Olub (17}Atwork
'thcompanionshipanddirectlybelowode: (18)Other
SiZFOPA.'TY-Besidecompanlonsh!pIndicats zfpar y. e.g.'-5•fiver ends 2,4-5•fvoinpartyncludlnjwife SURETYOfSELFREPORTitC M.8.-s«echeduleNo1
1" J* 260jf I60 J72
"1G] 80/



























Q.37.Firsta k:Wouldyounormallydrink?Thenas : Onthedayoft ev ntdidyour k? (Ifnotalreadykniwn)*
(i» [],6
Mon
(1)Boernwlne (2)Spirits (3)Mixture (4)NothingrM,A.
[]«



































































Q.41.(SelfdeeoclptlonSt jofMind-Alc hol£ff» ) Onthedayoftheev nt(atleastonh urbef r )-WhichfU>*foll wing»tat«s ofminddidyouexperfo oea artfrotheffectsalc hol? Thenask:W ichstatesofmindwoulyattributtoalco ol? NOTATTRIBUTABLE (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (9) (h) (I) (j) U) vI)Drunk(askforattributenly) Anger,frustration Tired AfraId Worried,sad,disappointed Stunnedorunraal Moreconfident,su ,p sitive Likesmashingth ng Feelcruel,likeaf ght,or argumentative Silliness,carelessnes Happy,rolaxed,warn Other Specify:YasNo 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ATTRIBUTABLE YeeNo
I3">
jsa ]39 ] AO 3<21A3 j44145 Ms r]«


















































Q.41P-oiI'r.s)-SSL-"'..-'D Wnatsoeclalpr blorsoldy unaveoyourshc-'ld







































G.45.(Special•oaaslons)-HOWCARD Whatspecialoooasl nsc rrespondedthsanetimperi df Incident?(W thin3days) (0)None (1)Formalevent(weddi g,christenIng (2)Socialo casion(dinnerw thfr e ds,ff ceparty,works' ' (3)Sportseventfootballmatch) (4)Specialc lebration(birthday,nowjo ) (3)Hogmar.ay,Christias (6)OtherSp'elfy: _ Q.46.(Plaintiff'sconsumption)VIOLENCEONLY Wasthoothur,crhadtherpersonb ondrinking? (1)Yes (2)No (12)Notknown IFYES:Howdldyouknow?ewereyoum stc rtain? (1)Wasdrinkingwithperson (2)he/shewasInar a,oramutfdri kingpremises (3)Behaviouror'nfpearanae. (4*Wastoldysorear.e '5'cthur How<-uchwouldyh.veestimateh^'hehadiatodrink? ifwhattypeofalcohol? C00EUNITSASiNQ.35. (Comparisonw thownSc lefOrunkunness)-HOWCALE !?E7|'PI1??»7a „.DrunkestyouSobor havebeen Co.^narlngtheothe-persony u.If1sw *ny uaooeri 'Jtheo.~inl-styousveb «n,wh reoulocplactnth rper o ? Itassailart!oratednscalk: DMyounoticechathe/^^e»asJr^xikthis/her... (a)»V.od cb)Dohavlcur (c)Physicalappearance(ryes,faceet .) {d1 •W-.vervmt(waiklrsj,itaognIn)
O.K. 12 12 12 12
13








[].. 1G-21 22-25 26-29
[1if -I■34 37
jiiMn38-41 r-iinnM jri[]sc-33 :j54-55
SECTIONIllb-PRINKINGTT //PI A'S v>,48-(comparison-whedrinki githtner) IFLVriSD:Canyourecallthela3tt mdrankwithyour _j(partner)? (1)Yes (2)No (11)Motapplicable IFYES:Howmanyweeksthatbeforeof nc ? Thelasttimyoudrankwithourp rtnw a ,andhomuc ,did youdrink? Specify:er WineType Spirits CODETOTALUNITSCO SUM DAIQUE ION35. Wasthitypical? Didyourwifedrinkmorole33thanueual? Q.49-(Comparisonwithfriends'drinking) Ca.youthinkofelasttimudrawith2ormerfriends whenyour(partn )asn tthere?Priortod yof offence) (■\}Yea ()(11)Notapplicable I7*YES:Howniar.yweekssth sbef reoffence? CODETIMI?TVEEIJ5 Howmuchdidyouallrink? Fow:nanyweredrinking,includi gy u? Sepcify:BeerTy e Spirit3 INPARTY
[] 56 [][j 578
IJ 61 [1 62. r1 []
64





Q.4S.{Comparisonwithfriends'drinki gcontd.) Wasthiyplcal7 (1)Y«s (2)Morathan (3)Lossthan Oldyoudrinkm raolessthanyourfri nds? (1)Same (2)Mora (3)Less 0.50(BlrvjaOrlnklng) rioteveryonedrinksthsameam untayI ndout.Wus allyha aper ods ordayswhenrinkco siderablymora.IwouldIlkaytreca lhebigg st binge,orthemosty uhavadru kin24houperiod-so etimewith ntlast year.Deesonetimstandut?Ad it e ly,IfIthbigg stdr nky u willnotbeabletorecalItl !Thinkab utt istimndwl11sky usome guestIons. Howmanyonths(weeks)bef retheof e cedidt iscu ?COCENUMBEROFWEEKS
BEFOREINCI ENT
Howmuchandwhatkinofalcoholdidy uco s meithe24hoursfhigh st oonsumotI? SpecIfy:B« r WlneType Sp!rIts CMETOTAL'.NITSCONSUM DASIjUE ION35 Tverhowmanyoursldyoudrink?( hifig eyexce d24hours) C^OEHOURSDURATIONITomaximumof24) CMycuhavenyspecialreasonsforg tt ngdrunk? (1)Fanllymember'shealth (2)Relationshipwithfepartner) (3)Jobproblems (4)Moneypr t'sms ISiYourhealth (6)Sexproblems (7)Lossffrlendsnlo (".)-w h (?)Frnimnoy,lsctrrlago (1CIi"r-al'a.-liyav^rtwedd ng,Shrste .ng) '111S-!f/Osasl-n{'.a.tf'-thj y,newjob) '12*Hogmanay ill)Spcrt:.vvent ill,11!!»o-..-•Lolalooisl-.n,regulardrinking CrCEFIRSTIrxF.L't.'.Tbf.Lt-"•ItcLY
(Bingedrinkingcontd,) Didyoudrinkal neorwiththers?Withwhom? (1)Alone (2)VIth(partner) (3)Vithfriends (It)Witho herfamilymembe s (5)I'ixedgroup Howmanyti esdidsi il rs tuationsoccurinhyepr toheoffence.ITowfrequ ntw rethey? Code.(3)=lon oractualnumber
q51.Attitudestodrinking) Iamgoingtready unumberofphras swhichantt respondyesornthqu stions- Doyoufeelthatalcoholc neverbg odor*. YesIio (a)Health (b)Creatingfriendships (c)Familyrelationships (d)Sexualrelationships (e)Drivingability(f)abilitytowork (g)"Poredcm (h)Forgettingproblems Doy ufeelthatalc holc neverb dor: Yes (a)(b)is!M (f)Health Creatingfriendships Familyrelationships Sexualrelationships Drivingability .bilitytowerk Foreiom Forgettingp oblems
No
2 T 2 2
IFW/.RRIKDCFir/KGTIP?P/vIE Doyoufeelursnouse''rin'-s(1)little
(2\C.K. (3)Conietirr.est omuch (It)"""00much (11)Dotapplicable
Howdoy ufeelabouthis/herat itudetyoudrinking? (1)O.K. (2)Shecouldbemoretolerant Howdyoufeelabo trndrinking? 1)Toolittle 2)O.K. 3)Sometimest ouch U)Toomuch Haveyoueverthoughtfcuttingd wnorinking? Haveotheres. erugg stedyoucutd wn? (1)Yesh)■'
IPYES:Becauseofffectnyourrthem? Effectonyou 21Effectonthem (3)Both Havenyofyourfriends'drinkinghabitse rw rri d? (1>Yea ( 2)"° 52(Historyofdrinking) Atwhatagedidyoufirsta talcohol?CODEG Atwhatagedidyoufirst knkonrw ?CODEG Didyoueverconsumealcoholithpresencfar ts asyouth? YesorJo IPYES:Atwhatagedidyoufirsts ?CODEG Q.33 Didyourparentsapproveofrdrinkingschildrouth? (11Yes (2) Didyouevergetdrunk(intoxicated)j*f o tfrpar nts?
IS
1.54.(Comparisonw thentsdrinki g) IF"!ALEaskboutF T!H:H;FT:!'ALEas!:bout! rr, p. Wouldyousayth trc ns medmorle sth ny u? 13Same >I#rethan (3)Lessthan (12)Don'tknow yourSPOCGC^PPARTME^: (1)Same (2)Morethan (3)Lessthan (12)Don'tknow
19
sectionnid-rrrrcL-h^t^Fro r;.r,s Everyonewhoconsumesalcoh lreg larlynayhavesomecom onexperie c s. IwouldliketVr. vhichofthesymayhaveexperienc dint yearpriortohincident.
•qr.(hestlesswithout)4"•' Didyoueverfeelr stlessorirritableatc rtaint mofhd y withoutadrink? (1)Yes (2)Eo IEY S:Diditnterferew thhatyoueredoing? Or,Werethtimeswh nyoucouldn'tthinkofanythi gels butgettingadrink? (1)Yes (2)No Hadthiseverb ennot c dyoth r ? '■1)Yes (2)No Didtheseimesbecomorcom onintsixm nthp ri drit theincid nttha3year3before*7" F̂erecommon 2)I,esscommon (3)Sane /.V\(langover; Didyoueverhahango er? (1)Yes (2No I-1YES:Hast'-ehangoverev rin erferedwithyourwork9 Or,Tasitevercausedyoutblateorabsentfr mwork*? (1)Yes (2)No '•'aveothersev rcomplain dty uabo turbeh vi rwheny haveangover? (0Yes (2)° Didthesehangoversbecomm rcom onitsixm nthp ri d priortotheincid nta3yearsbefore" (1)Morec mmon (2)Lesscommon (3)Same
20
•57.(Trembling) It'squiteacommonexper encemongstpeoplwhdrinkthavth ir handsorpartsftheirb ytrembleshakxtorning. Haveyouevernotic dthis? (1)YesU)No IPYES:Haathiseverint rferedw thyourk,ortasksuch holdingaglassr3h ving? (1)Yes (2)No
[] 53 [] 54
Haveotherse rcommentedthisshaking? Yes No
[] 55





"h5rt.(Morningdri k) Didyoueverhadr nkithmorninglpyelax,cu e hangoverortsettleyours lf?(wi hin3h s.fwnkins) (1)Yes (2)No
[] 57
IFYES:Vasthimerecommoninsixonthsbef r incidenttha3yearsago? !1)Forecommon 2)Lesscommon (3)Same
[] 50
'.51.(Amnesia) Haveyoue rdonthi gswhileerrinkingichr completelyunabletremem r?(Ev ntsf$minutro ) (1)Yes (2)No
ri Li 59
IPYES:'"erethesmetcrybreaksorecommoninsixonths beforetheincid ntr.ar.3yearsf re? (1)Morec mmon (2)Lesscommon (3)5a.-ne
[] 54
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Havenyofthefollowingccurr dy uin ofyourdrinking?






































Q.67.(Sbclallzlng) SHOWCARD Whichofthefoll wingactivitiesw uldy unormallyparti ipa eI a hweek? To whataxtant?
MorathanOnceFortnightly onoa
(a)Playd rts32 (b)Talkingtoneighbours,shopkeepersor32 peopleatw rk (0)Vialtingwithrelat ves32 (d)VisitingfriendsItheirorwnhome32 (a)Goingtpartyors c al32 (f)Goingtpub,club32 (g)6olngtcinema,bingo32 (h)Attendingohureh32 (1)Attendingsoocer,football,32 goingtbookies (j)Readingbookrmagazine32 (k)Doinghobby(g lf,fishing)32 (I)Watchingtelevision32 (■)Workingnbike,carrs methi g32 aroundhouse (n)Karate,weighttrain ng32 (0)Playingfootball,soccere .32 Q.60,(Non-crl«Ina|Vi lence) Allofuchaveargumentsndconfllotswithia doutsift efamily. Howo imonareve baldisagreementsndargu tInyourfamily? (0)Never (1)Lossthanonceayear (2)Onceayear (3)Morethanonceyear (4)Onoeam nthororafreque tly Haveyouevershoutedy rspouseorchildInangereverh doutburstf shoutingat? (0)Navor (1)Wife (2)Children (3)Both IF(1),2or3tH woomonarethesoutbursts? (1)Lessthanonceyear (2)treeayear (3)Mjrethanoncayear (4)tnceamonthorrfreque tly Wouldyousaythearmorelike ythaveccu r dIfywasobordrinking? (11)N.A. (1)Sober (2)Drinkingorhavingd unk (3)Toomuchtdrink (4)Othercausa:
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Haveyouevergonebeyo dsh utingandstruoktyo rpar nerochildwi«fis
orobject-forwhichy uern toonvloted? (0)Never (1)Partner (2)Children (3)Both IF(1),2or3)»H wfrequently? (0)Never (1)Lesethanoncyoar 12)Onoeey ar MorathanonceIyear (4)Onoeamonthorrfrequently Wouldyouaeythiswasmorelike ythavooourredIfywer : (11)N.A. (1)Sober (2)Drinkingorhavindru (3)Toomuchtdrink (4)Other SpecfyJ Haveyoueverc us dInj ry(extensioughithertbs enorrequir treatment)topartnerchildoryourselfi suohanIncid n ) (t)None (1)Partner (2)Children (3)Both (4)Self (5)SeIfandother IfanyInjur(l)-(5): WouldyousaythatInjur(moreliketoocc rfyouars be , ordrinking? (11)N.A. (1)Sober (2)Drinkingorhavindru (3)Toomuchtdrink (4)Otheraause Specify: Q.69.(Non-crlmlnalvio encewithfrie ds) HaveyoueverbeenInph sicalfightorstruckafrl ndsor acquaintances? (0)None (1)Frlerds (2)AcquaIntanoes/strangers (3)Both Ifyes,Howcommonarethesfight ? (1)Lasathancnceyoar (2)tncoiye«c (3)I*0*"*thanoncel|year (4)Cncoamonthorurefreque tly (0)Nevor
25
Wouldyousayfightssuchasthe earemorlik lytooccui youare: (11)N.A. 1)Sober 2)Drinkingorhavingdrunk 3)Toomuchtdrink ,u!|Othercause Specify: Haveyouevercaus dinjurytoothepersonsry u elf? 0](None 1)Friend 2IAcquaintance '3;)Self ,i»!IBoth .5])Selfandother IF(l)-(5)sWouldyousaythatinjurmorel kelytoocc ifyouaresob rodrinking? («;1N.A. i1)Sober (2)Drinkingorhavingdrunk (3!)Toomuchtdrink (u:)Othercauses Specify: Q.7U.(Familyliferating) Howwouldydescribeyourfamilylifewhenyourgrowingup- uptoage16? (1)Happy(2)Someproblems (3)Veryunhappy-manyprobl ms Q.75.(Peerfriendships) Whenyouweregrowi gupdidyouliveinaneighbourhood(ar a)wh re gangswerecommon?Werey uamemb rofgan ?(foraye rm e) (1)Nogangs (2)Gangsbutnotmember (3)Amemberofagang Canyoudescribethesortofthingst egangw sinvolvedi ? (i.e.didtg tintotroublewi hpolic-conf tw thothergangs?
Q,80.(SelfReportofConvictions)
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Doyouhavenyrec rdofconvictionsf rrlatff nces? I wouldIlkasomagenernformationothnumberfonvl tl syhav , andyouragewh ntheyooourred.
JUVENILECON ICTIONS{Age20andunder) CRIMINAL:AGEFIRSTCONVICTION AGEFIRSTTHEF NUMBEROFTHEFTS AGEFIRSTSSAULT NUMBEROFASSAULTS TOTALJUVENILECONVIC IONS OFFENCESjAGFIRSTBOP NUMBEROFBOPs NUMBEROFBOPsINVOLVINGASSAULT AGEFIRSTDRUNKENN SSOFFE CE NUMBEROFDRUNKENNESSOFFENCES(VII59-12) NUMBEROFRUNK ND IVINGOFFE C S ADULTCONVICTIONS CRIMINAL!AGEFIRSTONVICTION AGEFIRSTTHEF NUMBER#FADULTTHE TS AGEFIRSTSSAULT NUMBEROFADULTASSA S TOTALADULTCONVICTIONS •FFENCES:AGFIRSTBOP NUMBEROFBOPs NUMBEROFBOPsINV LVINGASSAULT AGEFIRSTDRUNKENNESSOFF C NUMBER$FDR NKENNESSOFFENC(VII59-12) NUMBEROFOR NKEND IVINGOFFE C S JUVENILEADMISSIONS:TotaltimeInborst l(m nths) TOTALIMEINAPPROV DSCHOOLS TOTALIMEINY UNGOFFENOERSINSTITUTION TOTALNO.OFADM.APPROVEOSCH OL TOTALNUMBEROFADM.Y UNGOFFENDERSINSTIT ION Q.81.(AlooholInPreviousConvl tfons) AskonlyIfpreviouso nvlotlonaareme tionedQ.80. (a)ifthel st5convlotlonshowma ywerecommitt dund rthInfluencfalcoh l? Forhowmanywouldys yaIa hoasthec use?(Y uln tvnnltted withoutalcohol) (b)ifyourfirst5convictionshowma ywerecomm ttedu derthInfle fal oh l? Forh wmanyft esewouldy us yalcoholseo use?(Yc uln tv committedwithoutalcohol)
14-15 16-17 18-19 20-21 22-23 24-25 26-27 28-29 30-31 32-33 34-35 36-37








Time:Commence/End _____TimIMinutes OtherPresont:No.Present NOTES AtmosphereInIn orvlow:- (1)Relaxed (2)TenseIoertalns ctions (3)Tensethroughout (1)Hesitant (2)ConfidentI response (1)IncompleteIntervi w (2)Refusedtore pondoartalq estions (3)CompleteIntervi w
fii- [I]






TABLES AND FIGURES TO CHAPTER 5
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TABLE A5.2









Under 30 days 5 (10) 4 (8) 9
31 - 60 days 5 (20) 9 (26) 14
61 - 90 days 15 (50) 15 (56) 30
91 - 180 days 8 (66) 11 (68) 19
181 + days 17 (100) 11 (100) 28
X2 =
50 50 100
3 . 01 d.f. = 4 n. s.
TABLE A5 . 3


















X2 = 14.3 d.f. = 2 p< . 001
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TABLE A 5 . 4





















X2 = 1.09 d . f. = 2 n. s .
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TABLE A5.5(a)
LENGTH OF SENTENCE BY SENTENCE OPTION FOR ASSAILANTS
Imprisonment Optional Total
only Sentence
N % N % N %
Under 90 days 14 (36.8) 11 (91.7) 25 (50.0)
91 + days 24 (63.2) 1 (8.3) 25 (50.0)
38 (100.0) 12 (100.0) 50 (100.0)
X2 = 8.9 d.f. = 1 p < .01
TABLE A5.5.(b)
LENGTH. OF SENTENCE BY SENTENCE OPTION FOR CONTROLS
Imprisonment Optional Total
only Sentence
N % N % N %
Under 90 days 13 (38.2) 15 (53.6) 28 (56.0)
91 + days 21 (61.8) 1 (4.5) 22 (44.0)
34 (100.0) 16 (100.0) 50 (100.0)
X2 = 11.4 d.f. = 1 p < .001
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TABLE A5.6









20 and under 5 (10) 2 (4) 7 (7)
21 - 25 23 (56) 30 (64) 53 (60)
26 - 30 8 (72) 12 (88) 20 (80)
31 + 14 (100) 6 (100) 20 (100)
50 50 100
Mean Age 28.3 years 25.1 years
z = 0.61; d.f. = 98; n.s. Mann-Whitney
TABLE A5.7
AREA OF RESIDENCE OF THE ASSAILANTS AND THE CONTROLS
Assailants Controls Total































X = 3.7 d.f. = 3 n.s,
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TABLE A5-. 8




Living with wife 33 26 59




X =2.8 d.f. = 2 n.s.
TABLE A5.9




Good 35 36 71
Occasionally good 7 10 17
Poor 8 4 12
50 50 100
X2 = 2.8 d.f. = 2 n.s.
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TABLE A5.10
RATING OF WIFE/COHABITEE AS A CONFIDANTE BY ASSAILANTS
AND CONTROLS
RATING Assailants Controls Total
N O."o N % N %
0 6 (12.4) 7 (14.4) 13 (13.4)
1 3 (6.2) 6 (12.4) 9 (9.3)
2 2 (4.2) 8 (16.4) 10 (10.3)
3 37 (76.2) 38 (57.8) 65 (67.0)
48 (100.0) 49 (100.0) 97 (100.0)
TABLE A5.ll
NUMBER OF CHILDREN REPORTED. BY ASSAILANTS AND CONTROLS
Assailants Controls Total
N N N
None 12 9 21
1-2 23 29 52
3 or more 15 12 27
50 50 100
Mean number
of children 1. 9 (S.D.=1.7) 1.7 (S.D.=1.4)
= 1.45 d.f. = 2 n.s.
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TABLE A5 .12




time work 32 24 56
Unemployed 18 26 44
50 50 100
X2 = 1.98 d.f. = 1 n.s.
TABLE A5.13
TYPE OF. EMPLOYMENT OF ASSAILANTS AND CONTROLS
Assailants Controls Total
N N N
Unskilled 26 19 45
Skilled or
partially skilled 24 31 55
50 50 100
X2 =1.28 d.f. =1 n.s.
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TABLE A5.14
HIGHEST LEVEL. OF. EDUCATION ACHIEVED BY.ASSAILANTS
AND CONTROLS
LEVEL Assailants Controls Total
N N N
No qualifications 24 22 46
Education Certi¬
ficate 4 4 8
"O" Level 7 4 11
"A" Level or






X2 = 1.89 d.f. = 5 n. s.
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TABLE A5.15(a)
GANG MEMBERSHIP BY SUBGROUP (ALL. RESPONDENTS)
Assailants Controls Total
N % N % N %
No gangs and
non-member 35 (70.0) 24 (49.0) 59 (59.6)
Member of gang 15 (30.0) 25 (51.0) 40 (40.4)
50 (100.0) (50) (100.0) 99 (100.0)
X2 = 3.7 d.f. = 1 p < .05
TABLE A5.15(b)
GANG MEMBERSHIP BY SUBGROUP (EXCLUDING THOSE WHO REPORTED
NO GANG TO BE AVAILABLE FOR MEMBERSHIP)
Assailants Controls Total
N Q,"O N Q,'O N o."o
Non-member 21 (58.3) 15 (37.5) 36 (47.4)
Member 15 (41.7) 25 (62.5) 40 (52.6)
36 (100.0) 40 (100.0) 76 (100.00)
X2 = 2.5 d.f. = 1 n. s.
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TABLE A5.16




"Happy" 27 22 49
"Some Problems 16 21 37
"Very unhappy" 7 7 14
50 50 100
TABLE A. 5.17(a)




None 39 38 77
Separation under
age of 15 11 12 23
50 50 100
TABLE A5.17(b)




None 34 40 74
Separation under








Unskilled 9 12 21
Skilled or
partially skilled 41 38 79
50 50 100
X2 = .24 d.f. = 1 n.s.
TABLE A 5.18(b)




Unskilled 33 31 64
Skilled or
partially skilled 17 19 36
50 50 100
X2 = .04 d.f. = 1 n.s.
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TABLE A5.19(a)





None 38 30 68
Some - .major 12 20 32
50 50 100
"X2 = 2.25 d.f. = 1 n.s.
TABLE A5.19(b)





None 39 43 82
Some - major 11 7 18
50 50 100
X2 = .60 d.f. =1 n.s.
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TABLE A5.20(a)








None 44 43 87












None 43 48 91









None 33 38 71
Yes 17 12 29
50 50 100
TABLE A5.21(b)









PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL ACTIVITIES BY ASSAILANTS AND CONTROLS





Play Darts 62 64 2.2 .03
Talk neighbours 78 72 2.8 .08
Visit relatives 80 74 2.3 .13
Visit friends 70 78 2.3 .22
Attend parties 46 32 1.4 .01




Go to Pub 92 94 2.7 .08
Go to Cinema 48 60 1.5 .05
Attend Church 20 6 1.4 .49




Read 58 70 2.6 .04
Hobby 54 62 2.2 .06
Watch T.V. 88 80 2.8 .12
Work on bike/
housework 70 52 2.5 .00
Fitness 36 32 2.6 .04
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TABLE A5.23
PARTICIPATION SCORES FOR ASSAILANTS AND CONTROLS











Activity Group A 5.9 6.2 18 1-14
II It B 3.5 2.9 12 1-9
II II C 5.4 4.9 15 1-15
All activities 14.8 14.0 45 8-32
TABLE A5.24




None 3 8 11
1-5 22 17 39
6-10 7 12 19
11+ 18 13 31
50 50 100
X2 = 5.04 d.f. = 3 n.s.
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TABLE A5.25
CONFIDANT RATINGS BY SUBGROUP
Assailants Controls Total
N N N
No confidant 20 27 47
Rating 1-5 17 16 33
Rating 6 or more 13 7 20
50 50 100
X2 = 2.9 d . f . = 2 n.s.
TABLE A5.26
PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS REPORTED BY ASSAILANTS AND CONTROLS
Assailants Controls Significance
x S.D. x S.D. z df p
3.35 (4.85) 1.80 (2.90) -1.98 97 <0.05
4.64 (7.03) 12.96 (13.43) -4.36 96 < 0.001
4.10 (6.00) 2.14 (3.36) -2.19 97 <0.05
*A11 con¬







* These include the three types of conviction referred to
above, plus additional convictions not referred to.
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TABLE A5.27








































PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS REPORTED BY.ASSAILANTS AND VICTIMS
TYPE OF Assailants Victims Level Qf
CONVICTION x S.D. x S.D. Significance
Assaults 3.41 (4.8) 3.55 (6.2) z=-0.07 d.f.=55 n.s.
Thefts 4.7 (7.1) 3.0 (3.7) z=-0.10 d.f.=54 n.s,
Breach of
peace 6.9 (19.2) 4.2 (5.8) z=-0.31 d.f.=55 n.s,
All
convic¬
tions 15.4 (24.7) 12.2 (13.6) z=-0.24 d.f.=50 n.s,
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TABLE A5.30
MOTIVATION AND REASONS - FOR INVOLVEMENT IN EVENT REPORTED
BY.ASSAILANTS AND VICTIMS
., , ... Level of
Assailants Victims
significance
N Q."o N o.o x2 d. f. p
Release
anger
29 (60.4) 4 (3.5) 25.9 i <.oo:
Release
sadness 15 (30.0) 2 (4.3) 9.4 1 <.01
Means to end 5 (10.0) 1 (2.1) n. s.
Financial 0 (0.0) 1 (2.1) n. s.
Revenge 12 (24.0) 2 (4.3) 6.1 1 < .05
Make point 28 (57.1) 24 (51.1) n. s.
Fun 1 (2.0) 1 (2.1) n. s.
Dare
Avoid
problem 19 (38.8) 13 (27.7) n. s.













Figure A5.1: Education - Percentage of Assailants and

















Figure A5.2: Participation in Social Activities -
Number of Assailants and Their Victims
Reporting (Male Victims Only)
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APPENDIX 4
SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSES AND TABLES
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APPENDIX 4
SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSES AND TABLES
To Chapter 6
1. A comparison of the Prisoners' Accounts with those
of their Wives/Cohabitees on Topics which were
unrelated to Alcohol Consumption or to the Offence.
2. A comparison of the Prisoners' reported Alcohol
Consumption and related Measures with their Assess¬
ment of whether they had consumed "more", "less"
or the "same" at the time of the offence.
To Chapter 7
3. Differences in Specific Features of "the plan"
between the Assailants and the Controls.
4. The Consumption/non-consumption of Alcohol on the
Day of the Offence within Assailant-Victim Pairs,
by Social Affiliation and by the Sex of the Victim.
5. The Effects of Alcohol Consumption at the time of
the Offence - Differences reported by the Assailants
and the Victims.
6. Consequences of Alcohol Consumption within Categories
of Social Affiliation - Differences between the
Assailants and the Victims.
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1. A Comparison of the.Prisoners' Accounts with those
of Their Wives/Cohabitees on Topics which were un¬
related to Alcohol Consumption or to. the Offence
A brief comparison was made of the prisoners and
their wives/cohabitees' reports on a number of variables
which had no apparent relationship to alcohol consumption
or to the offence. This comparison was made to show,
for areas in which the wife/cohabitee might have more
intimate knowledge if the agreement was any different
from areas examined in chapter 6, relating specifically
to alcohol consumption and the violent offence.
The areas which were examined included: (1) non¬
criminal violence (including wife-beating and non-family
violence); (2) personal problems of the prisoner; and
(3) the prisoner's social activities. In addition, the
wives/cohabitees' assessments of the conjugal relationship
were compared with those of the prisoners.
Non-Criminal Violence
With regard to reports of family violence
(specifically wife-beating) thirty-four (37.4%) wives/
cohabitees and 31 (34.1%) prisoners reported that the
prisoner had beaten his wife. The discrepancy between
reports was not significant. An overall agreement of
61.5 per cent was found.
In addition, 31 (34.1%) wives/cohabitees and 42
(46.2%) prisoners reported that the prisoner had been
involved in non-family violence which had not been
detected by the police. There was no significant
discrepancy in these reports of non-family violence.
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Personal Problems experienced.by the Prisoners at the
Time of the.Offence
In the comparison of the accounts of nine personal
problems (not specifically related to alcohol consumption)
experienced by the prisoner at the time of the offence,
the overall agreement (OA) varied between 52.8 and 86.8
per cent. The mean overall agreement for the nine
problems was 73.6 per cent. The amount of agreement for
each of the nine problem areas can be seen in Table A6.1.
TABLE A6.1
PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY PRISONER AT TIME OF OFFENCE -
PERCENT AGREEMENT IN ACCOUNTS OF WIFE/COHABITEE.AND
PRISONER
N OA IA( + ) IA(-)
Family Health 89 69.6 41.3 61.4
Relationships 89 72.4 52 . 6 43.5
Job 89 52.8 36.4 15.3 *
Money 89 58.4 44.8 37.3
Own Health 88 73.9 32.4 70.1
Sex 83 86.7 8 . 3 86.6
Lost Friends 89 80.9 10 . 5 80.5
Death 88 80.7 32.0 78 .8
Pregnancy 88 86.7 43.3 77.3
Mean % (S.D.) 73.6(11.9) 33.5(15.1) 61.2(24.1)
.
2* Significant descrepancy McNemar X = 10.5
For a majority of the items, the agreement appeared to
be present because of the absence or failure to identify
the problem. On only one item (i.e."job problems")
were the responses significantly discrepant. Ten (11.2%)
wives/cohabitees did not report job problems reported by




Table A6.2 shows the agreement between accounts of
the prisoners and those of their wives/cohabitees on 15
social activities.
TABLE A6.2
PRISONERS' SOCIAL ACTIVITIES - PERCENT AGREEMENT IN
ACCOUNTS BY.WIFE/COHABITEE AND PRISONER
N OA IA(+) IA(-)
1 Play darts, snooker 91 79.1 72.5 53.7
2 Talk to neighbours,
shopkeepers 91 62.6 57.0 26.1
3 Visit relations 91 70 . 3 66.7 27.0
4 Visit friends 91 64.8 60.0 25.6
5 Go to a party 91 63.7 31.3 56.6
6 Go to pub 91 89.0 88.5 28.5
7 Cinema, bingo 91 68 .1 54.0 49.1
8 Attend church 91 86.8 25.0 86.2
9 Attend soccer, etc. 91 68 .1 39.6 59.7 *
10 Read 91 76.9 72.0 43.2 * *
11 Hobbies 91 59 . 3 41.3 43.1 •k -k -k
12 Watch T.V. 91 80 . 2 80.0 5.3
13 Work on bike, etc 91 61. 5 53.3 31.4
14 Fitness 91 70.3 28.9 66.3 k -k -k -k
15 Play sports 91 69. 2 48.2 56.9
Mean % (S.D.) 71. 3(9.1) 54. 5 (19.1) 43 . 6 (20.1
* McNemar X =6.8 p< .01
(7 wives/cohabitees said yes when prisoners said no;
22 wives/cohabitees said no when prisoners said yes)
**: McNemar X^ = 4.8 p< . 05
(16 wives/cohabitees said yes when prisoners said no;
5 wives/cohabitees said no when prisoners said yes)
*** McNemar X = 5.3 p < .05
(11 wives/cohabitees said yes when prisoners said no;
26 wives/cohabitees said no when prisoners said yes
**** McNemar X = 3.7 p^.OS
(8 wives/cohabitees said yes when prisoners said no;
19 wives/cohabitees said no when prisoners said yes)
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The observed agreement between the prisoners' and their
wives/cohabitees' reports of his social activities
ranged from 59.3 to 89.0 per cent. For nine items
there was greater agreement that the activity was
present than absent. Significant discrepancies in the
reports were found in four of the pursuits: group sports
(e.g. soccer); reading; hobbies; and fitness.
Marital Assessment
Wives/cohabitees and prisoners rated their marriage
on a three point scale - "good", "occasionally good" and
"poor". A 66.7 per cent agreement (K = +0.56) was
found between the responses of wives/cohabitees and
prisoners.
SUMMARY
The level of agreement on accounts w^ich were
unrelated to alcohol consumption or the offence appeared
to be similar to those dealing specifically with alcohol
consumption and the offence as reported in chapter 6.
2. A Comparison of the Prisoners' Reported Alcohol
Consumption and Related Measures with their Assess¬
ment of whether they had consumed "More", "Less" or
the "Same" at the Time of the Offence
The prisoners were asked to make a number of compa¬
risons of their alcohol consumption at the time of the
offence with other drinking occasions. The major com¬
parison which they were asked to make was with regard to
their "drunkenness", and this has been discussed in
chapters 6 and 7. They were also asked to report on
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whether they had consumed "more, "less" or the "same" as
usual at the time of the offence. The reports on this
measure did not differ between the assailants and the
controls. Forty-eight respondents indicated that they
had consumed "more" than usual at the time of the offence,
whereas only 18 indicated that they had consumed "less".
For each of the three groups reporting that they
had consumed "more", "less" or the "same", a comparison
was made with the mean consumption on the day of the
offence, the mean consumption for a typical week and
the number of abstainers and mean number of drinking
consequences, as shown in Table A6.3.
TABLE A6.3
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION ON DAY OF OFFENCE AND IN A TYPICAL
WEEK; ABSTAINERS; AND NUMBER OF DRINKING CONSEQUENCES
WHEN CONSUMPTION AT THE TIME OF THE OFFENCE WAS REPORTED
TO BE "MORE", "LESS" OR "THE SAME"
Alcohol Consumption in Units Reported to Be
"More" "Same" "Less"
(N=48) (N=29) (N=18)
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D.
CONSUMPTION
Day of
offence 33.6 (15.5) 9.2 (8.9) 14.2 (15.9)








consequences 5.5 (3.7) 3.8 (4.0) 2.9 (2.3)
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Although comparisons were not made within individual
accounts, the groups' assessments of "more","less" or the
"same" were consistent with the number of prisoners who
reported abstaining, the actual levels of alcohol
consumption and the number of consequences reported.
3. Differences in Specific Features of "The Plan"Between
The Assailants and the Controls
The differences in six specific feature of "the
plan" reported by the assailants and the controls and
also in relation to level of alcohol consumption were
examined. The features included decisions relating to:
who the victim or target of the crime would be; the time
of the offence; the choice of a date or day for the
offence; the injury which would be inflicted or the
object which would be secured; the aids or weapons which
would be used; and also whether there was a period of
observation or study prior to committing the offence.
Significant differences between the assailants and
the controls were found on five of the six items, as
shown in Table A7.1.
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TABLE A7.1
FEATURES OF PLAN REPORTED BY RESPONDENTS WITHIN. EACH
SUB-GROUP
Total Assailants Controls Significance
NN % N % "X.2 df p
Victim
(obj ect-
premises) 100 19 (38.0) 24 (48.0) - - n.s.
Time of
offence 100 2 (4.0) 24 (48.0) 22.9 1 <.001
Date/day 100 0 (0.0) 21 (42.0) 22.1 1 <.001
Inj ury/
object 100 5 (10.0) 30 (60.0) 25.3 1 <.001
Weapons/
aids 100 3 (6.0) 12 (24.0) 5.0 1 <.05
Observation 100 0 (0.0) 21 (42.0) 24.1 1 <.001
From Table A7.1, it can be seen that there were no
significant differences between the numbers of assailants
and controls who reported selecting a victim or target
for the offence.
The examination of how differences in the plan related
to the actual level of alcohol consumption was made by
grouping all respondents with regard to whether their
alcohol consumption on the day of the offence was above
or below the median.
Differences in the specific items of planning
between those consuming above and below the median alcohol




FEATURES OF PLAN REPORTED BY. RESPONDENTS CONSUMING. ABOVE
AND. BELOW' MEDIAN
Feature
of Plan Total 0-18 units 19+ units
Level of
Significance
N N N X2 P
Victim (person
or premises 100 23 20 n. s.
Time of offence 100 17 9 n. s.
Date or day- 100 15 6 3.9 <.05
Injury or
obj ect 100 17 18 n. s.
Weapon or aid 100 11 4 n. s.
Observation 100 15 6 3.9 <.05
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4. TABLE A7.3
CONSUMPTION/NON-CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL ON DAY OF OFFENCE
WITHIN ASSAILANT/VICTIM. PAIRS AND BY .THE SOCIAL


















1 (6.7) 1 (10.0)




sumed 2 (28.6) 12 (80.0) 5 (50.0)























* One victim was excluded from the table.
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5. The Effects of Alcohol Consumption at the Time of
The.Offence - Differences- Reported.by the Assailants
and the Victims
Assailant and victim respondents were asked to
report the effects of alcohol on their mood, behaviour,
appearance, movement and speech. Assailants consistently
reported a greater number of changes than that reported
by victims in relation to the five types of effect, as
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victims and females only
Figure A7.1: Percentage of the Assailants and Their Victims
Who Reported Changes (in Five Areas) As A
Result of Alcohol Consumption on the Day of
The Offence
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6. Consequences of Alcohol Consumption within Categories
of Social Affillation " Pifferences. Between the
Aisailants and, the Victims
The differences between the assailants' and the
victims' reporting of consequences of alcohol consumption
were found to vary across the different categories of
social affiliation. Table A7.4 summarises these
differences.
TABLE A7.4
CONSEQUENCES OF ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION - DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
ASSAILANTS AND VICTIMS WITHIN CATEGORY OF SOCIAL
AFFILIATION (MALE VICTIMS ONLY)
Social Affiliation
Consequences „ . ,, .
-
-s , i Extended Neighbour/ rT ,of Alcohol —= r-= —-2-, ' Unknown
75 r-*— Family FriendConsumption 1
Phi 0 Phi 0 Phi 0
Personal Problems
Restlessness 0 .53 0 .15 0
Hangover 0 . 23 0 .09 0
Trembling 0 .48 0 .13 0
Morning Drink 0 . 68** 0 .07 0
Amnesia 0 .66*** 0 .17 0
Health Problems 0 .36 0 .01 0
Emotional 0 .36 0 .18 0
Social Problems
Police Cell 0 . 29 0 . 26 0
Barred Pub 0 .84** 0 .07 0
Barred Public Place 0 .36 0 .18 0
Slept Outdoors 0 . 53 0 .01 0
Lost Friendship 0 .53 0 .01 0
Police Warning 0 . 68** 0 .18 0








Key: ** p< 0. 01
*** p< 0.05
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In the table, the Phi statistic is used to show
the strength of relationship in each of the three cate¬
gories of affiliation. From the table it can be seen
that there-was no significant difference in association
of reported consequences between victims or assailants
who were neighbours/friends. There were differences
between assailants and victims who were extended family
members. Even more differences were found in the number
of consequences reported by assailants and victims who
were unknown to the assailant.
